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You'll find Synergy products built into the world's most demanding applications. 

The Goal: 
Design the world's only multi
frequency Radar Target Gener
a tor System able to simulate 
hostile threats on the military's 
diverse radar systems. 

The Problem: 
To get the needed horsepower, 
sixteen 68040 CPU boards were 
required. However, with this 
many boards, VMEbus band
width limits would severely 
degrade system performance 
making the project unfeasible. 

The Solution: 
Synergy's V420 dual 68040 SBC. 
After evaluating several pro
ducts, KOR Electronics selected 
eight V420s which could deliver 
320 MIPS without VMEbus 
bandwidth degradation. 

"Not only did 
we meet our project 
peef ormance goals, 

we were able to 
reduce our costs 

by 40%." 

Unexpected Benefits: 
Synergy's dual '040 solution cut 
KOR's hardware requirements 
by 50% while vastly increasing 
system reliability. These un
expected benefits reduced sys
tem costs by 40%. 

In Synergy, KOR also found 
a design partner with strong 
integration expertise and de
pendable customer support. 

"I recommend you call 
Synergy today." 

Next time you need high 
performance SBCs, do as KOR 
Electronics did. Call Synergy 
Microsystems. You'll be as 
satisfied as they are. 

High performance SB Cs for demanding applications. 
SYNERGY MICROSYSTEMS, Inc. 179 Calle Magdalena, Encinitas, CA 92024, 619-753-2191, Fax 619-753-0903 
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It's the innovative applica
tion of cutting-edge technology 
to your specific requirements. 
It's what we do at Electronic 
Solutions. 

There was a time when a 
backplane was little more than a 
few connectors mounted to a 
simple pc board. But today's 
higher performance systems 
require higher performance 
multilayer backplanes. Someone 
has to resolve the difficult issues 
faced in designing a backplane 
that will handle your high
speed system-a balancing act 
between design parameters that 
affect crosstalk, reflections, 
impedance, ground shift, and 
power distribution . 

That's where Electronic 
Solutions can make your job 
easier! You can rely on our 

VMEbus 
VXI bus 
Sun bus 
Multibus I 
Multibus II 
Futurcbus+ 

experience and expertise to 
resolve the design issues you're 
facing quickly-at a price that 
even your bean counters will be 
pleased with. 

For industry standard 
backplanes such as VME, 
Multibus I or II, Sun, VXI, or 
Futurebus+ we have a line of 
high performance backplanes 
available off the shelf. Our back
planes have been independently 
tested and ranked as the "Best 
Balanced" backplanes available. 

Mixed buses 
Proprietary buses 
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For proprietary back
planes, no matter how exotic or 
unusual, we'll apply the same 
design expertise exemplified by 
our standard products and 
build you a backplane tailored 
to your specific requirements. 

Let us prove it to you! Just 
call and request information on 
our backplane design capabili
ties and we'll FAX the FACTS 
right to you. Or ask to talk to 
one of our Applications 
Engineers who will help you 
translate your requirements into 
a backplane spec. 

For standard or proprietary 
applications, there's only one 
way to get a backplane that's 
just right for your system. That's 
to call Electronic Solutions and 
put our experience to work for 
you. 

One example of our design 
innovation is our patented 
Active Automatic Daisy 
Chaining which eliminates 
the number one field ser
vice probem- improperly 
placed Bus Grant jumpers. 
Ifs superior to the passive 
auto-daisy chaining touted 
by other vendors, and ifs 
available free of charge on 
our new VME backplanes. 

6790 Flanders Drive, Sa n Diego, CA 92121 
(6 19) 452-9333 FAX: 619-452-9464 

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-7086 
In Calif: (800) 772-7086 



The New Dual '040 VME SBC: 
Faster, More Efficient and Lower Cost 

Than Any Multi-board Solution 
Get on-board multiprocessing and an astounding 

40 MIPS throughput, when you power your system 
with Synergy's new SV420 sing le-slot SBC. The 
SV420's dual-CPU design means you'll need fewer 
boards in your YME chassis, with no YMEbus 
bandwidth bottlenecks between the '040s, and system
wide cost saving of more than 40%. 

And even if you don't need multiprocessing right 
now, the SY420 still puts you out front. Use the 
second '040 as a super-smart DMA controller. When 

Over a dozen smart, powerful 1/0 
modules fit Synergy's '020, '030, 
'040 and Dual '040 SBC's. 

combined with the SY420's 
66 MByte/sec VME64® 
circuitry, nothing 
communicates faster over 
the YMEbus. 

Add even more on
board power by selecting 
from Synergy's big list of 

high-performance, intelligent plug-on l/O modules -
such as our latest Super-YSB module offering 
40+ MB/sec over the VSB bus. 
Or choose another module, from 
a Tl/El controller to a super-fast 
graphics engine, that plugs onto 
any Synergy SBC. 

Better yet, just tell us what you 
need. We're the company you can 
talk to about your YME system 
design problems. You'll find that we listen and 
delil'er (every Synergy 1/0 module on our list 
started as a customer request) . We mean 
business when we say customer support is our 
most important mission. 

So if you want to be out front in system 
performance, just be up front with Synergy. 
Call us today. 

Synergy Microsystems. Inc. 
179 Calle Magdalena. Encinitas. CA 92024 

(619) 753-2191FAX:619-753-0903 
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Computer Design's 
new OEM Integration 
supplement debuts this 
month and is being 
mailed with th is issue. 
If someone has walked 
off with it, call 
(508) 392-2124 for 
another copy. 
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Introducing HMI Lite, 
the brilliant Dreakthrough 

in hi -performance, 
hi y affordable 
development tools. 

Our new Lite quietly 
begins a whole new era 
in emulation and debug
ging tools. Because at 
under $5,000, the Lite delivers more 
capabilities than you ever imagined 
possible in its price range. 

First, the price includes a com
plete, full-featured, real-time 
emulator integrated with HMI's 
popular SourceGate emulator con
trol and debugging software. 

Now, check these features; multiple 
hardware and software breakpoints, 
full trace capability including show 
cycles and dequeuing of pref etched 
pipelined instructions, and support 
for all Port-E configurations. 

And, the 256K emulator RAM 
features complete mapping control 

including all chip select signals and 
dynamic bus sizing for 8/16 bit oper
ations. In addition, dual ported RAM 
is provided for real-time monitoring 
of critical memory variables. 

Oh yes, and this is all packaged 
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in a single 4 .5 x 1.5 inch 
direct-plug pod enclosure. 

Write or call for details 
on the Lite, it supports all 

industry C, PASCAL and Ada com
pilers and is ready for use with IBM 
PC family and UNIX based host 
computers. The new Lite is the best 
of our emulation technology- for 
less. Brilliant! 

IHMll 
HUNTSVILLE MICROSYSTEMS, INC. 
3322 South Memorial Parkway 
Huntsville, AL 35801 USA . 
Tel : (205) 881-6005 
Fax: (205) 882-6701 

IBM is reg. T.M. International Business Machines, Inc. 
UNIX is reg. T.M ., Bell Laboratories, Inc. 
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As the demand for 
advanced low
power portable 
systems-cellular 
telephone and 
laptop, palm-size 
and pen-based com
puters-increases, 
the electronics and 
computer industries 
are shifting to lower
voltage ICs and 
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No logic analyzer is, for that matter. 

Because at speeds above 25 MHz, even the best designer 

needs a scope to handle nightmares like race conditions, 

ground bounce, and crosstalk. And not just any scope, but 

one tailored specifically for high-speed digital design. 

At Tektronix, we understand this need all too well. 

As proof, we've not only designed and built a great logic 

analyzer 

-our 

powerful 

newGPX-

EVEN THOUGH OUR NEW LOGIC 
HIGH SPEED DIGITAL DESIGN, 

but also a perfect companion. The TDS 640 digitizing oscilloscope. 

To get you started, the GPX provides more channels than 

cable TV. Up to 160, for instance, of 80 MHz state analysis, 

and 32 channels of 1 GHz timing or 160 channels of 200 MHz 

transitional timing. 

In short, enough to handle the world's fastest 

microprocessors. And with that 

kind of performance, you can easily track your system at clock 

rates well beyond 50 MHz, which allows you to locate complex 

coding errors quickly and accurately. 

SEW-188546 Copyright © 1991, Tektronix, Inc. 



Enter the TDS 640. 

With a 500 MHz bandwidth and 2 GS/s 

real-time sampling on four channels, 

the TDS displays logic and timing 

errors with absolute accuracy. And 

because it was created with the digital 

designer in mind, the TDS lets you trigger directly on common 

ANALVZER IS GREAT FOR 
IT'S NOT NEARLY ENOUGH. 

digital circuit 

events like 

glitches, runt 

pulses, and 

excessive clock jitter or skew. Put all that together with the 

power of the GPX and you have a remarkably effective solution. 

Cost effective, too. In fact, the GPX and TDS together sell 

for less than competing scope/logic analyzer combinations. 

And if you buy the pair between now and February 28, 1993, 

we'll take an additional 10% off the retail price. 

Enough, already. 

For more information on the very best high-speed digital design tools available, 

call Tektronix today at 800-426-2200. 

Tektronix 
Aest and Measurement 
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This is your chance to get the full power of embedded 

FORCE Computers, Inc ., 3165 Winchester Blvd., Campbell, CA 95008-6557, Prof.·Messerschmitt-Str. I. W-8014 Neubiberg/Mt1nchen. All brands or products are trademarks of their respective holders. 1992, FORCE Computers. Inc. 



SPARC. Don't let it slip away. 
This is one of those times when you 

just have to seize the day. Because 

opportunities like this are 

rare indeed. 

You see, 

FORCE . th l ChoosefmmaranrJl!ofsystems. 
IS e on y for a highly integrated solution. 

company licensed by Sun to put 

SPARCstation 2 technology on VME. 

So we're the only ones who can 

give you validated hardware and 

software compatibility. Allowing you 

to run SunOS™ with any of your 

SPARCstation 2 applications and peri

pherals. Without a hitch. 

We also have a whole new family 

of SPARC 2 products. With 

everything from our CPU-

2CE (6U) board to the micro

force single-slot system. RISC micro· 
prrx:essor. de· 
livering 28.5 
MIPS. 

We even have 20-slot 

systems that allow you to customize 

1/0. Giving you the perfect combina

tion of real-time and UNIX. 

And our SPARC products pro

vide the broadest software offering of 

any RISC architecture. Including 

SunOS, real-time operating systems 

and a host of application software. 

So if you want a better grasp of 

embedded SPARC, call for a free 

brochure. 800-237-8863, ext.5. Or in 

Europe, 49.89.608-14-0. 

Because there's no 

reason to let all this power 

slip through your fingers. 
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HP joins open-standards 
revolution 
Last month Hewlett-Packard (Fort 
Collins, co) jumped into the real
time, open-bus business with a 
vengeance when it introduced the 
742m. This full-featured CPU car
ries HP's 50-MHz PA-RISC 7100 proc
essor with floating-point coproces
sor. The new board is designed to 
run the HP-RT 1.0 real-time POSIX
based operating system, and is 
closing in on 60 SPECmarks. 

The board, however, is but one 
of HP's forays into the open-sys
tems, real-time arena. It's also in
troducing an entire family of 
industrial workstations based on 
VMEbus. The family will be part of 
the HP Apollo 9000 Series 700 
workstations, targeted at the man
ufacturing, aerospace, telecom
munications, and medical and 
laboratory industries. 

The new products are designed 
to let OEMS, system integrators 
and users increase performance 
with HP's PA-RISC architecture and 
software development tools. Board 
products are compatible with the 
company's other workstations. 

In making its announcement, HP 
becomes the second major maker 
of minicomputers to jump on the 
VMEbus bandwagon for real-time 
applications. Last year, Digital 
Equipment Corporation (Maynard, 
MA) announced that it would focus 
on the real-time market, using 
VMEbus with its Alpha processor 
architecture. At the time, it an
nounced an agreement with Wind 
River Systems (Alameda, CA), in 
which that company would port its 
VxWorks to Digital's new family of 
products and integrate Alpha into 
its existing real-time os. 

Both HP and Digital have tradi
tionally had heavy stakes in the 
real-time business-HP with its 
1000-series minicomputers and 
Digital with its PDP machines. 
Both, however, were in jeopardy of 
losing out to more flexible, stan
dard-bus-based machines. Despite 
rumors to the contrary, Digital's 
project leader, Maureen Johnson, 
reports that the company's VMEbus
based project is on schedule. 

-Warren Andrews 

Antsy for ANSI 
VITA (VME International Trade Asso
ciation-Scottsdale, AZ) has sub-
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mitted an application to ANSI to be
come a standards sponsoring 
group. The group's objective is to 
provide a more comprehensive ve
hicle for the VMEbus specification. 

VITA's application is currently go
ing through the approval process 
at ANSI, a process that's expected 
to be completed early next year. 
It's expected that once VITA 
achieves sponsorship status, it will 
write a revised VMEbus specifica
tion divorced from the present 
1014 Revision C, and probably 
also from the proposed Revision D, 
which adds VME64 to Revision C. 

A new VMEbus specification is ex
pected to emerge in place of these 
documents, one with SSBLT and all 
the new timing parameters it man
dates. It will also include most of 
the features discussed for Revision 
D but not included in that docu
ment. In addition, it may include 
similar features for both 3U and 
6U, as well as multiplexed Pl sig
nal lines to give 3U VME 32-bit 
SSBLT performance. 

VITA's ANSI application has a few 
people in the IEEE upset. "Most of 
the rock throwing is over now," 
says Ray Alderman, VITA's techni
cal director. "It's now down to a 
few substantive issues, which we 
hope will be resolved soon." But 
it's an open question as to whether 
or not VITA's move will result in an 
exodus of standards from the IEEE. 
At this time, VITA, which repre
sents both Futurebus+ and VME, 
isn't planning to move the Future
bus+ specification to ANSI. 

-Warren Andrews 

Compass selling libraries 
for foundry, tools 
Just weeks ago, Compass Design 
Automation (San Jose, CA) an
nounced the commercial availabil
ity of general-purpose physical lay
out libraries and compilers for 
CMOS ASICs and res. After Compass 
library customers choose a silicon 
foundry, the company will target 
its Liberty Series of physical lay
out libraries to the specific process 
technology, recharacterizing the li
brary elements to get accurate tim
ing models. 

"Traditionally, physical layout li
braries haven't become available 
for new process technologies until 
well after the processes are produc
tion-worthy," says Harriet Harvey
Horn, product marketing manager 

for libraries and process technolo
gies at Compass. "The Liberty Ser
ies provides chip manufacturers 
and designers with a ready-made 
library solution that can be easily 
tailored to a particular foundry's 
design rules in a fraction of the 
time required by conventional de
velopment methods." 

Library users can work in Com
pass' ASIC Navigator top-down de
sign system or with tools from Ca
dence Design Systems, GenRad, 
Mentor Graphics, Synopsys, View
logic, or Zycad. Dan Skilken, Com
pass' director of worldwide product 
marketing, says, "It's the first 
time a library product includes ser
vices to generate simulation mod
els for all leading simulators." 

-Barbara Tuck 

Mentor Graphics opens 
six top-down design 
centers 
To reduce the risk to users of tran
sitioning from gate-level to top
down design, Mentor Graphics 
(Wilsonville, OR) has just opened 
half a dozen design centers, 
staffed with its own senior ASIC de
signers and equipped with Sun 
SPARC workstations. The centers 
are located in Boston, Dallas, 
Denver, Munich, San Jose, and 
Tokyo. Later this month Mentor 
will begin a worldwide training 
program called SmartStart, which 
covers software, hardware, silicon 
fabrication, and support services. 

To make vendor support availa
ble to SmartStart participants , 
Mentor has initially teamed up 
with Sun Microsystems and ASIC 
vendors Fujitsu, LSI Logic, Mit
subishi, and VLSI Technology, as 
well as FPGA vendor Xilinx. "Men
tor Graphics wants to partner 
with companies that are doing the 
most difficult, leading-edge ASIC de
signs," says Dan Ganousis, man
ager of Mentor's ASIC Design 
Center program. 

Training for SmartStart partici
pants will include seminars, work
shops, VHDL language training, 
and on-site consulting services. 
During the training, customers 
will actively participate in taking a 
design from VHDL to layout through 
actual hands-on experience. 

-Barbara Tuck 

Continued on page 12 



46% BOARD SAVINGS 
IDT's new 16-, 18-, and 20-bit 
Double-Density FCT-T Logic 
family offers the performance 
of two octal logic devices in one 
flow-through 48- or 56-pin 
high-density, JEDEC-standard, 
shrink small outline package 
(SSOP) or Cerpack, for twice the 
functionality in half the board 
space. 

A WIDEBUS'M UPGRADE 
IDT's Double-Density logic fam
ily is more than twice as fast as 
ACT, uses 35% less power than 
ABT, and it's form- , fit- , and 
function-compatible with both 

DOUBLE-DENSITY 
CONFIGURATION' loH loL 

High Drive -32 mA +64 mA 

Balanced Drive -24 mA +24mA 

3.3V -8mA +24mA 

of Tl's Widebus families. The 
Double-Density family also offers 
typical pin-to-pin skew of 250ps 
and quiescent supply current at 
0.05mA (typ.). 

3 APPLICATION CHOICES 
5V High Output Drive 
Ideal for low-impedance bus and 
backplane applications. 
5V Balanced Drive (Low Noise) 
Contains on-chip, source-termi
nating resistors to minimize 
signal noise . These devices are 
ideal for driving point-to-point 
transmission lines and highly 
capacitive loads, such as a bank 
of DRAMs or SRAMs. 

PIN-TO-PIN GND 
tpo lcca SKEW BOUNCE 

(Max.) (Typ.) (Typ.) (Typ.) 

4.1 ns 0.05mA 250 ps < 1.0V 

4.1 ns 0.05mA 250ps < 0.6V 

4.8 ns 0.05 mA 250 ps < 0.3 V 

*Specs a rc for '244 device l)oublt'-lknsit) is a 1radC'mark of IDT All others arr trademarks of their rcspC'ctiw manufacturer. 

(800) 345-7015 • FAX: 408-492-8674 
ASK FOR KIT CODE 3071 
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3.3V Low-Power Logic 
Designed for regulated or un
regulated 3.3V power supplies, 
these devices use less power 
than 5V parts, without sacri
ficing high speed. 5V-to-3.3V 
unidirectional and bidirectional 
translators are also available. 

FREE SAMPLES 
Call today for free samples and 
a copy of the new 
High-Performance 
Logic Data Book 
and start your 
Double-Density 
logic design 
today! 

CJ::-.. ... ® 

dt 
..... 

Integrated 
Device Technology, Inc. 
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Alpha fab registered 
for ISO 9000 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
(Hudson, MA) has announced that 
its semiconductor fab there has 
been registered to the Inter
national Organization for Stand
ardization (ISO) standard 9002. 
The Hudson site is one of two Digi
tal facilities manufacturing the 
200-MHz Alpha AXP family of RISC 
microprocessors, the world's 
fastest 64-bit chips. 

The ISo-9000 series of quality as
surance standards is becoming a 
prerequisite for conducting busi
ness in Europe and other parts of 
the world. In contrast to the Mal
colm Baldrige Award for Quality, 
ISO 9000 is an ongoing certification 
rather than a one-time award. IS0-
9000 registration requires adher
ence to strict guidelines and 
comprehensive auditing by a quali
fied outside agency. The accredited 
agency that registered the Digital 
facility is the Quality Manage
ment Institute. With the Hudson 
registration, all four of Digital's 
semiconductor fabs are IS0-9002 
qualified. The ISO 9002 is the se
cond-highest level of IS0-9000 qual
ification. Digital is among a small 
group of IC manufacturers that's 
registered for ISO 9000. 

More manufacturers are ex
pected to follow in Digital's foot
steps now that companies such as 
AT&T, Hewlett-Packard and IBM are 
requiring their suppliers to move 
toward IS0-9000 certification. 

-Jeffrey Child 

Dual use the watchword 
as defense pares down 
With military budgets feeling the 
pinch due to recession and relax
ing world tensions, defense con
tractors are looking to develop 
products that can be used in both 
the military and civilian sectors. 
They're also more actively market
ing products developed for the mili
tary into civilian applications. A 
case in point is Loral Defense Sys
tems (Akron, OH), which is offering 
a high-speed parallel/associative 
computer, originally developed for 
use in airborne warning and con
trol systems (AWACS), for use in 
VME-based workstations. 
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The ASPRO-VME is a single-in
struction, multiple-data (SIMD) as
sociative computer that finds data 
by content, not address. It can be 
built up in modules of 512 proces
sors to a total of 8,192 processors, 
and can perform between 150 
MFlops and 2.4 GFlops. The mili
tary uses the ASPRO-VME primarily 
for target correlation and track
ing, image processing and tactical 
decision support. More gen-
eral civilian applications include 
image processing, signal process
ing, associative database manage
ment, artificial intelligence, and 
neural networks. -Tom Williams 

Pact to provide real-time 
UNIX for Intel computers 
The Santa Cruz Operation (sco
Santa Cruz, CA), a leading supplier 
of UNIX for PCs, has joined forces 
with Chorus Systems (Paris, 
France) to produce a real-time ver
sion of UNIX for Intel-based comput
ers. The real-time aspects of the 
system will leverage off Chorus' 
microkernel technology, which it 
embodies in its Chorus Mix prod
uct. sco will contribute its 386/486-
based sco UNIX and its sco Open 
Desktop X-Window-based GUI. 

Initial plans call for the new 
product to be targeted at repli
cated-site applications in telecom
munications, point-of-sale, and pro
cess and manufacturing control, 
as well as testing and simulation. 
Given the compact size of the 
Chorus microkernel, the system 
should be easily portable to 
smaller, single-board embedded 
systems as well. sco's alliance 
with Chorus could also be a coun
ter to the threat posed by Sun Mi
crosystems, whose Solaris version 
of UNIX is poised to invade the 
Intel-based arena now dominated 
by sco. To date, Solaris does not 
have real-time capabilities. 

-Tom Williams 

MCMs still waiting in 
the wings 
At the recent International Elec
tronic Packaging Society Confer
ence (Austin, TX), multichip mod
ules (MCMs) attracted the usual 
group of curiosity seekers, but 
didn't prove they can garner de
sign wins. Despite predictions that 
the fledgling technology is poised 

to become a dominant component 
of next-generation systems, many 
designers deem MCMs as either too 
expensive or too risky to become 
anything but fodder for technical 
papers. But AT&T Bell Laboratories 
(Murray Hill, NJ) hopes to extri
cate MCMs from this quagmire by 
incorporating them into its next 
generation of telephone products. 

AT&T is predicting that volume 
could run up to 500,000 MCMs per 
year-a figure that may be 
greater than the sum total of MCMs 
produced this year. Although AT&T 
hasn't committed to volume pro
duction of MCMs as yet, the com
pany is currently doing feasibility 
studies of the technology at its 
manufacturing plants in Kansas 
City, MO and Shreveport, LA. 

-Mike Donlin 

Neural network uses 3-D 
stacking technology 
Irvine Semiconductor (Costa 
Mesa, CA) is using its 3-D chip
stacking technology and flip-chip 
bonding methods to develop a mul
tiple-layered neural network de
vice. Dubbed the neural condition
ing module (NCM), the device will 
be able to recognize and abstract 
features from a focal plane array. 
According to Irvine, the module's 
highly parallel architecture and 
processing power could be com
bined with next-generation artifi
cial intelligence software to pro
duce a system that could truly 
emulate the human brain, when 
prototypes are completed in about 
two years. 

The module hosts a 128 x 128 
detector array that is bump
bonded to a laminated cube using 
flip-chip technology. Another chip, 
the lateral resistive layer, is bump
bonded to the NCM, and contains 
an array of addressable and vari
able resistances. Signals processed 
by the device are sent through a 
crossbar switch that effectively 
connects the 128 inputs through 
seven layers of processing nodes to 
128 outputs. Irvine spokesmen say 
the module will result in a new 
class of smart sensors that can op
erate on a real-time basis for mili
tary and commercial applications. 

-Mike Donlin 
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11We hear from many 
sources that the way 

the electronics industry 
operates must change. 11 

M ike Donlin 
Senior Editor 
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Keeping track of change 

M any technical articles today are peppered with phrases 
such as "top-down design," "designing for testability," "over-the
wall methodologies," and "concurrent engineering." The use of this 
verbal shorthand is often justifiable, because the topics under dis
cussion are complex, but overuse can water down these terms and 
diminish their effect. This is unfortunate, because the concepts be
hind them are all valid. 

We hear from many sources that the way the electronics indus
try operates must change. Engineers in the insulated worlds of de
sign, test and manufacturing are discovering that precious time is 
lost and quality is sacrificed when each group must modify the 
work of the others to get a product out the door. We're told that en
gineers from each of these disciplines must work concurrently on 
a project, with the needs of all considered as early as possible in 
the design cycle. Still, we have to wonder, are these changes really 
taking place, or is everyone just giving lip service to change while 
staying stubbornly bound to the old ways? Are semiconductor, cir
cuit board and system houses really trying to design their prod
ucts with testability and manufacturability in mind? Are the walls 
that have separated different departments really crumbling? Will 
engineers and managers accept the ramifications that these 
changes portend? 

Here at Computer Design, we're as anxious to know the answers 
to these questions as you are. It's senseless for us to churn out ar
ticles about trends that don't exist, but it's equally senseless for us 
to ignore real trends because we've become cynical about the elec
tronics industry's ability to embrace teamwork concepts. So, start
ing in January, we'll be featuring a column called "Tools and Tech
niques," which will try to answer these and other questions about 
the changing face of our industry. I'll be spearheading the effort, 
and my fellow editors will be stepping in from time to time to ex
amine the same trends in their respective beats-buses and 
boards, integrated circuits, ASICs, and software. But we need your 
help. 

We're looking for input from our readers, vendors and users 
alike, to help us keep the column in focus. We'd like to hear your 
opinions about the changes taking place in design, test and manu
facturing. We want to track the transition of the designer from 
rugged individualist to team player. We need to know if those of 
you in management support these trends, or if you're leery of 
changes that could poison morale and derail productivity. So give 
me a call at (508) 392-2123, and let me hear your side of the story. 
With your help, Computer Design can chart what promises to be 
an interesting journey for us all. 
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ITECHNOLOGY VIEWPOINT 

Dan Dileo on: 
3-volt mixed
signal ASICs 

As the demand for advanced low-power portable 
systems-cellular telephones and laptop, 
palm-size and pen-based computers-in

creases, the electronics and computer industries are 
shifting to lower-voltage res and ASICs. The relentless 
shrink in chip geometries is also a driving force, 
because devices made with 0.5-µm-and-under design 
rules will require reduced supply voltages. 

Some of the larger, next-generation desktop com
mercial and industrial systems are also moving in this 
direction, but they will first be based on hybrid 3-V/5-
V designs. This is an interim step designed to cope 
with the higher power dissipation associated with 
geometries that go below 1 µm-and with tomorrow's 
0.5-µm geometries and their higher clock rates. 

As this technology unfolds, chip vendors are bring
ing to market 3-V microprocessors, RAM, discrete logic, 
and ASIC libraries. Third-party CAE/CAD suppliers are 
scurrying to develop tools to handle these mixed 
3-V/5-V and 3-V designs, coming in both digital and 
mixed-signal flavors. 

Prudent designers must be wary in approaching 
3-V technology. To avoid the problems they experi
enced at 5 V, they must be careful to check out 3-V 
ASIC libraries, and to look for difficulties with low-volt
age ASIC designs. The predictability of low-voltage 
designs is directly related to ASIC cell characterization 
and how it's performed. The right way is to fully 
characterize each and every cell and macro in a 
library; the wrong way involves the careless applica
tion of global derating factors. 

I The right way vs the wrong way 
The proper characterization of cells in a library in
volves two major steps. First, you select the appropri
ate power-supply limits so the devices in the library 
will operate effectively. It's within these voltage limits 
that the models in a cell library are expected to provide 
accurate simulation results. Second, each individual 
cell is completely characterized for delay behavior 

Dan Dileo is director of worldwide ASIC product manage
ment, AT&T Microelectronics, Allentown, PA. 

over a selected range ofVnn, input, slew rate, capaci
tive load, temperature, and wafer-process variations. 
Engineers designing with a 3-V or 5-V library can 
then calculate delays using a gate-level simulator and 
get the delay values they're expecting. 

Unfortunately, silicon vendors can publish incor
rect methods in order to move product quickly to eager 
but naive electronic systems manufacturers. One 
such method involves lowering the power of existing 
5-V silicon to 3 V and hoping the ASIC will operate as 
intended. This is risky because silicon powered down 
to a lower voltage may exhibit different temperature 
characteristics or other anomalous behavior due to 
the change. 

With limited characterization data, how can chip
level evaluations be performed accurately? And how can 
all the circuits in an ASIC and their critical paths be 
simulated or tested under all worst-case conditions? 

A second incorrect approach isn't as risky, but it 
still doesn't work well in efficient, high-performance 
3-V design. This approach uses derating factors, or 
the estimated average percentage by which device 
characteristics will change for most, or all, cells in a 
library. The odds of attaining favorable results aren't 
good with this method, because each cell derates in a 
slightly different way, depending on the mix of P- and 
N-channel devices in it. 

Derating is also inaccurate because of increased 
gate delay, which results from a decrease in transistor 
gain as the operating voltage is reduced. And differ
ences in how P- and N-channel devices are structured 
in different gate types cause them to derate differently 
and to exhibit different gate delay-vs-voltage charac-
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teristics. In a NAND gate, for example, P-channel 
devices are in series and N-channel devices are in 
parallel. NOR gates, on the other hand, have P-channel 
transistors in parallel and N-channel devices in se
ries. This variation can result in setup-time errors for 
different types of flip-flops or in variations in rise and 
fall times for different gate structures. 

Such inaccuracies aren't what systems houses ex
pect as they start to develop new product engineering 
plans. Aside from wishing to deploy fully character
ized libraries, they'll want to keep virtually the same 
design routines they've used in the past, so the same 
terms and conditions that exist for 5-V ASIC design 
must be maintained for 3-V design. 

I Welcome, analog 
The same holds true for analog functions, but with an 
additional challenge-many digital designers view 
analog design as an arcane art form characterized by 
its complexity and unpredictability. It's clear that the 
challenge is to make analog features and functions as 
robust and predictable as the digital features and 
functions with which designers are familiar. 

Full characterization of 3-V analog cells must, 
therefore, be based on procedures similar to those 
used for 3-V digital cells. But unlike improperly re
characterized or derated digital cells, which can still 
function, improperly characterized analog cells won't 
work at all. This is because analog cells require 
precise accuracy; there's no middle ground, no com
promise and certainly no room for estimates. 

Analog cell performance springs from three pro
cesses: transistor modeling, simulation and post-sili-

Nominal conditions 

and glitches occur in the transistor source drain 
current, transconductance and output conductances 
at the boundaries between regions. Distortion is cre
ated as a consequence. These kinks and glitches also 
lead to reduced predictability in a model and in the 
real analog circuitry, so the device might not perform 
as expected and possibly will fail completely. 

An important step in building the accurate models 
needed for proper analog cell characterization and 
simulation is extraction of detailed parasitic informa
tion from the physical transistor layout and the use 
of this information in transistor-level analysis to en
sure accurate simulation. This information includes 
transistor sizes, routing capacitances, internode cou
pling capacitances, and sizes of the parasitic diodes. 

The third and final step in producing a high-per
formance analog cell is taken during the silicon fab
rication process. Design tolerance evaluation (DTE) is 
an integral part of that process; it involves analyzing 
large groups of finished silicon wafers that represent 
best-case (fast-device), nominal and worst-case (slow
device) scenarios with various parasitic loadings. DTE 
is accomplished by controlling the variation of such 
parameters as channel length, channel width, gate 
oxide, and dielectric thicknesses. After the devices are 
fabricated, samples from different process categories 
are characterized to generate an accurate set of spec
ifications covering extremes of processing, voltage 
and temperature. 

I Architecture, signal level, specs 
Gaining a good understanding of performance and 
accuracy criteria for analog circuitry gives designers 

a basis for dealing with other analog cell 
issues. Architectures, signal levels and 
specmanship, for example, have to be con-
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fronted in designing low-voltage ASICs. In 
a world of analog CMOS, the 5-V chip struc
tures and circuitry that vendors have long 
relied upon won't necessarily work when 
implemented at 3 V. Designers will also 
have to be cautious with signal-level specs 
and input ranges. There's ample head
room on input values at 5 V, but it won't 
be available at 3 V. 
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con design tolerance evaluation. First, you need state
of-the-art MOSFET modeling to get the best represen
tation of the performance of an analog circuit via 
simulation. It's particularly important to base a model 
on a single equation for the triode, saturation and 
subthreshold regions of a transistor. Other models use 
separate equations for each of these regions, but, as 
a consequence, accuracy of simulation suffers. 

There are linear equations for the triode region; 
other equations cover saturation; and a third group 
of exponential equations applies to the subthreshold 
region. As a result, adverse effects known as kinks 
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Specifications dealing with such param
eters as linearity, resolution, operating 
voltage range, and temperature, moreover, 
will be an open question as the industry 
picks up speed in the 3-V mixed-signal ASIC 
area. We're only now crossing the low-volt
age analog threshold, but within a year 
specs will be coming from several direc
tions. The questions to be asked are: Is the 

operating range to be 3.3 V ± 5 percent? Or ± 10 
percent? Or will operating ranges be specified even 
lower than the de facto 3.3-V standard? 

It's important that designers understand the ways 
in which 3-V mixed-signal ASIC vendors specify 3-V 
analog blocks. They usually establish a tighter oper
ating range for analog than for digital circuitry at the 
lower voltage. Some analog cells will require off-chip 
components to achieve higher performance, and these 
support devices will also need tighter specifications. 
A more tightly specified, and more expensive crystal , 
for example, will be necessary to achieve higher fre-



The right way vs the wrong way 
tools automatically assign sep
arate circuit sections to specific 
locales within the logic core. 
Many cell-area possibilities 
can quickly be checked to re
veal the best topology for a 
given design. Floorplanning 
tools perform other functions 
as well, such as clustering sim
ilar cells to keep the number of 
power-supply lines to a mini
mum. But their most signifi
cant capability comes with 
layout software that can con
currently place all 3-V and 5-V 
cells for optimized designs. 
Without these tools, multiple 
independent placements are 
necessary. 

FULL CELL CHARACTERIZATION DERATING METHOD USING 
PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
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These fresh technology and design issues add a few 
wrinkles to the traditional ASIC design flow, the most 
important of which is mixed 3-V and 5-V operation. 
System designers pressing ahead in this area must 
settle at first for hybrid power-supply levels, since not 
all components today are geared to 3-V operation. 

I Mixed 3-V/5-V design 
One of the big pluses of mixed 3-V and 5-V design is 
flexibility. Traditionally, designers have had little 
latitude in changing a design in midstream. Once a 
design was begun, the best option involved selecting 
the most appropriate CMOS cell or macro for a specific 
function.Now designers can tap into both 3-V and 5-V 
cell libraries and use either CMOS or BiCMOS cells, 
depending on circuit requirements. Special CMOS cells 
can be dialed up and mixed and matched, even after 
the design is well under way. And BiCMOS drivers and 
buffers are especially valuable for surmounting high 
capacitance drive barriers. 

It's a good idea, then, to abandon earlier engineer
ing thinking and try to understand the nuances of 
current design practices, particularly in the areas 
that design managers have long taken for granted, 
such as layout. Historically, designers have confi
dently turned over their 5-V designs to silicon vendors 
for placement-and-routing and the subsequent steps 
leading to finished silicon. Mixed 3-V and 5-V design, 
however, introduces fresh concerns at the layout 
stage, such as getting optimal placement in an ASIC 
chip of 3-V and 5-V analog and digital cells and 
macros to attain a targeted performance. Other con
cerns include verifying on-chip 3-V/5-V interfaces; 
circuit partitioning to ensure that 3-V/5-V analog and 
digital chip portions are segmented according to a 
specific ASIC design and having single-pass timing 
calculation as part of layout to comply with time-to
market schedules. Systems houses will have to take 
a greater interest in this part of the cycle, since it can 
create new problems concerning performance and the 
design schedule. 

To avoid such pitfalls, it's best that floorplanning 

VAR'f Vcc; 
TEMPERATURE 

PROCESS 
PARAMETERS 

Silicon vendors can help 
here by providing expert direc
tion in targeting separate 
power-supply functions, in

cluding specifying the arrangement of power buses to 
5-V and 3-V rails. These vendors can also point out 
design restrictions-whether or not a group of 3-V or 
5-V cells is best placed in a certain corner of the chip, 
for example. Layout accuracy becomes more impor
tant here, because masked inefficiencies lead to lower 
performance. 

Inefficient layout also adversely affects the cus
tomer's design schedule, because it can create the 
added burden of troubleshooting. And layout prob
lems in mixed 3-V and 5-V ASIC designs will be more 
difficult to track and resolve than those at traditional 
voltage levels, because mixed-power supply/mixed
signal layout entails more tasks and covers diverse 
areas where more mistakes can occur. That's espe
cially true if silicon vendors use conventional layout 
tools that require much manual intervention. Unfor
tunately, when new problems crop up, they translate 
directly into time-to-market losses and aggravate the 
risk that latent problems will turn up at the system 
designer's location. 

I Outlook for the future 
The move to 3 V will yield many system benefits, some 
of which remain to be discovered. For the present, we 
can expect extended battery life, increased reliability, 
reduced electromechanical interference, tighter pack
ing densities, and-one of the biggest advantages
continuing use oflow-cost plastic packaging. 

The applications most readily moving to low-volt
age designs are in the areas of mass storage and 
mobile computing, with workstations not far behind. 
In portable PCs, full conversion to 3-V systems will 
probably be accomplished by the end of next year, with 
traditional 5-V system implementations phased out 
of all portables by 1994. 

Wireless communications and multimedia repre
sent two emerging applications that will propel 3-V 
ASIC technology into true systems-level ICs. This will 
probably involve large-function DSP and communica
tions macros, operating in tandem with other memory 
and logic structures in the same ASIC chip, all operat
ing at 3 Vin both digital and analog circuitry. 
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Increased 386 Perform 
AMD's 3 ... volt 386 Microprocessors Deliver 

The Longest Battery Life For Portable Computing. 
The power struggle continues. While you can 

get a 386 microprocessor that goes fast. you'll still 
burn through a battery charge in a hurry. Low
voltage 386 CPUs from AMO are the answer-the 
Am386'"SXLV and Am386DXLV micro-
processors. 

run on 3 volts. And they automatically slip into a 
static "sleep" mode to save power whenever the 
processor is idle. So users depend less on recharge 
units-and get the longest operational battery life. 

Both Am386 CPUs were designed to fit as 
. comfortably in your budget as they do 

Here are two CPUs made not only to go 
fast, but to go the distance with portable 
computer users. Unlike common power
hungry 386s, these low-voltage CPUs 

l your portable computers. But you won't 
l compromise on performance because 

llW,I . I I I 

Tlte25MHzDXLVandtlie25MHzSXLV the Am386SXLV and Am386DXLV 3-volt 
areavailableinPQFPpackaging. microprocessors both run at 25MHz. So 

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. © 1992 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Miaoprocessors For The Masses is a service mark and Am386 is a 
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System 
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they're plenty powerful 
for running Windows :· 

Now there's nothing 
stopping you from 
charging forth with 
more efficient 3-volt 
laptops, notebooks, 
and palmtops AMD 
also has your memory 

needs covered with our 3-volt EPROMs. And now 
that the industry at large has welcomed low
voltage portable computing, you'll find the rest of 
your components equally easy to come by 

For more information on low-voltage 386 micro
processors and support logic, ca ll 1-800-222-9323 
and ask for Literature Pack I SF And become the 
current leader in portable computing. 

~ 
Advanced Micro Devices 

Microprocessors For The Masses."' 

trademark of Advanced Micro Devices. AH other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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Fully integrated systems for seamless real-time computing 

AP Labs > SPARC, 680XO; i860; MIPS architecture 
> UNIX, Solaris/SunOS and VxWorks; C, Fortran, Ada 
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Can I differentiate my product? 

Is it affordable? · 

Is it available? 



The other guys call it DSP for multimedia, and say it's on the way. 

We call it Signal Computing, and it's here and now. In fact, leading 

companies like Olivetti and Siemens have already incorporated Signal 

Computing components into their latest products. 
Signal Computing 
chipsets include a high 
performance DSP tightly coupled 

Signal Computing integrates three interchangeable and extensible 
with a mixed signaljront end for optimum perfor
mance and flexibility with minimum design time. 

silicon and software capabilities: a multi-purpose signal processor, sigma-delta signal port I Cs, and algorithm 

real-world media like sound, video, speech, music and communications. 

Signal Computing provides an open architecture that allows you to create value-

added differentiation for your computer, communications or consumer products. Toolkits allow you to easily 

~i.iii~~~i!ilitiiii•c=ustomize Signal Computing solutions. Multiple data types can be mixed and matched 

on the same low cost platform. And because Signal Computing has attracted 

algorithm and hardware specialists worldwide, your options will not be con

strained by proprietary solutions developed or supported by a small set of vendors. 

":'!'9 Signal Computing is affordable for both coprocessing and embedded applications. •••• • ·······-A complete V32bis fax/data modem solution has already SIGNAL COMPUTING 

been introduced, priced at just $25. Perfect for mass market applications. And 

IAVs are already delivering algorithms for speech recognition, text-to-speech conversion, music 

synthesis, still image compression, audio compression and Dolby® AC-2 digital audio. 

' Signal Computing is here today, with a seri!'s of chipsets, toolkits, 
de1 •elopment tooi,s and ref Prence designs amilable from Analog De1>ices 
and our Signal Computing partners. 

In today's market, you have to be quick on the draw. 

We can help you differentiate your product right now. 

So check out the other guys' claims. The more you 

know, the more you'll understand why Signal 

Computing is the right solution. To learn more, 

call 617-461-3771, or write 

us at the address below. 
r.ANALOG a... DEVICES 

Analog IX'viN'S, Onr Trchnolot,'Y Way, P.O. Box moo, Norwood, MA 02062-nl06. Distrihution, offices and applications support available workl\\1dr. I Trade marks are property of their respertive holders. I 



80386SX I 80386DX I 80486SX I 80486DX 

INDUSTRIAL SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
TWO YEAR WARRANTY 

All TME products come with Two Serial ports, One Bi-direc
tional Parallel port, Floppy & IDE Hara Disk Interfaces. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

HQP486 
• 20/25/33/SOMhz, 
80486SX/DX 
• Up to 48Mbytes on-board 
memory 
• Optional 256K write back 
cache memory 

HQP386C 
• 25/33/40Mhz, 80386DX 
• Up to 32Mbytes on-board 
memory, 
• 128K write back cache 
memory 

HQP386SXC 
• 16/20/25Mhz 80386SX 
•Up to 16Mbytes on-board 
memory 
• 64K cache memory 
• Up to 1.5Mbytes FLASH 
EPROM on-board 

TME Toronto MicroElectronics Inc. 
1848 Bonhill Rd. # 1 Mississauga, Ontario, LST· 1 C4 
CANADA 
Tel: 416 564-4833 • Fax:416 564-4768 

CIRCLE NO. 16 

RTMX X Window System 

Rea/Time, Multi-platform POSIX 
Operating System 

Realtime fixed • Xl 1R5 plus Motif 
priority tasking • Dem a nd-Page, 
Derived from Virtua l Memory 
Berkeley BSD Sys tem 
NET/2 • Full Ne tw orking 
POSIX 1003. 1 with TCP /IP and 
Compliant OSI Support 

Source Compa tible • BSD4.3 Socket 
with Sun OS Library 

RTMX is standardi zed. POSIX compli ance assures 
consistent, po1table code for now and for the future. X 
Windows provides you, the developer and user, with the 
most powerful g raphi ca l use r inte rface ava il abl e. 
Runs on Intel, Motorola, MIPS, and SPARC processors. 

Rea/time tasking gives you, finally, what we have all 
wanted ... a real system -- and realtime performance! 

RTMXI RN and _,r=-======Far=m=o=re=in~=orm=a=tio=n:=====·==i
RTMXIXW, th e 
X Window system, 
are priced at $995 
and $ 1895 U.S .. 
respecti ve ly. 

RTMX-UniFLEX Inc. 
800 Eastowne Drive, Suite 111 

Chapel Hill , NC 275 14 
Phone: (9 19) 493- 145 1 

Fax: (9 19) 490-2903 
Email : krl @ttmx-uniflex.com 

CIRCLE NO. 17 
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November 16 - 20 
Comdex/Fa// '92 
Las Vegas, NV. Comdex/Fall, 
one of the largest trade shows 0~~fm~~}/i«~/Fall '92 
in the country for computer and communications prod
ucts, returns for its 14th year. The show focuses on the 
strategies and technologies of enterprise computing in the 
1990s with five programs: corporate computing, new me
dia, connectivity, the channel network, and international 
business and marketing. Also featured are four technology 
showcases, covering network computing, multimedia, im
aging, and OEM business. Contact: The Interface Group, 
300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194-2722, (617) 449-6600, 
Fax (617) 449-2674. Circle 267 

November 17 - 19 
Wescon '92 ([) 
Anahe~m Convention Center, Wescon·j~g 
Anaheim, CA. The Wescon In-
ternational Electronics Conference and Exhibition ex
pects to draw more than 45,000 professionals to sunny 
California. Featuring more than 1,400 exhibitors, Wescon 
'92 presents five separate shows, highlighting such prod
ucts as semiconductors, ICs, ASICs , EDA tools, and test and 
measurement equipment. Each show is complem ented by 
dedicated technical sessions, covering topics relating to 
programmable architectures FPGAs, computer-integrated 
manufacturing, VXIbus modular instrumentation, and mi
croelectronics packaging. Contact: Patti Masters, Wescon 
'92, 8110 Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045-3194, (310) 
215-3976, Fax (310) 641-5117. Circle 268 

December 1 - 3 
AFCEA Hawaii '92 
Sheraton Waikiki Hotel, Honolulu, HI. The 
seventh annual Hawaii Pacific Inter-
national Electronics Conference & Exposition provides a 
discussion forum for military, government and industry 
professionals from the U.S. and the Pacific Rim nations. 
The technical program will address such topics as elec
tronic security, force downsizing, software reusability, and 
opportunities for U.S. industry in the Pacific Rim region. 
Contact: J . Spargo & Associates, 4400 Fair Lakes Ct, 
Fairfax, VA 22033, (800) 336-4583, ext. 6200, Fax (703) 
818-9177. Circle 269 

December 1 - 3 
Technology 2002 
Baltimore Convention 
Center, Baltimore, MD. 

TECHNOLOGY 

2002 
Technology 2002, the third national technology transfer 
conference and exposition, features presentations by fed
eral laboratories and contractors on the latest advances in 
computer, science, electronics, and manufacturing tech 
nologies. Sponsored by NASA, NASA Tech Briefs and the 
Technology Utilization Foundation, the conference offers 
more than 120 symposia and 60,000 ft2 of exhibits. Con
tact: Wendy J aniel, Technology Utilization Foundation, 41 
E 42nd St, New York, NY 10017, (800) 944-6272, Fax (212) 
986-7864. Circle 270 

Continued on page 28 



Food For The Power Hungry. 
Power seekers demanded it. 
We delivered. Presenting the 
486 TEK-AT4 single board 
computer. 

The first half-size 486 PC/ AT 
to offer a cornucopia of 
essential features and Teknor's 
unique approach to modularity: 
the interchangeable micro
processor. 

Here's how it works: start with 

a low cost 486SX configuration. 
Then, when you're ready to 
upgrade, sink your teeth into 
the more powerful DX 
computing environment or the 
ultimate 66Mhz 486DX2. 
Simply by changing the 
microprocessor. 

And since they are all 100% 
compatible, the cost of 
upgrading won't cause you 
heartburn. 

CIRCLE NO. 18 

So call us today at 
1-800-387-4222 to find out 
how you can sample the 
TEK-AT4. We're certain it'll 
satisfy even your most power
hungry applications. 

P.O. Box 455 , Sainte-Therese 
(Quebec) Canada J7E 4J8 
Tel: (514) 437-5682 • Fax: (514) 437-8053 



• 11'111111@ 
W.H. BRADY CO. 

THIN FILM PRODUCTS 

8225 W. Parkland Ct. • P.O. Box 571 • Milwaukee, WI 53201 
Phone: 414-355-8300 • Fax: 414-354-0453 

Copynght 1991 W.H. Brady Co. All nghts reserved. 
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r;:;;:::::;:;;::;:::::;;~I Con ta ct-free so I de r i n g 
and de-soldering 

with the new Leister Hot-Jet " S" [QI 
For SMD and through board components 

• Very rapid and ESD protected 

• Hot-air temperature with stepless electronic control 

• Air-volume with stepless electronic adjustment 

• Power output 460 W, air volume 10-60 1/min 

• Range of 700 desoldering nozzles available 

NEW: Desoldering nozzle 
with temperature gauge 

NEW: Desoldering nozzle 
with suction tube 

PLEASE ASK FOR FREE 
BROCHURE UW 218 AND THE 
ADDRESSES OF SALES AND SERVICE 
OFFICES NEAR YOU. 

Karl Leister, Elektro-Geratebau , CH-6056 Kagiswil/Switzerland 
TEL (041 ) 66 00 77, Fax (041 ) 66 7816, Telex: 866 404 

CIRCLE NO. 20 
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Continued from page 26 

December13 - 16 • 
1992 IEEE IEDM 8 
Hilton Hotel, San Francisco, CA. The 1992 
IEEE International Electron Devices Meet- ~ 
ing brings together engineering profession-
als from industry, government and academia. The meet
ing features 36 sessions on such topics as solid state 
technology, integrated circuits and quantum electronics. 
Also offered are several short courses, plenary sessions 
and panel discussions. Contact: Melissa Widerkehr, IEDM, 
Ste 610, 1545 18th St NW, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 
986-1137, Fax (202) 986-1139. Circle 271 

January 3 - 6, 1993 • 
VLSI Design '93 
Taj Intercontinental Hotel, Born- . 
bay, India. The Sixth Inter- · 
national Conference on VLSI Design, with the theme Chip, 
Board and Systems Design in the 90s, brings researchers 
and designers to the west coast of India. The four-day 
program consists of paper sessions, posters, tutorials, and 
industrial CAD exhibits, covering such topics as CAE/CAD 

systems, logic synthesis, design for testability, circuit sim
ulation, and economic issues. Contact: Rochit Rajsuman, 
Dept. of Computer Engineering & Science, Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106, (216) 368-5510, 
Fax (216) 368-2801. Circle 272 

The SPARC™ CPUengine - 40MHz™ 

Indistinguishable. 

With two exceptions. 

First, Pinnacle's 

SPARC CPUengine-40MHz 

has FAST SCSI-2. 

10 MB/sec to be exact. 

Second, the board comes with 

a one year warranty. 

Pinnacle Data Systems. 

We manufacture solutions. 

= Member 

1350 West Fifth Avenue 

Columbus, Ohio 43212 

614 487 -1150 

614 487-8568 Fax 

SPARC 1s a rcgi<tl."red 1ra<kmarl of SPARC lntemauorial. Inc. Sun i~ a regim~red trademark of Sun Microsystems. I no. 
CPUengmc - 4{)MH z is a regis!ered trademarl of Pinnacle Da1a Systems. Inc 
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THEMIS COMPUTER • Americas and Pacific Rim 
6681 Owens Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94588 
Phone (510) 734-0870, Fox (510) 734-0873 

THEMIS COMPUTER • Rest of World 
l, Rue Des Essorts, Z.I. De Moyencin, 
38610 Gieres, Fronce 

Phone 33 76 59 60 61, Fox 33 76 63 00 30 

128 Kbyte 
virtual tathe 

SPAAC!trl2SE is a registered trademark of SPARC International licensed exclusively to 
Themis Computer. All others are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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His perception transformed the world . Leonardo do Vinci 
brought a new dimension, a different and extraordinary vision to the 
world of art and science. And in the process, he defined the concept 
of perspective and pictured nature as it really looked. 

In the world of PC Compatible products, Micro Industries 
brings a new dimension to the market: a new perspective on the 
functional requirements of OEM applications that can support your 
needs now and into the future . 

TECHNOLOGY TM 

Micro Industries provides PC Compatible Technology that 
will satisfy even the most demanding OEM applications. Our products are 
available in a variety of configurations and can be easily modified to support 

your unique requirements , without sacrificing long-term compatibility with evolving 
technology. 

You should be able to develop your products without the fear of future compatibility 
problems or even worse-obsolescence. Our commitment to quality and service ensures you of 
success, today and in the years to come, with a partner that understands the needs of the market. 



Micro Industries creates a solution with the 
needs of the OEM in mind : 

..... __ 

We provide the engineering support 
you need to configure the optimal 

price/ performance solution fo r 
your application. 

W e offer a variety of hard
ware platforms to accommo
date future performance 
requirements into your de
sign without pay ing a 
premium today . 

W e have a proven history of 
ma inta ining compatibi lity of our 

products from generation to generation 
and supporting products over the life of 

the appl ication . 

We can isolate your appl ica tions software from the 
constant evolution of PC component technology. 

AclilEVINGToMORROW'slJetU TonAY. 

We're Micro Industries. We provide electronic solutions that help you bring ideas 
to market ... faster, more cost-effectively, and wi th higher quality end products. You supply the 
ideas, and we can provide the electronics solution. Micro-processor based board-level solutions. 
In your choice of standard, semi-custom, or full custom boards. In low, medium, or high volumes . 

• \\ 
MICRO INDUSTRIES® 

8399 Green Meadows Drive N , Westerville , Ohio 43081-9486 
Tel: 800-369-1086 Fax: 614-548-6184 
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ITECHNOLOGY DIRECTIONS 

CAE/CAD TOOLS 

EDA and test vendors forge 
alliances to promote standards 

with the integration between silicon 
vendors, EDA tool suppliers and ATE 
companies. It affects how designers 
test their systems." 

Although the need for such inte
gration has existed for some time, 
the increasing complexity of both 
silicon and systems, and the result
ing lack of accessibility for mechan
ical testing devices, is bringing the 
design-for-testability issue to a 
head. ''We realize that there have 
been pockets of design-for-test activ
ity through the years," says Jim 
Solomon, president of the analog di
vision at Cadence. "And we aren't 
here to become a standards body. 
But the time has come to instill in 

Mike Donlin, Senior Editor 

The recent International Test 
Conference (ITC-Baltimore, 
MD) marked a shift in testabil

ity's role in system design. A spate of 
alliances and joint technology/mar
keting agreements heralded what 
many analysts and engineers alike 
agree will be a new relationship be
tween design, test and manufactur
ing departments. 

Perhaps the most significant of 
these announcements was the offi
cial launching of the Design & Test 
Alliance (DTA), a confederation of au
tomatic test equipment (ATE) ven
dors, electronic design automation 
(EDA) software suppliers, system 
houses, and semiconductor compa
nies. Although the Alliance is still 
in its infancy, initial meetings pro
vided encouraging signs that partic
ipating companies would unplug 
the test bottleneck plaguing the 
production cycles of today's complex 
ICs and systems. 

The DTA's primary objectives are 
to spur cooperative efforts between 
vendors and users of design and test 
technologies and to raise manage
ment's awareness of the importance 
of integrating these technologies 
with operations. Through ongoing 
research programs and projects, the 
Alliance will try to provide quanti
tative data and analysis on this in
tegration. Another major goal of the 
group is to accelerate the integra
tion process by sharing the results 
of its analysis with the electronics 
industry. 

The Alliance is presently com
posed of nine companies: Cadence 
Design Systems (San Jose, CA), Gen
Rad (Concord, MA), Hughes Aircraft 
(Los Angeles, CA), LTX (Westwood, 
MA), Mentor Graphics (Wilsonville, 
OR), Racal-Redac (Mahwah, NJ), 
Synopsys (Mountain View, CA), Ter
adyne (Boston, MA), and Texas In
struments (Dallas, TX) . These com
panies will pool resources to create 
a board of directors, administrative 
personnel, a steering committee, a 
research committee, and working 
groups. 

The working groups are currently 
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being formed. They'll address inte
gration issues at a technical level 
and report to the steering commit
tee. The steering committee will be 
composed of four categories of mem
bers, representing EDA, test, sup
port, and end-product manufactur
ers, with members from academia 
involved in the appropriate catego
ries based on their technical focus. 
These member categories will per
mit the engineering problems of 

Members of the Design & Test Alliance conducted a press conference to kick off the 
consortium's efforts. Press conference speakers, from left to right, are: Doug Kost/an, 
Tl marketing manager; Vin Ratford, Mentor Graphics marketing manager; Jim Solo
mon, president of the analog division at Cadence; and Jeff Hotchkiss, vice-president 
of Teradyne. 

each group to be represented and 
addressed adequately at the man
agement level of the alliance. 

The DTA is scheduled to present its 
initial research findings in the first 
quarter of 1993. 

The Alliance hopes that, by bring
ing a managerial as well as a tech
nical focus to the effort, it will be 
able to convince the computer indus
try of the importance ofbringing test 
issues forward in the design cycle. 
"The way the industry approaches 
test is fundamentally changing," 
says Jeff Hotchkiss, vice-president 
of Teradyne. "Today, there 's a 
broader set of issues that has to do 

the minds of the design and test 
communities the need to address 
product development in conjunction 
with a synergistic design/test philos
ophy. DTA aims to educate both 
camps toward the common goal of 
productive product development." 

I Partners for standards 
In addition to the announcement of 
the DTA, the ITC saw the formation of 
other alliances portending the inte
gration of design and test as well as 
the acceptance of standards such as 
IEEE 1149.1 for boundary-scan de
sign methodologies . Tektronix 
(Beaverton, OR), Teradyne and Tex-
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Of course you can. And we'll even help you. With the you like with that? 
new MVME162 Embedded Computer. Decisions, decisions. And they're all yours. 

The MVME162 is modular. Adaptable. So that you can About the only thing tha ~'s not optional is Motorola's 
select the exact functionality you want, without paying unmatched single board computer expertise, break-
for features you don't need. through engineering, outstanding performance and 

Now, would you like your MVME162 with a 68040 unwavering commitment to quality. 
CPU (with floating point) or a 68LC040 CPU (no floating That's standard with every board. 
point)? VME bus or no bus? One, two, three, or four With all that the MVME162 offers you, the easiest deci-
lndustryPack'" modules? Synchronous or Asynchronous sion to make is to call 
eria l ports? Ethernet or SCSI? lMB DRAM or 4MB? the number below for a MOTOROLA 

512K or 2MB of SRAM? And what other functions would free information pack. Computer Group 

~---------------------------------------., 
C 1-800-234-4VME J 

L------------------------- - --------------J 

Motorola and the® are reg istered trademarks of Motorola , Inc. Industry Pack is a trademark of Green Spring Computers, Inc. 1992 Motorola . All rigl1ts resew ed . 
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ITECHNOLOGY DIRECTIONS 

CAEICAD TOOLS 

Teradyne's Virtual Interconnect Test module (left screen) generates test patterns that provide 100-percent pin-level fault coverage 
for boundary-scan devices. The module can link to Teradyne 's board testers as well as Tl's ASSET PC-based boundary-scan design 
debug tool (right screen). ASSET'S scan analyzer supports logic analyzer-type features such as waveform displays (upper window) 
and state-table displays (lower window). 

as Instruments, for example, an
nou nced an agreement on a joint 
development and marketing effort 
to support 1149.1. The new rela
tio n ship is an extension of an 
agreem ent th at TI and Teradyne an
nou nced at last year's ITC. In it, t he 
two companies joined forces to pro
mote links between Teradyne's 
Victory boundary-scan test module 
and Tl's Advanced Su pport System 
for Emulation and Test (ASSET) via 
Teradyne's Virtual Interconnect Test 
(VIT) software. 

Tektronix will join in these efforts, 
as well as incorporate boundary
scan di agnostic capabilities into its 
laboratory rack-and-stack equip
ment during 1993. "We're pooling 
our efforts to reach four major 
goals," says David Fink, market seg
ment manager at Tektronix. "First, 
we're committed to the development 
and integration of products support
ing the 1149.1 family of buses. Sec
ond, we're going to promote industry 
standards to take full advantage of 
1149.1 features. Third, we're going 
to develop cooperative programs to 
serve the specific needs of customers 
through our combined expertise. Fi
nally, we'll be cooperating in joint 
training, sales and marketing." 

Texas Instruments also used the 
ITC forum to announce a revamped 
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version of its ASSET boundary-scan 
development suite-Version 2.0. 
"The new release is based on inpu t 
from customers over the last four 
years," says Glenn Woppman, ASSET 
product manager at TI. "We used 
that information to define the new 
release and rewrote the code for the 
entire product family using C++ ob
ject-oriented methodologies. We're 
convinced that boundary scan's ac
ceptance depends on products that 
make it easier for designers to in
clude it in their designs." 

According to TI, ASSET simplifies 
scan-path management and in
creases scan speed via a test-bus 
contro ller. Th rough its object
oriented database and controller
based architecture, the system as
sumes the burden of counting test 
clocks and managing test access 
port state transitions. ASSET also in
cludes an interactive debugger and 
scan analyzer. By interacting at a 
functional level , you can scan in
structions or data into device test 
registers and view results . 

Another test vector development 
method that ASSET supports is 100-
percent boundary-scan interconnect 
automatic test pattern generation 
(ATPG). "Customers told us that ATPG 
for boundary-scan interconnects is a 
key concern," says Woppman. "The 

ASSET VIT product, based on Ter
adyne's Victory technology, ad
dresses that." 

I Workbench boundary scan 
By adding Tektronix to the JTAG 
team, TI and Teradyne are hoping to 
make boundary scan an integral 
part of the design/test environment 
by bringing it into the engineer's 
laboratory. If boundary scan is avail
able as a design verification and 
debug tool, they reason, then design
ers might be inclined to choose de
vices that incorporate 1149.1. This 
in turn will pressure silicon vendors 
to incorporate the standard into 
their off-the-shelf products. 

Tektronix hopes that, by offering 
boundary-scan diagnostic capabili
ties to its customers, the company 
may woo them over to buying racks 
of test equipment from a single 
source. "People are getting tired of 
mix-and-match laboratory facilities 
where they have to try to connect 
incompatible equipment from differ
ent vendors," says Tektronix's Fink. 
"We're also hoping that the new 
equipment, which is based on the 
VXIbus, will let them downsize their 
equipment racks while increasing 
the bandwidth of their test systems. 
The older GPIB standard reaches its 
limits at around 200 kHz, while VXI 



Pick up the number one 
real-time operating system . 

• D"C++ 
1 tii''u'i!1 

And run with it. 
In today's competitive market, it's impor

tant to run with the best. And when it comes to 
real time, the iRMX® operating system is the 
clear favorite. 

You see, iRMX has a 13-year track record 
for proven reliability. In fact, only DOS runs on 
more X86 systems. Now, iRMX for Wmdows 
provides the first real-time operating system with 
guaranteed response time that runs DOS and 
standard-mode Windows on the i386'" and i486'" 
architecture. That's right, true real time on a PC! 

iRMX for Windows brings more than just 

affordable hardware to real time. It also gives 
you a head start on development with access to 
the huge installed base of DOS applications and 
tools. In fact, you even have the option to run 
Windowstt (including Windows 3.1). 

So take the first step, call (800) GET-iRMX 
(800-438-4769)* and ask for Lit. Pack. #2B. And 
start running real time with your favorite DOS 
and Windows software. 

intel. 
*Outs ide the U.S.A and Canada. FAX (503) 696---l-633. © 1992 Intel Corpora tion. iRM X is a reg i ~ tercd trademark and i386 and i486 are trademarks of Intel Corporat ion. 
·tiR MX runs on I BM and Compaq compat ible i386 and i.f86 hascd PCs. tt All other produc ts shown or ment ioned arc trade marks o r reg istered tradcmari.. s of thei r respective owners. 



VMETROA/S 
Prof. Billlelandsvei 24, 
P.0.box 213 Leirdal, 
N-1011 Oslo, Norway 
Tel: 47 2 322 580 
Fax: 47 2 322 880 

Ullll!TRO 
The Bus Analyzer Specialist 
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VMETRO, Inc. 
16010 Barklll's Point Ln. 

Suite 575, Houston, 
TX 77079, USA 

Tel: 713 584 0728 
Fax: 713 584 9034 

We want to hear from you! 
So, what do you think of Computer Design? What do you like best. the 

Technology Viewpoint pieces/ The Technology Directions articles/ The Special 
Reports? The Product Focus articles and specification tables? New Product Develop
ments? Steve Oh r's column on Mixed-Signal Design? What is there about Computer 
Design that you don't like? What would you like to see us cover more extensively? 

The only way we can know what you like or don 't like, or what you want to see 
more of or less of, is if you'll write us. There 's about 11.25 in.2 of space on the 
Reader Inquiry Card for your comments, but if that's not enough, you can write 
directly to John Miklosz, Editor-in-Chief, Computer Design magazine, 1 Tech
nology Park Dr, Westford, MA 01886. 
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CAEICAD TOOLS 

can accommodate data transfers of 
up to several MHz." 

I Looking to the future 
With all of this technical clout be
hind design-for-testability efforts 
and standards such as 1149.1, mem
bers of these alliances are hoping 
they can overcome the knee-jerk re
actions that many designers have to 
incorporating testability into their 
silicon and systems. But to do this, 
all of the players involved must ham
mer out standards that are useful, 
flexible and easy to use-no mean 
feat when so many corporate egos 
are involved. Still, ifthe EDA and test 
industries have learned anything 
from the trauma of trying to fold test 
into design, it's that compromise and 
simplicity are the keys to developing 
meaningful standards. 

"A standard that tries to be all 
things to all people is bound to fail," 
says Doug Kostlan, marketing man
ager for Tl's test technology center. 
"In the latest meeting of the bound
ary scan description language (BSDL) 
subcommittee, for example, we de
cided to leave clocking schemes out 
of the standard. It's a matter of re
ally evaluating what's necessary to 
get the job done and get a standard 
out there so everyone can use it. If 
you take too long, everyone just goes 
out and develops their own way of 
doing things. Rather than just add 
on features, it's better to simplify 
and clarify." • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Cadence Design Systems 
(408) 943-1234 .......... .. . ..... Circle 242 
Design & Test Alliance 
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GenRad 
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Racal-Redac 
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Synopsys 
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Tektronix 
(503) 627-7 111 .. . . . . Circle 250 
Teradyne 
(617) 482-2700 ... . Circle 251 
Texas Instruments 
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Radstone Technology Corporation 
20 Craig Road, Montvale, NJ 07645-1737 
Call Toll-Free: (800) 368-2738 
Eastern Region : (201) 391-2700 
Central Region: (708) 304-0202 
Western Region: (408) 727-4795 
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Radstone reveals 
an ancient technique 
for designing an 
ultra high performance 
VME system ... now. 

A multiple systems-within-a-system architecture forming 
tightly coupled sub-systems capable of independent and 
parallel operation. 

The VME Sub-system Bus gives you ... 
•A proven system solution that's multi-vendor sourced and industry 

accepted. 
•Highly flexible multiple bus capability today. 
•Multiple systems within a system. 
•Wide range of products: CPUs, 1/0 and memory. 
• Freeflow+ architecture that eliminates system bottlenecks. 
•Increased system efficiency: VSB for data/VME for message passing. 

If you're looking for a way to get next generation bus architecture per
formance right now, look at VSB. Radstone will support your efforts with 
the world's most complete line of VME/VSB processor, 1/0 and memory 
boards and the world's only line of Freeflow+ architecture boards. Call 
us to take advantage of the ancient wisdom of VSB ... now. 

TE C H OLOGY 
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MMG executive director Len Schu/witz is shown at a demonstration comparing a 27-
Mips, 33-MHz, 486-based laptop computer with a multivendor Multibus II system ca
pable of churning out more than 300 Mips. The demonstration has the two machines 
performing a Mandelbrot fractal calculation, illustrating the dramatic difference in 
performance between the two systems. 

2,000-Mips PC rescues 
high-end applications 
Warren Andrews, Senior Editor 

T he Intel personal computer ar
chitecture and PC/MS-DOS oper
ating system are now ubiqui

tous, and have made steady inroads 
into many commercial and indus
trial applications. Once rooted, this 
technology hasn't always been able 
to deliver practical solutions, but 
based on a hardware/software cost 
ratio ofbetween 1:10and1:20, OEMs 
have been jumping through hoops
and putting their suppliers through 
ordeals-to make up for any inade
quacies while maintaining software 
compatibility. 

PCs have fallen down on the job for 
a variety of reasons. One is that PCs 
were intended for a relatively gentle 
office environment and can't handle 
harsh physical and electrical condi
tions. Many PC makers interested in 
industrial solutions have evolved 
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environmentally hardened, passive
backplane systems, ruggedized 
motherboards , PCs embedded in 
other form factors (such as STD, Mul
tibus and VME), and even totally new 
pin and connector configurations. 

These solutions have solved many 
problems, but new ones have contin
ued to appear-mainly in the areas 
of form factor, power dissipation and 
performance. 

I Form factor, power, performance 
Responses to the form-factor prob
lem have come from a variety of 
manufacturers, from the compact 
boards of Ampro Computers (Sunny
vale, CA) and the PC/104 consortium, 
to ESP designs from Dover Electron
ics (Longmont, co), to the latest com
pact industrial PC from RadiSys 
(Beaverton, OR). Some of these solu
tions also address the low-power 
needs of portable and remote instr,u-

men ta ti on. 
When higher performance was re

quired, OEMS have traditionally had 
to wait for the next generation of 
processor to emerge, hoping it will 
provide the needed performance en
hancement. 

This need for more and faster pro
cessing spawned the RISC revolution, 
unleashing a new type of processor 
with less baggage so that new gen
erations can be implemented faster. 

And then along comes the need for 
multiprocessing. Although multipro
cessing technology is just starting to 
reach the marketplace in the form of 
new workstations, it provides little 
relief for those committed to the PC/MS
DOS environment. Promised multi
processing configurations for MS
DOS-based machines haven't yet 
materialized. 

Until now, that is. The Multibus 
Manufacturers' Group (MMG
Aloha, OR) has just come up with a 
solution to the problem that theoret
ically lets PC applications run in 
Multibus II multiprocessing en
vironments at speeds of 2,000 Mips 
and beyond. The solution can be im
plemented today because it uses 
standard off-the-shelf boards. 

The technology, demonstrated at 
Buscon East (Boston, MA, September 
14-18), comes in two systems: a 33-
MHz, 486-based laptop PC and a PC
based Multibus II system. In single
CPU configurations, both systems 
operate at 27 Mips. But the Multi
bus II system includes six boards 
operating together that produce 
more than a tenfold improvement. 
And, according to MMG executive di
rector Len Schulwitz, the technology 
is fully scalable to a full 20-slot Mul
tibus system, providing more than 
2,300 Mips. 

Schulwitz says the Multibus II 
message-passing capability acts as 
a fast LAN, which operates at 40 
Mbytes/s. "The MMG Technical Com
mittee developed high-speed com
munications among Multibus II 
boards and PC-based Multibus II 
boards which support DOS BIOS," says 
Schulwitz. "Known as the Multibus 
II Transport, the most recent release 
provides backplane communication 
between MMG boards and any DOS
based PC board on Multibus II." 

For the demonstration at Buscon 
East, the MMG used boards from 
three vendors : a 120-Mips i860 
board from Mentec Computer Sys-
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Lotus 1-2-3 for DO 

DOS, Windows 
and real time. 
At the same time. 
The most widely-used application software 
runs on DOS and Windows. But they can't 
provide real-time capabilities for demanding 
industrial applications. 

Microware's OS-9000 Real-Time Operating 
System with Virtual PC (VPC) lets you run 
DOS and Windows as tasks under OS-9000. 
Data and 1/0 devices can be shared between 
the two environments. DOS or Windows 
applications can be used to monitor and 
control real-time processes running under 
OS-9000. And VPC is included FREE with 
the OS-9000 Real-Time Operating System. 

OS-9000 provides complete real -time devel
opment and run-time environments for hard 
real-time applications, including Microware 's 
Ultra C advanced, high-technology ANSI C 
compiler. OS-9000 also offers extensive 
options for networking and graphics. 

Do you want DOS, Windows and real time at 
the same time? Call our toll-free number to 
order your complete "plug-and-play" OS-9000 
386/486 package for only $995. Or ask for 
your free copy of Questions & Answers for 
Serious 3861486 PC Users. 

Call Microware Today! 

1-800-475-9000 

M l CROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

1900 N.W.114th Street • Des Moi nes, Iowa 50325-7077 
England/Benelux/Scandinavia: (44) 703 601990 

Germany: (49) 6221-862091 • Sw itzerland: (41) 56-83-3377 
Fronce /Spa in / Italy: (33) 42.58.63.00 

Microware and OS-9000 are registered trademarks of Microware Systems Corporation. 
Vi rt ual PC and Ult ra Care trademarks of Microware. All olher brand or product names 
are 1radcmarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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One of the top performers in the MM G demonstration of high-performance oos
based machines is Mentec's i860-based accelerator card. The board adds 120 Mips 
to the processing power of the Multibus II system. 

terns (Dublin, Ireland); a 40-Mips 
i960-based processor board from 
Micro Industries (Westerville, OH); 
and three separate 486-based proc
essor boards from Intel. 

"To support these dramatically 
higher levels of PC performance," 
says Jack Blevins, MMG technical di
rector, "pc systems must be scalable 
in both hardware and software . 
Hardware scalability lets you easily 
add processor boards to support 
multiprocessing without upsetting 
the existing system. More impor
tant, software which runs on a sin
gle-processor system must now be 
distributed to run on two or more 
processors." 

"To solve the software problems," 
Blevins continues, "you have to scale 
PC software over multiple proces
sors. To do this you have to overcome 
two obstacles. The first is task-to
task communications, which lets 
two or more CPUs share the load. The 

A Powerful 
Combination! 

50/66MHz 486 EISA 
Fully Integrated 

Product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies 

50/66MHz 486 EISA 
Engine Only 



second is sharing system vo re
sources. A significant effort is 
needed to accomplish the seemingly 
mundane task of sharing disk, ter
minals and peripherals, and this is 
true from the exclusive ownership of 
a single processor, such as in stan
dard PC systems, to coping with mul
tiple processors that must access 
vo." 

I Multiprocessing solution 
The idea of using a number of PC
based CPUs in a multiprocessing en
vironment has been tossed around 
for several years. Former Multibus 
wizard John Hyde frequently used 
such a multiprocessing paradigm to 
describe his view of the future of 
multiprocessing systems. Hyde left 
Intel's Multibus group to join the 
company's advanced processor 
group, where it's expected he will 
apply the same model to multipro
cessing at the processor-chip level. 

COMPUTERS & SUBSYSTEMS 

While we wait for this higher chip
level performance to emerge, per
haps some of Hyde's legacy remains , 

11To support drama
tically higher levels of 

PC performancel PC 
systems must be 

scalable in both hard
ware and software. 11 

-Jack Blevins 

MMG technical director 

I I I 

since board-level technology that's 
now available can show significant 
advances over single-processor ap
proaches in DOS-based systems. It 
may well even be possible to exceed 
the current speculations of MMG 

50/66MHz 486 ISA 
Fu lly Integrated 

50/66MHz 486 ISA 
Engine Only w / 

2 Serial Ports 
1 Parallel Port 

Also Supports SX 

members. 
For example, using the new MMG 

approach to double the speed of the 
Multibus II backplane to almost 80 
Mbytes/s, intertask communication 
can take place with even greater 
ease than is currently the case. 
Further, Micro Industries recently 
introduced a DSP board sporting four 
AT&T DSP32C chips. "Putting 19 
such boards to work in a system 
with an 80486 host could result in 
dramatically greater performance, 
solving the right kind of problem," 
says Micro Industries president Mi
chael Curran. "It's possible to 
achieve more than 20,000 Mips on 
a DOS application using such an ap
proach." 

The MMG solution might not be for 
everyone, but it does allow OEMS now 
married to a PC-based solution to 
easily jump an order of magnitude 
in performance without waiting for 
individual processor chips to reach 
that level. Costs are high compared 

50/66MHz 486 ISA 
Engine Only 

50/66MHz 486 ISA 
Fully Integrated 

Also Supports SX 
NOW SHIPPING - 286, 386SX, 486SLC, 386DX 486DLC, 486SX 
and 486DX Single Board Computers. Also a large selection of 
Industrial Rackmount Enclosures, Commercial Enclosures, Card 
Cages, Expansion Cards and Components. 

COMING SOON - LOW POWER 486 DX with INTEGRATED LCD & TFT VGA FLAT PANEL SUPPORT 

P!!!!! Diversified 
liiil Technology ® 

An Ergon Co. 
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Call us toll free for orders and information. 

1-800-443-2667 
U.S.A. - (601) 856-4121 Fax (601) 856-2888 

Outside U.S.A. - (201) 891-8718 Fax - (201) 891-9629 



320 MFLOPS 
SuperCard i860-based vector processors deliver. With our Quad-860 multiprocessor 

and our SC-3XL ultimate performance models, CSPI continues to offer you the greatest 
range of vector processing power. Look what you can get on a 6U board with VME64: 

• 320 MFLOPS Performance • VME64 and VSB 
• 64 MBytes Memory • MIL Spec 
• 200 MBytes per second 1/0 • GFLOPS Multiprocessors 
• Intel's 50 MHz i860 XP chips • 200 usec 1024 complex FIT 

CSPl's SuperKit and Integration Toolkit software cut development time to the bone with: 

• Industry-leading Libraries • DataF!o Visual Programming 
• pSOS+ Real-time Kernel • C, Fortran, and Ada 
• UNIX compatibility 

Call or write CSPI and learn more about our new Quad-860 and SC-3XL SuperCard 
family members: CSPI, 40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, MA 01821, 1-800-325-3110, Fax: 
508-663-0150. In Europe, CSPI, Creteil, France, 33-1-43774577, Fax: 33-1-43994508. 

CSPI 
CIRCLE NO. 28 
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with the PC laptop solution, and it 
won't fit under your seat in an air
plane, but there are many applica
tions where the higher level of per
formance has to be there and the 
increased cost is justified. 

I A pricey approach 
The Multibus II approach provides 
dramatic scalability for those users 
requiring ultimate performance and 
willing to accept the increased cost 
of hardware and software develop
ment. Even compared with a pricey 
50-MHz 486 (at well under $3,000), 
the Multibus solution is costly; each 
of the CPU boards used in the system 
is priced between $3,000 and $6,000. 
Then add to this the cost of a back
plane, card cage and power supply. 

Single-processor solutions aren't 
likely to reach the 2,000+-Mips per
formance level in the near future, 
but the migration from a single
processor PC to a multiprocessor 
Multibus II system won't be as 
seamless as going from one genera
tion of CPU to the next. Someone has 
to tell which task to go where, and 
the MMG's software doesn't do that 
yet. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Intel 
(408) 765-8080 ... Circle 263 
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Mentec Computer Systems 
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THE TP-IGC6V 
TADPOLES DEDICATED X WINDOWS SERVER FO R VME 

at To Look For 
In High-Performance X 

3 

4. 

Looking for maximum server routines from the host, the VME backplane, through diagnostics and a user-friendly 
performance in VME-based X our dual-processor design Ethernet'M or both - making it firmware monitor. 
Windows applications? significantly improves overall ideal for a wide range of VMEbus 

5. Just Plug And Play Your search is over. system performance. X applications. You can even 

Tadpole Technology's new install several lGCs in the same The JGC comes complete with 
TP-IGC6V Intelligent Graphics 2. High-Resolution VME system. a mouse and keyboard interface. 
Controller gives you more of Performance The JGC is compatible with Just add power. We've taken care 
everything for powerful VMEbus When your application Tadpole's extensive line of high- of everything else. 
or stand-alone X Windows demands high-speed, high- performance RISC and CISC So what should you look for in 
performance. resolution color graphics, the JGC single-board computers running high-performance X? You're 

1. More Processing 
delivers. It runs 37,000 X Stones VxWorks."' or TP-IX, Tadpole's looking at it: Tadpole's new TP-

with 1280 x 1024 non-interlaced implementation of UNIX ' System IGC6V. 

Power resolution - while displaying V.3.2. For information in the U.S. call: 

While most X servers rely on a 256 colors from a palette of I 6. 7 

800-232-BB5B single processor, the IGC uses million. 4. More On-Board 
two. A 40 MHz TMS34020 handles Software 
the X server code and graphics, 3. More Configuration On-board EPROM contains the 
while a 20 MHz MC68020 takes Flexibility complete XIIR4 server code, Cambridge, England 
care of the TCP network No other VME-based X server which is optimized for the IGC's 0223 250030 
communications and user offers you the configuration dual processors. The IGC also Paris, France 
interface. By dividing computing flexibility of the JGC. It can offers the convenience of built-in (I) 60 86 27 92 

tasks and off-loading X Window communicate with X clients over VTI00/200 terminal emulation, All !radc ma rks belong to I he ir respecli vc companies. 

Computing Without Compromise 
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SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Integrated tool environment 
targets real-time development 

may normally be hidden in a menu 
onto an on-screen button for easy 
access. It's also possible to save dif
ferent contexts for different projects. 

The control panel doesn't cur
rently support version control , how
ever. The level of project control pro
vided involves setting up which files 
are associated with a given project, 
launching tools and setting up direc
tories, so eliminating many repeti
tive steps when starting a session. 

Tom Williams, Senior Editor 

S oftware tool integration isn't 
waiting for standards . In
creasingly, tool vendors are 

setting up environments that ad
dress the way programmers develop 
code in the real world, which often 
doesn't conform to theories about 
h ow such development should be 
done. Answering the growing needs 
of real-time and embedded systems 
programmers for integrated devel
opment environments is Microtec 
Research (Santa Clara, CA), which 
has introduced a system based on its 
proven and popular XRay debugger 
technology. 

XRay MasterWorks provides an 
integrated C and C++ software de
velopment environment for embed
ded systems engineers . Signifi
cantly, the environment doesn't 
include the front-end structured de
sign and analysis CASE tools that 
have received so much publicity re
cently. Rather, XRay MasterWorks 
concentrates on tools for building 
programs, generating and debug
ging code, navigating through 
source files , and managing projects 
that are oriented toward enhancing 
the efficiency of the edit-compile
debug process, which is the way 
most developers are working today. 

I Message server at center 
The hub of XRay MasterWorks is a 
message server that ties together 
the current suite of tools and pro
vides for the integration of future 
tools. The server provides point-to
point communication between tools 
rather than broadcasting to all tools 
on the system. "For example," says 
product marketing manager Auro
bindo Tripathy, "under the file 
menu, I have a button that says 're
make and reload.' Any time someone 
clicks that, we have to establish com
munication between the XRay Make 
tool and the debugger." The Make 
tool already knows what needs to be 
rebuilt, so the message only needs to 
tell the debugger what particular 
target is to be rebuilt. The debugger 
can then instantly be aware of a ll the 
files making up the program under 
development. 
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In the future , Tripathy says, Mi
crotec is planning to open the mes
saging scheme so that you can inte
grate other tools . 

At present, Microtec is working 
with certain value-added resellers, 
giving them the messaging protocol 
to help them integrate their prod
ucts. Applied Microsystems (Red-

Microtec has integrated its widely 
used XRay source- and assembler
level debugger into MasterWorks, 
along with its relatively new Source 

The XRay Masterworks control panel can support different project configurations 
that can then be launched using buttons in a window. Among the tools supported in 
the initial release is Source Explorer (lower left), which shows a butterfly graph of a 
function with its calling functions and the functions called by i t. 

mond, WA), for example, is working 
on integrating its in-circuit emul
ation tools into the MasterWorks 
environment. 

You interact with the system via 
the XRay control panel, which lets 
you set up a project and working 
environment. The control panel is 
more than a graphical user inter
face; it lets you select tools, working 
directories , project-specific source 
files , and make files to establish the 
context in which you'll be working. 
It's possible, for example, to bring 
frequently used commands that 

Explorer navigation tool. Source Ex
plorer graphically displays a pro
gram's calling structure, its function 
definitions and specific function 
calls. Integrating Source Explorer 
with the XRay debugger lets you 
graphically control program execu
tion at the function level via the 
graphical program structure display. 

Each box in the call tree repre
sents a function and contains infor
mation on whether that function is 
global or local; clicking on a box with 
the mouse brings up this informa
tion. It's possible to display the 



DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING 

WITH THE QNX® FLEET™ NETWORK. 

BECAUSE COMPUTERS WERE MEANT TO RUN TOGETHER. 

M aybe it's not natural to expect 

a network of microcomputers to 

perform like a supercomputer. 

With the QNX operating system, 

it's not natural to expect 

anything less. 

POSIX AND MORE 

Thousands ofVARs and OEMs 

choose QNX for mission-critical 

applications - from POS to 

manufacturing to medical 

instrumentation. 

And with good reasons. 

Like POSIX compliance. 

And real realtime performance. 

And true microkernel architecture. 

And message-passing IPC. 

Not to mention our technical 

support and customer services. 

Now add "FLEET" to the list. 

FAULT-TOLERANT 
NETWORKING 

With most networks, 

a hardware failure spells disaster. 

But not with QNX. 

If a card or cable fails on 

a dual-net FLEET setup, QNX will 

automatically re-route data 

through the other network 

before you - or your application -

can even blink. 

LOAD- BALANCING 
ON THE FLY 

For greater throughput, 

the FLEET network puts all 

available network hardware 

to work at the same time. 

And it will dynamically 

distribute the load by choosing 

the best route for the job. 

EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE 

FLEET uses network hardware 

to full advantage for maximum 

throughput. Wheth er you're 

running Ethernet for speed 

(application-level throughput 

at just under 1 Mbyte per second) 

or Arcnet for deterministic 

transactions - or both 

network cards in the 

same machine - you can count 

on FLEET for optimum efficiency. 

REAL TIME OPERATING SYS T E M 

EXTENSIBLE 

ARCHITECTURE 

You can support new networks 

simply by addin g new drivers. 

And you can start and 

stop drivers dynamically, 

without even rebooting. 

TRANSPARENT 
DISTRIBUTED 
PROCESSING 

In QNX there's no difference 

between local execution and 

network-remote execution. 

Which means you don't need to 

modify your applications in order 

to distribute them across 

the FLEET network. 

To sum up: networking 

with QNX is fault-tolerant, 

load-balancing, efficient, 

extensible, and transparent. 

But it's a lot easier 

to just say "FLEET." 

Go with the QNX FLEET network. 

Nothing runs like it. 

To find out how your 

applications can thrive in 

the QNX environment, 

call 1-800-363-9001 
(ext. 103) . 
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XRay Masterworks overview 

PROJECT CONTROL 

XRAY DEBUGGER SOURCE EXPLORER 
EXECUTION 

ENVIRONMENTS 

OBJECT 
CONVERTER 

XRay Masterworks integrates functions to aid the edit-compile-debug process 
and to automate the tedious tasks of program building. Control of a project 
takes place through a window panel that defines tools to be launched, modules 
in the project, files, and directories. Tools communicate point-to-point to let 
you easily find your place in large volumes of code. 

V·MEbus 486DX2 -66MHZ 

• New generation single slot 486DX2 -50 & 66MHZ - !00% PC/AT compatible (A32/D32) 

• No platforms, no piggy-backs, just c lean streamlined low-cost one-side SMD technology 

• Up to I 6M of on-board DRAM 

• I 024x768 SuperYGA w/5 I 2K Video DRAM 

• 2 Serial Ports , I Parallel Port and Real Time Clock w/Battery 
• AT sty le keyboard Controller and Connector 

• Floppy and Hard Drive IDE Controllers on-board -4 ways to connect to Disk Drives 

• Three-way Byte/Word Swapping Hardware for interfacing to 68000 type CPUs 
- Access VMEbus through RealMode Window or Protected Mode 

• Custom Gate Array technology provides 
-Interrupter, Interrupt Handler, System Controller, 
al l SW configured 

• Reset Switch and Speaker 

• Choice of SCSI or PC/ AT Bus on P2 

Tel : (713) 780-7003 Fax: (713) 974-6059 
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whole calling tree of a program, or a 
limited view in the form of a butter
fly graph, showing the callers of the 
function of interest and the func
tions it calls. Double-clicking on a 
function box takes you into the 
source code. 
~en the XRay debugger and 

Source Explorer are running to
gether, program execution can stop 
at a breakpoint set in the debugger 
to let you browse through the func
tion definition and control program 
execution from the function level us
ing debugger commands. This lets 
you zoom in on problems in one in
tegrated environment, from the 
structural level down through the 
source and ultimately to the assem
bly level. 

I Automated program building 
Program building is automated by 
the XRay Make tool, which is based 
on UNIX's make(l). This compatibil
ity lets you use existing make(l ) files 
under MasterWorks without modifi
cation. Make also identifies build er
rors and displays the offending 
source code lines in a window for 
quick editing. 

XRay MasterWorks gathers a 
suite of cross-development tools for 
a range of different CPUs and MPUs. 
These include ANSI C and C++ cross
compilers, assemblers and linkers. 
There's also a set ofC++ class librar
ies. In addition, the environment 
supports instruction-set simulators 
that can be used with the debugger 
and Source Explorer before target 
hardware is ready; they can yield 
information down to the detail of 
cycle counts. 

Finally, there's an object format 
converter that can convert the out
put of the Microtec tools and com
pilers into forms usable by logic an
alyzers, emulators and PROM 
programming devices. These in
clude IEEE-695 , common object file 
format and Intel OMF-86. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Applied Microsystems 
(206) 882-2000 
Microtec Research 
(408) 980- 1300 

...... Circle 240 

.... Circle 241 



Learn the Only Embedded Debugger You 
Will Ever Need Without Turning the Page 

TARGETS: 
68xxx,386/486,R2000/R3000/R4000, 

Spare, 88000/88110, Gmicro, V810, more ... 

Double click on a variable 

1 to create a window that 
disp lays its value when
ever the program stops. 

2 Click on a variable to print 
its value. 

Click on a green dot to set 

3 a breakpoint. Click on the 
stop sign to clear the 
breakpoint. 

4 The program is currently 
stopped here. 

5 Click on a function name} 
to display its source code. 

6 Attach to a target with the} 
"remote" command. 

7 Set a conditional break
point at the current line. 

8 Click 11go" to continue (or 
start the program). 

9 Click 11reg 11 to display a 
register view window. 

Click 'FJielp" to learn } 
the rest of MULTI. 

C • C++ • Fortran • Pascal 
struct bar { 

struct bar *next; 
enum color {red,orange,yellow,green,blue}color; 
float d[IO]; 

N
ntcount; 

4 Bar; 
4 
4 ct bar *NewBar(count,color) 
49 enun color color; 

{ 
inti= O; 
struct bar *ret; 

Click here to 
see the object 
this points to. 

Double click here 
to see this array 
in a new window. 

i count== 0) 

Move the mouse 
·J-_:._:_:_~:.----rr-1 here and type in 

a new value. 
re rn O; 

ret = truct bar *)malloc(sizeof(struct bar)); 
ret->ne = NewBar(count-1,color); 
ret->color :(olor; 
ret->count = count; MONITOR calls 0 
for (i = O; i < ount; i++) 

h~ ret->d[i] =·, 
( count=IO,color=orange(l)) 

62 • return ret; 
3 • } 

--...'..! 

Click "calls" to 
display a call 
stack window. 

Click "halt" to 
stop execution 
of the program. 

Click 11edit11 to 
edit the current 
function. 

It's worth learning MULTI to fix one bug. 
Hosts: Microsoft Windows, Spare, Sun-3, DECstation, Unix/386, Motorola Delta, more ... 

• S 0 t ' 1' \\' .\. R E . I N C • 
510 Castillo, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Te l: (805) 965-6044 • FAX: (805) 965-6343 
1 Cranberry Hill, Lexington, MA 02173 

Tel: (617) 862-2002 • FAX: (617) 863-2633 
Copyright 1992 Green Hills Software, Inc. MULTI and Green Hills Software are trademarks of Green Hills Software, Inc. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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Highest Integration 

Lowest Power Dissipation 

Low Voltage 

Largest Memory 

Smallest Packages 

Your designs demand more from existing MCUs. 
As the leader in MC U technology, Mitsubishi offers 
you a breadth of 8- and 16-bit microcontrollers with 
the functions you want. 

Highest Integration 
Get the highest levels of on-chip functionality with a host of 

features you need most, including synchronous S 1/0, UARTs, 
programmable I/Os, A-0/D-A converters, LCD and VFD drivers, 
PWM, special timers and more. 

Lowest Power Dissipation 
We offer the lowest power dissipation available today- 4mA 

at 3.0V at 8MHz, for our most highly integrated 16-bit MCUs. 

Low Voltage 
For low voltage, our MCUs operate in the 2. 7 to 5.5 volt 

range at 8MHz. For higher performance up to 25MHz, we offer 
4.5 to 5.5 volt operation without paying the high power penalty. 

Largest On-Chip Memory 
Utilize up to 2 Kbytes RAM and 32 Kbytes ROM or OTP 

with our 16-bit MCUs, and up to 1 Kbyte RAM and 32 Kbytes 
ROM in our 8-bit MCUs, with expanded memory planned for 
the future. EPRO M and RO Mless versions are also available. 

Smallest Packages 
Get all these advantages in the smallest packages on the 

market. Mitsubishi offers a wide range of packaging options 
including 64- to 160-pin surface mount packages, with 0.50mm, 
0.65mm and 0.80mm lead pitch. Shrink DIPs are available in 
32- to 64-pin configurations. 

For faster time to market, Mitsubishi provides develop
ment support tools for each phase of your product design . 

For your best system solution, call Mitsubishi today at 
(408) 522-7498. For Eastern U.S. and Canada, ~og;.~f=~~= ® ----
call (408) 522-7499. ACTION 

REALITY 

J.. MITSUBISHI 
ELECTRONIC DEVICE GROUP 
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Powerline spread-spectrum modulation saves 
copper in LANs and control systems 
Don Tuite, Senior Editor 

A building's electrica l power 
wiring is an att r a ctive m e
dium for data communication. 

This is because such wiring, unlike 
dedicated runs of coaxial or twisted
pair cable, is already in place, so that 
if the network is ever reconfigured, 
it won't be necessary to lay 
more cable. It's even more 
attractive for industrial 
control than it is for office 
LANs, because it connects to 
most of the devices that have 
to be controlled, such as 
lights, chillers and motors. 

Unfortunately, thos e 
same lights and motors 
make power wiring a diffi
cult transmission medium 
for either office or indus
trial communication. Sig
nals above a few hundred 
kHz are attenuated by tens 
of dB, changing loads cause 
ground bounce in the neu
tral wire , and fluorescent 
ballasts and thy ristor
based controllers create se
vere noise. 

Spread-spectrum modulation is 
usu ally thought of as an RF data
transmission technique. To date, the 
most celebrated use of such modula
tion has been in the u.s. global posi
tioning system (GPS) satellite net
work. The same techniques, 
h owever, that communicate the 
ephemerides of navigation satellites 

ce1vmg end detects the pseudo
random sequence and extracts the 
data from the phase information. 

I Chipping away at data 
Adaptive Networks' strategy is 
more broadly based, encompassing 
LANs and WANS in addition to indus
trial controls. Of the two companies, 

Echelon is more willing to 
talk about t h e physical 
layer of its protocol, while 
Adaptive Networks tends 
to treat its modulation 
techniques as proprietary, 
preferring to talk about its 
flexible token-passin g 
data protocol. 

In the past, attempts 
have been made to run data 
at low baud rates over 
powerlines, with the best
known efforts focusing on 
remote meter reading. 
None of these attempts has 
resulted in widespread 
commercial success, but a 
new approach is being pio
neered by a pair of compa-

"Facing an assortment of light dimmers, fluorescent ballasts 
and electric motors, a data packet exists in a hostile environ
ment on the powerlines," reminds Echelon's director of engi
neering, Tom Tormey (left). Senior engineer Philip Sutter/in 
and hardware design engineer Amy Hurlbut document the 
struggle with scope and spectrum analyzer. 

E chelon's transceiver 
communicates at an effec
tive data rate of 10 kbit s/s. 
According to the com
pany's director of engi
neering, Tom Tormey, the 
transmission technique 
used is direct-sequ ence 
spread-spectrum, at 31 
chips per bit. (A chip is the 
narrowest pulse width in 
the encoding pu lse se
quence that can be u sed to 
represent a bit. The num
ber of chips per bit u sed in 
a spread-spectrum encod
ing scheme represents a 
trade-off between the de
gree of spectrum spread
ing and the bit rate.) 

If the mo dulating 
pseudo-random sequen ce 
consists of a simple series 
of square pulses, the dis

nies using spread-spectrum tech
niques so that narrow-band noise 
can't interfere with data transmis-
sion. 

I Two companies, two approaches 
The two companies currently ship
ping products for spread-spectrum 
powerline communications are 
Echelon Corporation (Palo Alto, CA) 

and Adaptive Networks (Ca m
bridge, MA). Echelon's modules are 
new elements in its establish ed 
product line-a complete, distrib
uted-intelligence industrial control 
system. 
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to a tank commander in Iraq can be 
used to access a file server on an 
office LAN. 

Spread-spectrum is essentially im
mune to narrow-band interference, 
and the effective sensitivity of spread
spectrum detectors is extremely high. 
To apply spread-spectrum modula
tion, you use a known pseudo-random 
bit sequence to frequency- or phase
shift-modulate a carrier. The data is 
encoded on the pseudo-random se
quence by either shifting or not shift
ing the phase each time the sequence 
repeats, using an NRZ (non-return-to
zero) format. A correlator at the re-

tribution of harmonics in the fre
quency domain is a I sin xix I pat
tern. Echelon's engineers h ave 
trimmed the modulating signal to 
provide an essentially flat distrib
ution within the required fre
quency band, with a rapid rolloff at 
the upper end. 

This was necessary because, in 
the United States, the spread-spec
trum signal must fit between 100 
and 450 kHz. The 100-kHz limit is 
set by practical considerations, be
cause powerline noise increases 
dramatically below that. The up
per limit reflects an FCC require-



Part Pack.1ging 
Options Availability 

Triple Port DRAMs 
256K x 4 Fast Page Mode/Block Write MT43C4257/8 80,100 SO] ow 
128K x 8 Fast Page Mode/Block Write MT43C8128/9 80,100 PLCC Now 

Dual Port DRAMs (VRAMs) 
256K x 4 Fast Page Mode/Block Write MT42C4256* 70,80,100 ZIP, SO] Now 
128K x 8 Fast Page Mode/Block Write MT42C8128* 70,80,100 SOJ Now 
256K x 8 Extended Data Out/Block MT42C8256 70,80 SO], TSOP Now 

Write/Programmable Split 
256K x 8 Fast Page Mode/Block Write MT42C8255 70,80 SOJ, TSOP Now 
256K x 8 Fast Page Mode/Block Write/ MT42C8254 70,80 SOJ, TSOP Now 

Dual Write Enable 

Specialty DRAMs 
256K x 16 Fast Page Mode MT4Cl6256/7/8/9* 70,80 ZIP, SOJ, TSOP 4Q92 
*Low power versions also a\'ai !able. Windows·· is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

2805 E. Columbia Rd., Boise, ID 83706 (208) 368-3900 
Customer Comment Lines: U.S. 800-932-4992; Intl: 01-208-368-3410 

Cl')'I! \11 crun:-•·m1co1iducmr. Inc 
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Oscilloscope time-domain display 

INTERFERENCE FROM THE 
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 

ment that powerline signals not in
terfere with AM broadcasting, which 
starts at 535 kHz and typically uses 
an intermediate frequency of 455 
kHz. 

In Europe, where long-wave radio 
stations go down to 150 kHz, there's 
a band between 9 and 95 kHz that's 
set aside for utility-related applica
tions, such as remote meter reading 
and load shedding. Using this band, 
Echelon's 31-chips/bit encoding 
scheme yields 2 kbits/s. 

The utility of spread-spectrum communications lies in its immunity to much 
stronger interfering signals. This representation of an oscilloscope's time-domain 
display shows the voltage amplitude of a fluorescent light ballast's noise burst as 
it apparently obliterates a received signal. 

In a practical system, each of 
Echelon's Neuron Chips (one per 
node) delivers 55 to 60 packets per 
second. To deal with dynamic varia
tions in the condition of the power
line, the transceiver module incor
porates an oversampling correlation 
filter and an adaptive bit timing re
covery algorithm to synchronize in
stantaneously to incoming packets. 

If an error occurs, packet recon
struction is faster than packet re
transmission. Classical methods for 

86DX2-50/66MHz • 486DX-33/50MHz • 486SX-20/25MHz • 386SX-25/33/40MHz • 4860: 

"'~ o~ c;~s\e $o'-~i\ u 

t \'>0 f!o.~? I 

$\~c:\;. b ~ 
4\ Our new IBM PC-AT compatible 

si ngle board computer supports both the 
386SX and any 486 processor. It means that your 
products can be tru ly upgradeable without having 
to stock a multitude of incompatib le boards with 
different chipsets, BIOS and connectors. 

We offer outstanding reliability for the most 
demanding app lications. Only the highest qua lity 
components are used from reputab le suppliers so 
every batch meets our same high standards. Our 
designs use the latest highly integrated chipsets for 
the highest performance and best PC compatibi l ity. 

Our products are manufactured, designed and 
supported in the USA and Britain and have been 
used for many years in the harshest environments 
by the mi li tary, industria l and commercia l users. 
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Features Include: _________ _ 

• Supports any 386SX/486 processor up to a true 50 MHz. 

• Flash EPROM for users upgradeable BIOS and 
storage of custom information such as serial 
numbers or company name. 

• Frequency synthesizer - rep laces 
crystals and osci llators for 
improved reliabi lity. 

• Guard banding of 
clock signals for 
highest func
tional rel iabiltiy 
and improved EMI 
characteristics. 

• Secondary cache 
for top performance. 

• Diagnostic LED's - useful 
for systems with no video 
controller. 

• Up to 64Mb of main memory. 

• All connectors accessible internally. 

• Shrouded gold plated connectors. 

• Highly integrated - includes standard storage and 
communications controllers. 

IBM PC-AT is a reg islered trademark or Internationa l Business Machine Corp . 



error correction add more bits than 
Echelon's proprietary error-correc
tion method, which requires only 6 
percent overhead. 

I Another approach 
Adaptive Networks, pursuing its 
goal of a full data communications 
network running over powerlines, 
achieves a 19.2-kbiUs data rate with 
an error rate of 10-9. The system 
supports a range of network options 
and can address over 64,000 nodes. 
Maximum range is 4 km. 

In its data link layer, Adaptive 
Networks decomposes messages 
into short frames with error correc
tion. It uses forward error correc
tion, as well as error detection; each 
frame must be acknowledged ·before 
the next is sent. 

Where Echelon employs a conten
tion-based protocol, Adaptive Net
works uses token passing. Market
ing manager Eric Hughes says, 
"This technique avoids problems 

!-50/66MHz • 486DX-33/50 

386SX-25MHz 

486SX-25MHz 

486DX-33MHz 14.6 

22.1 

28.7 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

that can occur when nodes fail to 
detect collisions, provides determin
istic access to the network under 
heavy loads, and makes it easier to 
verify that a destination node is on 
the network." 

Because Adaptive Networks sees 
a market in industrial control, as 
well as in workstation-based WANS 

and LANs, it's interesting to compare 
its data-layer protocol approach to 
Echelon's. In contrast to PC-based 
LANs, industrial control networks 
can have a large population of nodes 
with light data loading. In such 
cases, passing tokens to nodes that 
have nothing to say wastes time. 
Adaptive Networks' solution is to 
switch between static token passing 
and a dynamic scheme. 

The decision to switch between 
schemes depends on network utili
zation. In the dynamic phase, which 
is used when utilization is light, 
nodes join and leave the logical ring 
based on whether or not they have 

anything further to transmit. 
There's a randomized start-time de
lay to prevent several new nodes 
from trying to join the ring at once. 

Echelon offers complete control 
modules, including its distributed
intelligence Neuron Chips, as well 
as bare transceiver modules. The 
data interface is optimized for the 
company's proprietary Lonworks ar
chitecture, which includes a control
oriented development environment. 

Adaptive Networks' powerline 
communications module has a more 
conventional RS-232-style data in
terface. The two-chip ASIC set is also 
available by itself. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Adaptive Networks 
(617) 497-5150 . . . . . . . . . . .Circle 261 
Echelon 
(415) 855-7400 ........... Circle 262 

486SX-20/25MHz • 386SX-25/33/40MHz • 486DX2-50 _., 

Processor Options Available: _ __ _ 
386SX 25, 33 or 40MHz 
486SX 20 or 25MHz 

486DX 33 or 50MHz 
486DX2 50 or 66MHz 

General Specifications: _____ _ 
• 2 to 16Mb memory for 386SX, 

4 to 64Mb memory for 486 using 
1 Mb, 4Mb or 16Mb SIMMS 

• Zero wait state paged interleave 
memory 

, • 2,1,1,1 Burstlinefillto486 
internal cache 

• No wait state penalty for cacheless 
configuration 

• 0, 32 or 128KB cache for 386SX 
• 0, 64 or 256KB second level cache 

for 486 
• Flash EPROM (1 Mb or 2Mb) 
• Floppy control ler with built-in 

digital data separator IDE AT 
Winchester interface (16 bit) 

• 2 Serial ports with full handshaking 
• 1 Parallel port (bi-directiona l) 

• Keyboard and PS/2 Mouse port 
• 387SX socket 
• Serial , Parallel , IDE and Floppy 

can be separately disabled and/or 
relocated 

• Clock/Calendar/CMOS RAM with 
built-in Lithium battery 10 years 
life expectancy 

• ISA bus w ith buffered control signal 

• Port 80H diagnostic LED's 
(P.O.S.T.) on board 

• Power consumption: 
386SX 1.2amps approx. 
486DX33 2.0 amps approx. 

These specifications are subject to variation. 

HMSystems Inc. 
2192 Dupont Dr., Suite 214, Irvine, CA 92715 
(714) 955-2043 FAX (714) 955-1849 

For More Information 
Call 1-800-800-135 7 

- - ------------- In the U.K.: HMSystems pie, Minstrel House 
Perfo rmance ratings are M IPS. Actual perfom1ance figures will vary depend ing on che hardware & 
sofrwarc configuration of your system. (fhe above numbers reflect optimized platfom1s.) 220 The Vale LONDON NWl 1 8HZ •Tel: 081-209 0911 , FAX 081-209 0912 
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Vendors vying for FPGA market 
try different strategies 
Barbara Tuck, Senior Editor 

The use of FPGAs is growing 
explosively, forcing veteran 
programmable logic vendors to 

enhance performance with new-gen
eration products. At the same time, 
more semiconductor giants are being 
tempted to enter the field. 

Only Xilinx (San Jose, CA), how
ever, is backing its boasts with pro
duction silicon. This month the com

changes. BymakingitsXC3100fam
ily pin- and software-compatible 
with 1,300- to 5,000-gate XC3000 
devices, the company makes it pos
sible for users such as Howard Goetz 
to make direct plug-in replacements 
for higher speed. Goetz, hardware 
design manager at the Graphics, 
Printing and Imaging Division of 
Tektronix (Wilsonville, OR), was us
ing a Xilinx 3090 for memory man
agement in a printer product and 

was a long accumulator that 
stretched through seven con
figurable logic blocks. "I can operate 
with one wait state now rather than 
two," he reports. 

I SRAM switches vs antifuses 
With the introduction of its new 
parts, Xilinx also claims to have un
seated QuickLogic as the FPGA speed 
leader. System speeds of 50 to 80 
MHz prove, says Xilinx, that you 
don't have to go to exotic antifuse
based processes for high perfor
mance. FPGA architectures that use 
antifuse elements as programming 
switches are much more difficult to 

scale, according to Xilinx, 
than SRAM-based FPGAS 
that use transistors as 
switches. In going from 1 
µm for its 3000 devices to 
0.8 µm for its 3100 de
vices, Xilinx says it's cut 
interconnect element 
parasitics in half. And 
while today's antifuse ar
chitectures have limited 
buffering, resulting in 
significant variations in 
delay depending on fan
out, Xilinx logic blocks 
have large output buffers 
that eliminate most fan
out dependency. 

pany debuts all five 
members of its SRAM
based, 0.8-mm CMOS 
XC3100 FPGA family. The 
new devices take aim at 
th e current speed leaders, 
antifuse-based pASICs from 
QuickLogic (Santa Clara, 
CA), t hemselves due to be 
ported to the Cypress 
Semiconductor (San Jose, 
CA) 0.65-µm CMOS process. 
At the same time, Altera 
(San Jose, CA) is selectively 
sampling the first mem
bers of its new SRAM-based, 
0.8-µm CMOS FLEX 8000 
family. And Actel (Sunny
vale, CA) is revealing addi
tional performance num
bers as its antifuse-based 
ACT 3 family goes through 
process characterization in 
Hewlett-Packard's 0.8-µm 
CMOS process. 

Intel (Santa Clara, CA), 
meanwhile, will officially 
enter the FPGA market next 
year when it samples its 
0.8-µm CMOS EPROM FLEX
logic family with SRAM op-

Examining a prototype of a color printer board are Rod Oden
heimer, design engineer; Howard Goetz, hardware design man
ager; and Dave Knierim, principal engineer, all of Tektronix's 
Graphics, Printing and Imaging Di vision. According to Goetz, 
with the Xilinx 3190, Tektronix "got more than a 2x speed im 
provement with no resimulation or changing download files." 

To prove its point about 
variation in delays due to 
fanout, Xilinx gives path
delay elements from pin 
to pin for 3100 parts as 
compared to QuickLogic 
pASICs. The figures show 
that the 3100 family can 
achieve 9- to 11-ns pin-to
pin delays, almost inde
pendently of internal fan
out , whereas QuickLogic 

tion, and Motorola (Phoenix, AZ.) an
nounced a few days ago that it has 
concluded a licensing agreement 
with UK-based Pilkington Microelec
tronics Ltd. for its fine-grained, dy
namically programmable logic dev
ice technology. In so doing, Motorola 
has followed the lead of GEC Plessey 
Semiconductors and Toshiba. 

I Faster with plug-in parts 
With a process more performance
than density-oriented, Xilinx has 
doubled the speed of its earlier de
vices without burdening users with 
a new architecture or software 
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running it right at the end of its 
speed margin when he received a 
beta sample of the 3190 from Xilinx. 
"I plugged it right into the system," 
he says, "and got more than a 2x 
speed improvement with no resimu
lation or changing download files." 

Goetz says he can't testify first
hand about the validity of the Xilinx 
claim that its new parts run at 50-
to 80-MHz system speeds, because 
his system processor runs at only 32 
MHz, but he adds that he doesn't 
doubt the 3100 parts can run at 
speeds greater than 70 MHz. The 
critical-path challenge Goetz faced 

delays increase substan
tially with high fanout. QuickLogic 
president and CEO David Laws 
counters this by noting that with the 
asymptotic waveform evaluation 
(AWE) technique, you can use Quick
Logic's pASIC toolkit to selectively 
program heavily loaded paths to be 
20 to 25 percent faster than indi
cated by the high fanout figures 
given by Xilinx. 

I Toward better benchmarks 
Xilinx also uses JEDEC benchmarks 
to illustrate a speed advantage over 
QuickLogic. Pin-to-pin delay for a 
9-bit parity circuit implemented in a 



Now You Can See True Colors 
Without Getting Soaked. 

New full-featured RAMDACs from Brooktree 
deliver 24-bit true color for cost-conscious PC 
designers. Introducing four new RAMDACs 
that span the spectrum of PC applications, 
from 640x480 VGA systems to 1280x1024 
workstation-quality graphics. They've got the 
right features, the right prices and are available 
right now. 

True Color in a VGA Environment 
Unplug Sierra. Plug in our totally compatible 
Bt481 or Bt482 . You 'll get 24-bit performance 
at 16-bit prices. 

These new RAMDACs support 15-bit 
TARGA, 16-bit 5:6:5 and 24-bit true-co lor for
mats. They even allow you to switch between 
VGA and true color on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 

Choose the Bt481 if you prefer an external 

hardware cursor. Or pick the Bt482 for its 
on-board 32x32x2 cursor - ideal for faster 
windowing environments. 

Workstation Graphics at PC Prices 
Introducing the Bt484 and Bt485, our newest 
mouth-watering RAMDACs. They combine true 
color with higher resolutions for higher perfor
mance graphics subsystems. And they're eco
nomical, too. 

Bt485 operates at up to 135 MHz to drive 
pseudo color to 1280x1024 resolutions and 
gamma correct true color to 1024x768. It has 
a 64x64x2 cursor and all the serialization 
and timing to directly interface to a VRAM 
frame buffer. 

Bt484 provides maximum flexibility with 
its programmable pixel port to provide 256 

to 16.8 million colors, on-board 32x32x2 
cursor and supports both interlaced and non
interlaced monitors. 

Resolution 
640x480 800x600 1024x768 1280x1024 

81481 /81482 

81484/81485 

81485 

Wor1<slalion 
RAMOACs 

Call Brooktree at 1-800-VIDEO-IC for tech
nical details and pricing today. 

Brooktree Corp., 9950 Barnes Canyon 
Road , San Diego, CA 92121, (619) 452-7580, 
FAX (619) 597-0673. 

Brooldree® 
©1992 Brooktree Corporation . Brand names or product names mentioned herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
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Path delay elements (ns) 

Xilinx XC3100 
Speed Input Logic intercon- SO-PF out- Total Delay 
grade delay block delay nect delay put delay 

Fanout= 1 Shortest path -3 2.2 2.7 0.5 3.3 8.7 

Typical path -3 2.2 2.7 0.5 3.3 11 .7 

Fanout= 8 Shortest path -3 3.2 3.7 0.5 3.3 10.7 

Typical path -3 3.2 3.7 3.5 3.3 13.7 

QuickLogic pASIC 1 

Fanout= 1 Shortest path -2 2.9 4.5 0.0 4.9 12.3 

Typical path -2 2.9 4.5 3.0 4.9 15.3 

Fanout= 8 Shortest path -2 6.9 10.4 0.0 4.9 22.2 

Typical path -2 6.9 10.4 3.0 4.9 25.2 

With its XC3100 family, Xilinx claims to have unseated Quicklogic p Asics as FPGA 

speed leader, giving as proof these comparative path-delay f igures, which show 
significant variations in Quicklogic delays depending on fanout. With the applica
tion of the asymptotic waveform evaluation technique to selectively program hea
vily loaded nets, pAsics will run 20 to 25 percent faster than these f igures indicate, 
according to Quicklogic president David Laws. (Interconnect delays for typical 
paths are estimated at an additional 3 ns for both manufacturers.) 

3100, for example, is 12.9 ns, a 39 
percent improvement over a pASIC's 
21-ns delay. Specific benchmarks 
can be selected to prove a competi
tive point, responds Laws. "Quick
Logic did the 9-bit parity plus other 
JEDEC benchmarks to illustrate den
sity, not performance, in response to 
a specific user's request. For demon
s tr a ting performance, the PREP 
benchmarks, when they're availa
ble, will be much better," he adds. 

In the meantime, the semiconduc
tor benchmark group called PREP, for 
Programmable Electronics Perform
ance, is due to have its first ballot on 
a list of proposed benchmarks that 
will help you compare various FPGA 
architectures. After review, the 
benchmarks will go through a check
and-balance process among FPGA 
makers before approval and en
dorsement by the PREP group. A pro
posed datapath benchmark stan
dard, prepared by QuickLogic and 
issued by PREP as an example of the 

We Build 100% Of Our Memory Cards. 

You never have to wait 
when Mitsubishi makes 
your memory cards. 

Memory card manufacturing and 
delivery schedules are directly propor
tional to availability of the I Cs that 
go inside. At Mitsubishi, we produce 
100% of our own DRAMs, SRAMs, 
flash memory, EEPROMs, OTPROMs, 
MROMs and peripheral circuitry in 
our own fully automated manufacturing 
facilities. 

Ranked among the world's top ten 
semiconductor suppliers, Mitsubishi 
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is always a front-runner in next
generation memory densities and 
technologies. So, we consistently 
offer our cards in the highest memory 
densities and in the current versions 
of PCMCIA, JEIDA and JEDEC 
standards. As a technology leader 
in ASICs, Mitsubishi also supports 
custom card requirements. 

Since we don't have to wait for-----==~!m 
our ICs, you won't have to wait for 
your cards. 

J. MITSUBISHI 
Call (408) 730-5900, ext. 2214. ELECTRONIC DEVICE GROUP 
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The backplane is the 
single most critical element of a 
packaging system. Augat offers the 
broadest selection of quality backplanes 
available, many in stock. 

Our VME prototyping tools continue 
our long-standing tradition of assisting the 
development engineer; high performance 
extender boards speed up critical 
debugging process and wire-wrap panels 
provide high-quality prototyping panels 
for designs using in high-speed devices. 
VME powered chassis make it easy to test 
new designs. 

We offer a line of high performance 
VME and VX1 backplanes equipped with 
an innovative 96 pin DIN connector with 
internal switching. The "Auto Bus Grant" 

So tnany packaging 
syst-etm choi~. 

connector provides jumpering between 
the bus grant daisy chain and the bus 
arbiter when a card is removed from the 
VMEbus or VXIbus. 

Send us your specifications and we'll 
quote your requirements on stock, 
custom or semi-custom product. 

We encourage you to get complete 
technical and delivery information on 
these or any other Augat components that 
you require. Call today for your free VME 
VXI Engineering Design Guide. 
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One solution. 

mm1Quality 
~and Innovation 
INI'ERCONNECTION PRODUCTS DMSION 

452 John Dietsch Boulevard 
Attleboro Falls, MA 02763 USA 
Tel: (508) 699-9800 FAX: (508) 699-6717 



I TECH NOLOGY DIRE C TIONS 

data reporting format under consid
eration, shows a QL12Xl6 pASIC fit
ting 12 benchmark units and per
forming the required function at a 
worst-case speed of 143 MHz. To 
illustrate the speed of its 3100 de
vices, Xilinx has published its own 
preliminary benchmark results, not 

AS/Cs & ASIC DESIGN TOOLS 

yet approved or endorsed by PREP. 
For a 16-bit prescaled counter im
plemented in an XC3190, for exam
ple, results show the Xilinx part fit
ting 13 benchmark units and 
performing at 99 MHz. 

According to Laws, QuickLogic re
tains its position of speed leader. 

CIRCLE NO. 36 
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"We're still in a 1.2-µm process," he 
says, adding that he anticipates a 
speed improvement of 20 to 25 per
cent for QuickLogic pASICs when 
ported to Cypress Semiconductor's 
0.65-µm process. Under the Quick
Logic/Cypress agreement, Cypress 
will be a source for QuickLogic pASICs, 
spanning densities from 1,000 to 
20,000 usable gates and beyond. The 
first product available will be a 
4,000-gate pASIC in a high-pin-count 
package. Laws expects die size to 
decrease dramatically-perhaps by 
as much as half-to make pASICs 
cost-competitive. Samples will be 
available the first half of next year. 

I Interconnect impedance 
What about Xilinx's claim that the 
RC delay in antifuse-based processes 
doesn't consistently decrease when a 
process migrates to finer device 
geometries-and that the resistance 
and capacitance in the antifuse
based Actel devices haven't budged 
since Actel introduced its very first 
device? QuickLogic's Laws counters 
that when pAsrcs are scaled to 0.65 
µm, the resistance (determined by 
the impedance of the antifuse) will 
be about the same, but capacitance 
should go down significantly. In ad
dition, with AWE techniques, the re
sistance of ViaLink interconnects in 
the most heavily loaded nets can be 
reduced to less than 50 Q. 

Warren Miller, Actel's product 
planning and applications manager, 
says that his company has indeed 
improved interconnect impedance in 
each product generation. In fact, for 
the forthcoming 0.8-µm, 1,000- to 
10,000-plus-gate ACT 3 devices, the 
interconnect impedance is 200 Q 
and 6 fF, vs 500 Q and 16 fF for the 
2-µm ACT 1 devices. 

Another delay factor is the number 
of antifuses or switches a signal must 
travel through to get from source to 
destination. By making architectural 
changes, Miller says Actel has re
duced clock-to-output time from 30 ns 
in the ACT 1 family to 10 ns for the ACT 
3 family. And still another indication 
of performance improvement is logic 
module speed, which Miller claims 
has been reduced from 5.4 ns in ACT 1 
to 3 ns for ACT 3. 

I Determinist ic delays 
For the interconnects in its new 
SRAM-based, register-intensive Flex
ible Logic Element MatriX, or FLEX, 



Think Performance. 

Think Mitsubishi Gate Arrays. 
Before you design your next gate array, or even your first, you've got to 

think about performance. Your very next thought ought to be: 
Mitsubishi Gate Arrays. 

Mi tsubishi's triple-layer metal, 0.8µm gate arrays offer 400,000 gates 
with over 60% utilization, and a typical loaded delay as fas t as 215 picoseconds. 
We also give you up to 51 2 !/Os and pin counts as high as 576 in our exclusive 
µPitch TAB"' packaging. __ .. .. , , ® 

We also offer design kits for the industry's most popular ~'.§~i~=~:::~ 
workstations, from logic synthesis, to simulation, to automatic test pattern ACTION 
generation (ATPG). So you can design on your own workstation or ours. REALITY 

Mitsubishi offers both local design support and the global resources of a 
stable, well-capitalized company. As one of the world's top 10 semiconductor suppliers, we've 
been in the ASIC business over 15 years and we' re continuing to invest in technologies for the 
next decade. 

When you think gate arrays, think performance. Then think Mitsubishi. You'll be glad 
you did. 

Phone (408) 730-5900 ext. 2106 

~MITSUBISHI 
ELECTRONIC DEVICE GROUP 
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I TECHNOLOGY DIRECTIONS 

8000 family of parts with 4,000 to 
24,000 usable gates, Altera is using 
what it calls the FastTrack intercon
nect scheme. FastTrack consists of 
dedicated metal lines that traverse 
the entire device in both horizontal 
and vertical directions, providing a 
predictable across-the-chip inter-

AS/Cs & ASIC DESIGN TOOLS 

connect delay of 9 ns. With 70-MHz 
in-system performance, the first of 
the new devices, the 12,000-usable
gate EPF81188 (with 1,188 flip
flops) will sample next quarter, with 
production quantities expected by 
the second quarter of next year. 

Intel is readying the first of its 

A ffordable real-time Dlgltal 
Signal Processing becomes a 

reality with Vigra's high-performance digital 
audio boards for VME and SBus. You'll find 
exclusive features such as programmable 
coding and sampling rates from high-fidelity 
DAT or CD performance down to telephone 
bandwidths (16-bit linear to 4-bit ADPCM). 

Each board has a 56001 DSP for each audio 
channel, plus multi-ported store-and-forward 
RAM, on-board firmware in EPROM, and direct 
audio inputs and outputs. Vigra's unique DSP 
expansion bus provides an easy method for 
adding multiple channels and customized 
analog front ends. 

For post-acquisition processing, use Vigra's 
Audio Editing Toolklt to make seamless 
splices and dazzling dubs - ideal for preparing 
interactive audio such as flight simulation, voice 
synthesis and communication response systems. 

Vigra's board audio/DSP product line and 
custom capability assure you just the right 
match for your application. Call us today, and 
discover why Vigra is the leader in board-level 
audio. 

4901 Morena Blvd., Bldg. 502, San Diego, CA 92117 (619) 483-1197 FAX:(619) 483-7531 
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EPROM-based family with SRAM op
tion for first-quarter sampling. With 
deterministic 10-ns pin-to-pin de
lays and 80-MHz system clock fre
quencies, the iFX780 consists of 
eight configurable function blocks 
linked by a 100-percent-connectable 
matrix. According to Intel, each 
block can be defined either as a 
24V10 logic block or as a 128 x 10 
SRAM, providing approximately 
5,000 gates of logic. SRAM bits are 
initialized by on-chip, non-volatile 
configuration cells during power-up. 

Intel's FlexLogic family supports 
JTAG and provides in-circuit recon
figuration and programming 
through the use of the four-pin JTAG 
test port. When a final version of the 
design is confirmed, it can be pro
grammed into the non-volatile cells 
so the configuration won't be lost 
even when power is turned off. 

According to Motorola, its version 
of Pilkington's fourth-generation ar
chitecture will include enhanced 
speed and performance, increased 
flexibility to reprogram all or part of 
a chip very quickly and a very high 
registers-to-logic ratio, especially 
useful for sequential operations. 
The architectural similarity be
tween Pilkington's fine-grained 
FPGAs and Motorola's metal-pro
grammed gate arrays is expected to 
facilitate migration from FPGAs to 
gate arrays. Initial sampling of Mo
torola's 0.8-µm FPGAs, likely at the 
5,000 and 10,000 usable-gate level, 
is expected in the fall of next year. 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned in 
this artide, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Act el 

• 

(408) 739-1010 
Altera 

.... . . . . ..... Circle 253 

(408) 984-2800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Circle 254 
Cypress Semiconductor 
(408) 943-2600 
Intel 

.. Circle 255 

(408) 987-7953 
Motorola 

...... . . . ..... Circle 256 

(602) 821-4000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Circle 257 
Quicklogic 
(408) 987-2000 ... Circle 258 
Xilinx 
(408) 559-7778 .... . . ... . .. ... . .... Circle 259 



Introducing the 
real-time 

development system 
that won't 

drive you to drink. 

Thanks to Spectra, you no longer need to rely on caffeine or those gooey simple carbohydrates to get your 
job done. That's because Spectra was designed to speed up software development. Not your heart rate. 

Spectra is a bona fide breakthrough in real-time technology. With cross-development features that 
~- ~I\~ have never existed before. The Spectra tools work for all real-time applications. From bare machines to 

complex systems. From device drivers to multithreaded applications. And from microcontrollers to high
R E D E F I N I N G end microprocessors. So now, even lightweight targets can have heavyweight tools. 
R E A L - T f M E What's more, Spectra's Virtual Target lets you debug your application on the host before your hard-
ware is ready. All of which makes Spectra ideal for custom designs. 

And because the Spectra system is truly open, it supports our tools, your tools and third party tools. Finally, Spectra offers 
a 100% VRTX compatible, scalable run-time that can be tailored to your application. ~READY 

So if you're ready to kick the caffeine habit, call 800-321-2636. Now, if we could just figure out svsTEMS 
a way to get you to lay off the Twinkies. · .l 1 

Q 1992 Ready Systems. Spectra, VRTX and Virtual Target are trademarks or Ready Systems.® Jolt is a registered trademark of Jolt Company, Inc. 
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CALL FOR PAPERS: 

APPLICATIONS MAHE THE DIFFERENCE AT ECC 

THE ATTENDEES 

EC C
differs from other industry events because it focuses on 
providing solutions for a variety of embedded computer 
applications rather than focusing on technology alone or 

products alone. Developing these applications and finding the best 
solutions brings into play single-chip microprocessor and 
microcontro ller implementations; custom and semicustom board 
designs; standard bus-based single-board compute rs and peripheral 
boards; operating systems, real-time ke rne ls and compilers; 
development systems and debugg ing tool s; embedded PCs, 
embedded works tations and even embedded mi crocomputers. 

ECC attendees are intimately involved in the design, 
development and integration of a broad range of products and 
systems based on embedded computers. 

ECC attendees are working in all major industries, where they 
are designing, developing and building a full spectrum of products 
and systems. 

• In the computer industry, developing workstations and larger 
computers and making decisions about propri etary buses, open 
architecture buses or bus-less approaches. 

• In process control and automation , developing systems for 
motor control , process measurement and control , machine 
vision , robotics and manufacturing automation , traffic control , 
etc. 

• In communications, develop ing systems for use in cellular 
communications, PBXs, multiplexers, loca l area networks and 
wide area networks, etc. 

• In the military/aerospace and avionics industries, building 
equipment and systems for communications, command and 
control (C3), weapons guidance and control, simulation, air
borne and ground-based fli ght-control systems, etc. 

• In the test, measurement and instrumentation industry, where 
equipment and systems are being built for product testing, 
maintenance and service applications, diagnostics (including 
medical), resource exploration, etc . 

• Research and development, where sc ientists and engineers are 
designing equipment and systems for data acquisition, analysis 
and simulation that range from benchtop systems to space 
stations. 

THE PROGRAM ____ _ 

EC C
's technical program has been designed to provide 
attendees with the practical information they need to 
incorporate embedded computers in an end product or 

subsystem. These embedded computers can take the form of 
dedicated microcontroll ers; sophi sticated 32-bit CISC or RISC 
processors; off-the-shel f o r customized SBCs; standalone SBCs; 
standard bus-based subsystems; or OEM workstation, desktop or 
industrial computer platforms. 

While the Technical Program Committee will entertain proposals 
for presentations covering a broad range of embedded computer 
approaches, spec ial consideration will be given to proposals 
dealing with the following major areas of concern : 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES 
Presentations in thi s category will deal with interprocessor and 
memory architectures , custom and semicustom system 
implementations, and loosely and tightly coupled so ftware and 
hardware models. This section will include a di scuss ion of chip sets 
for "standard-architecture" machines such as the X86- , SPARC- or 
MfPs-based workstations and the features that make them suited, or 
unsuited , to embedded applications . Some other areas of interes t 
are: 

PCs (80X86, PS) in embedded applications 
RISC architectures (A lpha, HP-PA, MIPS, SPARC, 88K) in 
embedded applications 
Integrating processor, memory and 1/0 on stand alone SBCs 
Memory architectures with or without cache 
Symmetrical and asymmetrical multiprocess ing 
Live- insertion, fault-tolerant , high-availability computing 

INTERFACES ANO STANDARDS 
This track will deal with local on-board interfaces, addressing 
issues such as architectural considerations, transceiver 
considerations (cost, power, space, time-to-market) and 
implementations, current and emerging standards such as PC! and 
PCMCIA as well as more conventional mezzanine-1/0 buses such 
as Industry Packs, SB us, MX bus and others . Particular areas of 
concern include : 

• Standard mezzanine/daughter boards 
• SB us, TURBOchannel and other workstation 1/0 buses 
• 80X86 (PS) peripheral interfaces 
• Networking interfaces such as Ethernet, ATM and SO ET 
• Peripheral interfaces such as SCSI, HiPPl , and FiberChannel 
• MCM standards and interprocessor module buses 

ECC Embedded Computer Conference 
April 14-161993 • Santa Clara Convention Center • Santa Clara. California 
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A FOCUS ON SO~UTIONS----

INTERCONNECT ARCHITECTURES 
The approaches to interconnecting board-level subsystems are 
undergoing a revolution, including the development of new 
standards such as PC/I 04, SCI (Scalable Computer Interface) 
and Futurebus+, as well as major changes and enhancements to 
such well-established standards such as VME and Multibus II. 
In addition, there are many other approaches vying for the 

embedded market such as ESP (Extra Small Package), various STD 
approaches, 064 and others. Rapidly changing semiconductor 
technology is forcing changes in bus and interface technology 
which are reflected in: 

• VMEbus, Multibus, Futurebus+, STD/STD32 
• Custom and semicustom implementations 
• High-performance backplanes 
• Bridges and intercrate communications 

SOFTWARE AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
Because embedded computer applications involve real-time 
process ing, the major software focus of ECC will be real-time 
issues. Special emphasis will be given to multiprocessing in real
time usi ng both traditional and Windows-based operating systems . 
Also of interest to attendees are: 

• Real-time OS and kernels 
• Real-time DOS 
• Windows for embedded and real-time applications 
• Multiprocessing with DOS and other real-time OSs 
• High-perfo1mance optimized compilation 
• POSIX and POSIX compatibility 
• Communications protocols/standards 
• Ada in military and nonmilitary applications 

Proposals will be considered for presentations on any of the above 
topics, as well as on any other topics related to the design , 
programming and application of embedded computer products, 
subsystems or systems. 

THE FORMAT ____ _ 

R 
combination of one-hour presentations, application-focused 
multi-paper sessions and tutorials will address a broad range 
of topics of importance to engineers and engineering managers 

designing both the hardware and software for embedded computers 
and subsystems. 

• Tutorials are extended presentations intended to provide 
attendees with an in-depth understanding of core technologies 
used in embedded computers. 

• Individual presentations are focused on various aspects of 
applying new or emerging technologies and products to solving 
specific problems in designing products or subsystems using 
embedded computers. Special consideration will be given to 
presentations that emphasize make-or-buy trade-offs in specific 
applications. 

• Multipaper sessions consist of severa l shorter papers that focus 
on the implementation of embedded computing in specific 
application areas, including: 

Medical instrumentation 
Vehicular traffic control 
Signal processing/data acquisition/DSP 
Automated vehicles 
Machine control 
Graphics 
Low-power and portable applications 
Imaging 
Visual inspection 
Virtual reality 
Military C31 
Communications 
Peripheral interface and control 
Process control 
Laboratory automation 
Multimedia 
Networking 

HOW YOU CAN PARTICIPATE _________ _ 

Y
ou may participate in the ECC Technical Program by submitting 
a proposal for either a one-hour lecture-type presentation, a 20-
minute application-focused paper, or a longer tutorial. Please 

submi t you r proposa l no later than November 20, 1992. 
The proposal should be no longer than one page and consist of 

a short abstract that summarizes the content and goa ls of the 
presentation. and a brief outline of the major topics covered by the 
presentation. Presenters must be technically qualified and able to 
answer questions from attendees. A short biography of the 
presenter, detailing hi s or her technica l background and 
accomplishments must accompany the proposal. 

Acceptance of proposed presentations will be made by 
December 2, 1992. A complete copy of the presentation, including 
all visuals and graphics, for publication in the Conference 
Proceedings must be provided by March I, 1993. Presentations 
given at ECC will be published in the Proceedings and copyright 
sha ll be assigned to Computer Design/Penn Well Publi shing 
Company. 

COMPUTER DESIGN• One Technology Park Dril'e • P.O. Box 990 • Westford, MA 01886 
Tel: 508-392-2124 • 800-223-4259 • Fax: 508-692-7780 
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All the malcings of 
a masterpiece. 

Before your name goes on it, you've got to 
depend on what goes in it. That's why you 
shou ld know I BM has the quality parts, prod
ucts, technology, software and services you 
need for all your greatest creations. 

With our manufacturing sites around the 
world, you can count on I BM for just about 
whatever you need, whenever and wherever 
you need it. We can supply OEM versions of 
just about everything in our product line-al 
competitivP prices. All backed with a range of 
services and support unmatched in the busi
ness. OEM versions of everything from I .2GB 
disk drives, Optical Link Cards and 'fokcn
Ring MIN I cards, tu OS/2® 2.0 aml ESCON™ 
products, all thP way to OEM versions of com
plete systems like the PS/2® Model 95 and 
various RISC Systcm/6000 ™models, and 
more. And everything carries IBM's reputation 
for quality that's earned a ll kinds of recogni
tion, including the prestigious Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality Award for the man
u factu ring process of the I BM AS/400~ 

With I BM as your OEM supplier, you can 
create your own masterpiece. For a free OEM 
product rcfPrencc guide or to have an I BM 
OEM marketing representative contact you, 
ca ll I 800 486-0974, send the attached reply 
card by mail, or fax it to I 800 394-0974. 

When you think OEM, think IBM. 

• A wide range of OEM offerings. 
• Award-winning technology and quality 
• Competitive pricing and responsiveness. 
• Worldwide availability 

==-===A) - ------ --. ---- - -----------
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IC vendors integrate 
PC telecommunication 

• services 
First came fax
modem combo 
chips. Now IC 
manufacturers are 
attempting to inte
grate voice mes
saging and caller 
ID. They're think
ing about color fax 
and video confer
encing. Are there 
limits beyond 
which the techno -
ogy envelope can't 
be stretched? 

Stephan Ohr, 
Contributing Editor 

T here's little doubt that the desktop PC of the very near future will be a 
communications center as well as a data-gather ing and document-publish
ing center. Business users will set up their PCs to send and receive not just 
modem data and faxes, but voice messages as well. 

In certain parts of the United States, it's now possible to automatically 
identify the person who calls you. With the aid of Windows-based software, 
you can pull a file on the caller and put all relevant information (including 
the caller's picture) on your computer screen-€ven before you pick up the 
phone. 

Data-compression techniques are on the horizon that will let PCs send 
and receive color images of photographic qu ality. In the more distant but 
still foreseeable future, these same techniques will bring moving video 
images to the desktop PC for video conferences. 

What isn't clear at this point is which telecommunications media will be 
used to carry multiple communications services. The standard analog 
telephone line is optimized for a voice-frequency signal with a bandwidth 
of3 kHz. With the help of wave shaping, echo cancellation and other digital 
signal-processing techniques, you can transmit facsimile or modem data at 
14,400 bits/s---or almost five times the bandwidth of the phone line. In fact, 
modem manufacturers are currently developing a standard for 28.8-kbitJs 
data rates. In addition, it's possible for a receiver to automatically distin
guish between voice, modem and facsimile calls. The receiver can also 
capture a dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) signal that communicates the 
phone number of the call originator. 

But at this point the PC-as-communications-center idea begins to break 
down. The call-recognition service known as caller ID is legal in only a few 
states in this country. Analog phone lines, moreover, don't have the band-

The HelioSCOM+ 
from Helios Sys
tems is the first fax
modem combo card 
designed for the 
Sun ssus. The extra 
processing power 
of a Sun worksta
tion speeds the 
page-formatting 
process for faxes. 
The use of Phy/on 
data pumps lets mo
dem data rates go 
as high as 14,4-00 
bitsls, and supplies 
Group Ill fax capa
bility. 
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I T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y F 0 C U S : INTEGRATED TELECOM ICS 

width to transmit moving video im
ages, and compression standards 
aren't yet set. 

I Just a stepping stone 
Because of these factors , it's not 
clear whether IC manufacturers de
veloping multiple-service chip sets 
for standard telephone lines are the 
wave of the future ; they may h ave 
taken a fork in the road which ulti
mately leads to a dead end. To bring 
in full-video service, it will be neces
sary to install high-bandwidth ca
pability, which may render current 
investments in analog technology ob
solete. The proliferation of fax-mo-

puter to computer by modem, fac
simile transmission is typically page 
by page. To send a fax from a com
puter, an ASCII text file must first be 
formatted as a bit-mapped page in 
memory and then transferred, pixel 
by pixel, onto the phone line. De
pending on the page format selected 
(including such factors as type fonts 
and graphics enhancement), format
ting and sending a page can be ex
tremely time-consuming. 

Although the fax-modem board 
was intended to offer the conve
nience of one machine performing 
several communications functions, 
many early users found it more effi-

Fax-modem architecture 
HOST 
COMPUTER -----~ 
INTERFACE EPROM 

CONTROLLER 
WAVE-SHAPER 

OR 
DSP CONTROLLER 

(DTE) 

SAAM 

SAAM EPROM 
ANALOG-DIGITAL 

FRONT END DAA 

TELEPHONE --- TELEPHONE 
LINE LINE 
INTERFACE 

Fax-modems are composed of three major building blocks: an analog-digital front end 
(transceiver) which interfaces w ith the telephone line, a waveshaper or DSP controller 
and a controller that interfaces the modem to the PC or host computer. Voice-compres
sion algorithms and protocols distinguishing fax, modem and voice calls, as well as a 
number of other functions, are all embedded in the firmware attached to the control 
processor. An isolation transformer, using a direct access arrangement (DAA), ensures 
that faulty telephone equipment won 't damage the phone line. 

dem combo chips and boards may 
create, as one PC writer put it, a 
"Trojan horse." Mike Hogan, writing 
in a recent issue of PC World, in
sisted that the fax-modem insert 
card can be thought of as the advance 
wave which prepares the way for 
other, more dramatic possibilities. "A 
cheap fax-modem today is the first 
step toward much broader communi
cations horizons tomorrow,'' he says. 

The fax-modem may also be an 
empty promise , an instrument 
which offers few advantages over 
less integrated solutions. Early fax
modem combo cards, in fact, created 
certain difficulties for their users. 
Unlike ASCII text, which can be sent 
character by character from com-
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cient simply to print out a hard copy 
of the text and send that piece of 
paper through a conventional fax 
machine. 

I Software is the issue 
"Much of this is a software issue,'' 
insists Greg Lang, product manager 
for SatisFAXtion fax-modem boards 
from Intel (Santa Clara, CA) . "Two 
years ago, the software supporting 
fax-modem boards was just a 
'viewer.' Every page you sent or re
ceived was big, fat, slow, and re
quired a ton of horsepower to pro
cess. Now the software is much more 
efficient. There's even software with 
OCR [optical character recognition] 
which converts a fax image to ASCII 

text for editing." 
According to Lang, as far as the 

user's concerned, the value of a fax
modem board isn't in the silicon, but 
in the software . Integrated fax-mo
dem chips have little to do with page 
formatting and printing, so a higher 
telecom data rate doesn't result in 
faster printouts. From the point of 
view of the board builder, semicon
ductor manufacturers have made it 
easier for them to offer competitive 
products by providing devices with 
greater integration of functions, 
higher modem transmission speed 
and lower cost. "The current gener
ation of fax-modem data pumps,'' 
says Lang, "is approximately 30 per
cent as expensive as a board, down 
from 60 percent just two years ago." 

Integration of voice-messaging 
functions is something that Lang be
lieves users will demand in years to 
come. Fred Kamp, director of com
munication products marketing at 
Sierra Semiconductor (San Jose, 
CA), agrees, pointing out that such 
integration will let small, home
based businesses provide the same 
kind of voice mail services now used 
by larger companies. In addition to 
digital answering machine services, 
the extra storage space and horse
power of the P C can be used to supply 
a menu of services to the caller, in
cluding a send-fax capability where 
the caller uses the telephone keypad 
to identify fax pages to be received. 

I Chip sets pull it together 
Sierra's SQ3214, a four-chip set in
troduced last month, combines high
speed modem and fax data trans
ceivers and voice messaging with 
caller ID. The XR-29VOO from Exar 
(San Jose, CA) is a two-chip set intro
duced in April that offers a complete 
data-pump function for Group III 
fax, 2,400-bitls data , voice coding 
with 4:1 compression, and caller ID. 
During the summer, Phylon (Fre
mont, CA) introduced two sets oftwo
chip fax-modem devices, one a low
power chip set optimized for laptop 
computers and the other equipped 
for normal desktop operation. Both 
sets offer V.17 fax and V.32 bis mo
dem capabilities, with data rates up 
to 14.4 kbits/s, along with adaptive 
differential pulse code modulation 
(ADPCM) voice compression and caller 
ID functions . With a firmware change, 
says Phylon vice-president of market
ing Sid Bagwe, PHYlOOl/1002 chips 
can support the new V.Fast standard 
of28.8 kbits/s, due for ratification by 
the Consultative Committee for In-
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ternational Telephony and Telegra
phy (ccrIT) next year. 

Phylon has been particularly suc
cessful at developing front-end 
analog interface chips for modem 
and voice communications. Users in
clude Shiva (Cambridge, MA), with 
its NetModem/E, and Hayes Micro
computer Products (Norcross, GA), 
with Ultra 144, a 14.4-kbitls mo
dem. Helios Systems (San Jose, CA) 
incorporated th e Phylon chip set 
into the first fax-modem combo 
board for Sun Microsystems' SBus. 
The processing power of a Sun work
station all but eliminates page for
matting delays that continue to ex
ist in the PC environment. 

Other highly integrated chip sets 
are available from Rockwell Inter
national (Newport Beach, CA) and 
Cirrus Logic (Fremont, CA). Rock
well's two-chip RC144ACL and Cir-

rus' two-chip CL-MD1424AT pro
vide fax, modem and voice coding 
and compression, although not cal
ler ID. 

I Three-way split 

These chip sets are composed of 
three major building blocks: an 
analog front end (transceiver) inter
facing with the telephone line, a 
waveshaper or DSP controller and a 
controller that interfaces the mo
dem to the PC or host computer. The 
four chips introduced by Sierra in
clude an analog front end, DSP 
waveshaper, dedicated controller, 
and interface logic. Cirrus claims 
full integration of all functions with 
just two chips-three, if you add er
ror-correction and data-compression 
functions. Exar, Phylon and Rock
well's two-chip sets partition modem 
functions between a DSP chip and an 

Modem standards 
Standard Fax/Data Bits/s Modulation Baud rate Carrier frequency 

analog-digital front end. To inter
face properly to the host, a separate 
microcontroller may or may not be 
required. 

For voice coding, a fourth ele
ment, a voice encoder/decoder con
verter, is required. This device con -
verts telephone voice frequencies 
into data patterns that can be stored 
on a hard disk; it also converts digi
tized messages back into voice out
put that can be played back over the 
telephone line. With most chip sets, 
this capability is incorporated into 
the analog front end. ADPCM com
pression algorithms are applied to 
the digitized voice patterns to mini
mize the amount of disk space re
quired; these algorithms, along with 
protocols to distinguish, fax, modem 
and voice calls, caller ID, DTMF dial
ing, Hayes-type AT commands from 
the host computer, Microcom Net

Constella-
(symbols/s) originate-MIS answer-MIS tion points 

working Protocols 
(MNPs), and V.42 bis 
error correction, 
are all embedded in 
the firmware at
tached to the con
trol processor. Bell 

103/108/113 D 300 FSK 300 

202 D 1200 FSK 1200 

212A D 1200 DPSK 600 

201 D 2400 DPSK 1200 

208 D 4800 QAM 1600 

CCITT 
V.17 F 14400 TCM 2400 

12000 TCM 2400 

9600 TCM 2400 

7200 TCM 2400 

V.2 1 D 300 FSK 300 

V.21 ch2 F 300 FSK 300 

V.22 D 1200 DPSK 600 

V.22 bis D 2400 QAM 600 

V.23 D 1200 FSK 300 
fwd FSK 75 

75 rev 

V.26 D 2400 DPSK 1200 

V.27 ter F 4800 DPSK 1600 
2400 DPSK 1200 

V.29 F 9600 QAM 2400 
9600 QAM 2400 
4800 QAM 2400 

V.32 D 9600 TCM 2400 
9600 QAM 2400 
4800 QAM 2400 

V.32 bis D 14400 TCM 2400 
12000 TCM 2400 
9600 TCM 2400 
7200 TCM 2400 

Chart courtesy of Cirrus Logic. "Modem/Fax Technology Guide" (November 1991) 
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1200/2400 

1200 2400 

1800 
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1800 

1800 

1800 

1800 

980/1180 1650/1850 

1650/1850 

1200 2400 

1200 2400 

1300/2100 
390/450 

1800 

1800 
1800 

1800 
1800 
1800 

1800 
1800 
1800 

1800 
1800 
1800 
1800 

4 

4 

8 

128 

64 

32 

16 

4 

16 

4 

8 

16 
8 
4 

32 
16 
4 

128 
64 
32 
16 

I Pumping data 

A modem's analog
digi tal front end, 
typically called a 
data pump , is a 
transmitter/receiv 
er combination that 
puts a basic carrier 
frequency onto the 
phone line and var
ies its amplitude, 
frequency or phase 
up or down to sig
nify changes in the 
serial data pattern. 
Modems that trans
mit data at rates 
below the 3,000-Hz 
bandwidth of the 
telephone line (at 
2,400 bits/s, for ex
ample) use either 
freq ue ncy - s hift 
keying (FSK) or 
differential phase
shift keying (DPSK) 
to indicate changes 
in logic state. Mod
ems that transmit 
data at rates above 
the 3-kHz band
width use DSP tech
niques to shape the 
waveform of an 
1,800-Hz carrier 
frequency. A single 
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cycle of this carrier wave can carry 
up to eight bits of da ta by varying 
both amplitude and phase, not just 
by moving up or down several de
grees but by modifying the wave at 
particular angles over a 360° range. 

Quadrature amplitude modula
tion (QAM), the transmission method 
for V.29 fax modems, tran smits data 
symbols as a recognizable combina
tion of amplitude and phase shifts, 
as a constella t ion with targeted 

There are several modem-resi
dent protocols that, like trellis cod
ing, improve transmission over a 
noisy signal line but also raise the 
data-transmission rate. The most 
commonly used are the MNPs, devel
oped by Microcom (San Jose, CA) for 
2,400-bit/s modems. The MNP 3 pro
tocol, for example, is used for syn
ch ronous bit-oriented, full-duplex 
data exchanges. By eliminating the 
start and stop bits in a block data 

ISDN: An uncertain future? 

In principle, the service known as ISDN (Integrated Services Digita l Netw ork) 
wil l provide all the capabilities that fax-modem users want in a busi ness envi 
ronment. Based on the dedicated lines used to provide multiple telecom
munication services between buildings on a campus or various centers of a 
single company, 1soN offers multiple channels for digitized voice and data at 
single-channel data rates of 64 kbits/s. Voice is typica lly digiti zed at the hand
set. and multiple channels can be synchronized for higher data ra tes. The 
higher bandwidth accommodates all types of image data, including fax, and 
caller identification is built into the service. So says Jeffrey Fritz, a telecom
munications engineer with West Virginia University (Morgantown, wv) . 

Because several Bell Operating Companies have used West Virginia Univer
sity as a proving ground for tSDN hardware, Fritz is well versed in its capabilities 
and current shortcomings. Every caller on tSDN, says Fritz, must have an Inter
net address. This means the address of the caller, as well as time and duration 
of the ca ll , are logged automatical ly on the network, regardless of w hether 
the call communicates voice or data . 

Moreover, ISDN will support video conferencing better than ana log phone 
lines can because, at 64 kbits/s for a single channel (or 128 kbit s/s for dual 
channels), image compression is much less than that required for analog lines. 
In Europe, manufacturers such as Siemens and SGS-Thomson are exploring the 
uses of a broadband tSDN that will provide data rates of up to 200 Mbits/s. In 
addition to real -time video conferencing with very little need for image com
pression, this bandwidth wil l be so great that high-resol ution color images
medical X-rays or CAT scans, for example--can be transferred between hospi
tals for online consultations. Several video conference systems have been 
developed in the United States and Japan that use dual-channel 1soN links at 
128 kbits/s . West Virginia University, in fact, will soon be try ing out such a 
video conference system from Compress ion Labs (San Jose, CA). 

It's likely that corporate business users will be the first to demand video con
ference services, and that ISDN rather than ana log phone lines wi ll provide t he 
link. But Fritz also foresees tSDN extending to home-office use, just as PC mo
dem and fax links are used in that environment now. 

Exar's Richard Reifer agrees that video conferencing is now the primary appli
cation for tSDN, and he suggests that it may be its only applicat ion for a w hile. 
"1soN is a good conceptual model, " he says, "but there are alternatives to it 
that are less expensive." The high-bandw idth fiber-optic cable needed to bring 
1soN to the home won 't be available until well into the twenty-first century. 

poin ts. Trellis-coded mo dulation 
(TCM), the tr ansmission method for 
th e V.32 bis 14,400-bit/s data mo
dem , involves QAM with forward er
ror correction-that is, data points 
are sent twice, and each bit is tested 
against it s predecessor. (A summary 
of modem standards, their data 
rates and transmission techniques 
is shown in the table on p 68.) 
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transmission, the protocol obtains a 
throughput of approximately 108 
percent. MNP 4 is similar to MNP 3, 
but also has adaptive block sizing 
and data phase optimization; its 
throughput efficiency is approxi
mately 120 percent. MNP 5, the 
most commonly used protocol , adds 
data-dependent compression to 
MNP 4. Its throughput is approxi-

mately 200 percent-4,800 bits/s
at a 1.6:1 compression ratio. 

The V.42 bis is a CCITT error-cor
rection scheme that adds Lempel
Ziv data compression to the link ac
cess protocol modem, for a 4: 1 
data-compression ratio. (The Rock
well RC144ACL, in addition, will 
support MNP 10, a protocol useful 
for data transmission over cellular 
telephone lines or under other ad
verse conditions.) 

The ability to shape the phase of 
the carrier signal in response to 
multiple protocols depends on a DSP. 
This can be an add-on device. Zilog 
(Campbell, CA), for example, manu
facturers a mixed-signal processor 
with modem, fax and voice firm
ware. The Z89120 integrates a 16-
bit DSP, an 8-bit microcontroller, an 
A-D converter, and a pulse width 
modulation D-A converter on a single 
chip. The firmware permits host in
terface and control using the AT com
mand set, with voice and fax exten
sions for the ZS controller. The 
modulation and demodulation algo
rithms performed by the DSP provide 
firmware su pport for full-duplex 
V.22 bis modems with operating 
speeds of 9,600 bits/s. Voice com
pression is performed at 7 kbits/s 
using the DSP and data converters. 
Motorola (Austin, TIC) also offers the 
68000-based 68302 as a multiproto
col communications controller. 

I The caller ID controversy 
Caller ID, on the other hand, is a 
firmware function. "It's relatively 
simple to implement," says George 
Urbani, communications business 
unit manager for Cirrus Logic , 
which doesn't offer caller ID func
tions at this time. ''You simply cap
ture the V.21 demodulation scheme 
between the first and second ring." 
The phone number of the call initia
tor, in other words, is embedded in 
a signal from the local telephone 
company's central switch. 

The problem, as Urbani explains 
it, is that the right to offer caller ID 
functions-the legality of caller ID, 
to put it another way-is restricted 
in many states, including Cal
ifornia. There are many professional 
groups that believe caller ID consti
tutes a violation of privacy. The ar
gument goes that the identity of ob
scene callers and unwanted 
solicitors should be protected. These 
groups lobby against the prolifera
tion of the service. 

This means that if you subscribe 
to the caller ID service in New Jersey, 
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The WindowsPhone hardware/software kit is one of the first to take advantage of cal
ler ID services. The system identifies the caller by telephone number, pulls up relevant 
information about the caller and displays it on the screen, even before you pick up 
the phone. But, caller ID services aren't legal in every state. 

where it's legal, you won't be able to 
identify a caller from California, 
where the service is restricted. 
"With such restrictions," says Ur
bani, "caller ID won't live up to its 
potential." 

The IC manufacturers, such as 
Exar and Sierra, who currently offer 
call-recognition firmware with their 
chip sets, are banking that caller ID 
will be legalized in most business 
localities and that the regional Bell 
Operating Companies will provide 
the necessary identifying tones in 
the signals that come from their cen
tral offices. Exar's marketing 
manager of communications pro
ducts, Richard Reifer, for example, 
believes that caller ID subscriptions 
will grow at a rate of 12 million per 
year over the next three years. 

Manufacturers of PC insert cards 
and software are also betting that 
caller ID will become a vital business 
service. Data-Cal (Chandler, AZ), for 
example, has developed a Windows
based hardware/software system 
which tracks both incoming and out
going calls to and from a PC host. For 
outgoing calls, you select a phone 
number and related files from your 
database. The computer places the 
call and automatically records the 
time spent online. For incoming 
calls, the WindowsPhone system 
uses caller ID information to com-
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pare the number of the originating 
caller with numbers in your data
base. Where there's a match, rele
vant information on the caller can be 
brought to the screen, even before 
you pick up the phone. 

I Technical restrictions 
While caller ID service may be with
held for legal and jurisdictional rea
sons, there are other telecom
munication services that may trip 
over technical limitations. Arrnondo 
Geday, Rockwell's director of world
wide marketing, foresees that a 
number of communications func
tions will be impeded by the analog 
phone line. Color fax, for example, 
currently isn't possible with tele
phone communications. Apart from 
a lack of transmission and reception 
standards, the major difficulty cen
ters on the inability to print a color 
hard copy. Color fax won't proliferate 
until inexpensive color printers be
come available. 

The major problem with analog 
phone service is its bandwidth; it's 
too narrow to accommodate moving 
video images or teleconferencing ser
vices. The amount of compression 
needed to transmit video images 
over existing phone lines would be 
far too costly. Even V.Fast, at 28.8 
kbits/s, is much too slow. The need 
for video conference services may 

even dampen the trend toward put
ting multiple data communications 
services on standard phone lines. 

Local phone company service, al
most everyone agrees, doesn't have 
the bandwidth for video services 
such as video conferencing. The ISDN 
(Integrated Services Digital Net
work) will provide higher transmis
sion bandwidth, while reducing 
some of the compression require
ments for video transmission. While 
there's currently a movement afoot 
to make ISDN national, so as to link 
services between the regions ser
viced by local Bell Operating Com
panies, implementation has been 
slow. Some semiconductor manufac
turers, such as National Semicon
ductor (Santa Clara, CA) and SGS
Thomson (Phoenix, AZ), have made 
substantial investments in ISDN; 
others such as Exar are concentrat
ing on the primary-rate trunk lines. 
Exar has formed an alliance with 
AT&T Microelectronics (Berkeley 
Heights, NJ), in fact, to create T-1 
trunk-line products that will oper
ate at 1.544 Mbits/s. But with sup
port so divided, few analysts foresee 
ISDN reaching large numbers of busi
ness PC users anytime soon. 

Cirrus Logic's Urbani voices a col
orful personal opinion about all this: 
"The phone company runs its equip
ment until it dies. They'll use vac
uum tubes if you let them," he says. 
"As a consequence, ISDN was never 
fully implemented, and much of the 
technology it was supposed to em
body has passed. Perhaps the phone 
company's new interest in the data 
and TV businesses will speed up im
plementation of ISDN." • 

For more information about the techn
ologies, products or companies mentioned 
in this article, call or circle the appropriate 
number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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Windows Power DeDugging 
... for Real-Time Targets 

WA TCHPOINT® is a Microsoft® 
Windowsn:'.based high-level language 
debugger for real-time embedded 
systems. In real time you can watch: 

D Multiple source windows with 
user-controlled focus! 

0 Multiple data windows for 
variables, expressions, registers, 
memory, the stack, and trace 
data - with time-interval 
updating! 

D Trace data, and you can examine 
and set memory, breakpoints, 
and triggers, all while your 
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l lines, No waiting . 

Your application is 
first in line with the MVC 16-
line Async Commux. It's got 
processing capacity to 
spare, thanks to a 16 MIPS 
RISC, so system power goes 
to your users- not 1/0. 

Character processing 
and buffering is managed 
on-board by our RISC, so 
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head are kept to a minimum. 
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ond throughput, double the 
rate of other VMEBus async 
controllers. 

The MVC's advanced 
features benefit both the 
integrator and programmer. 
Port and VMEbus parameters 
are soft-configured and set 
line-by-line. Modem control 
is standard. Full software 
support is also included, 
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along with diagnostics and 
a Streams driver. 

Advanced memory 
architecture and high-speed 
buffering eliminate overruns 
and port domination. Mem
ory is expandable from 128KB 
to lMB, so the MVC handles 
today's requirements and 
future application needs. 

With over 11 years 
experience producing 
advanced storage, communi
cations and memory prod
ucts, Macrolink delivers the 
powerful and flexible MVC 
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tions. Call us today. We won't 
keep you waiting. 
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1500 North Kellogg Drive, 
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Mezzanine buses gain 
respect, find new uses 

High-density chips 
and chip sets are 
bringing more and 
more functionality to 
a single board, often 
reducing system bus 
requirements. This 
opens the way for 
mezzanine boards, 
not only to increase 
available board real 
estate, but to become 
an integral part of the 
system architecture-
in some cases to the 
exclusion of system 
buses. 

Warren Andrews, Senior Editor 

0 nee seen as a not-so-reputable fix to system problems, the mezzanine Mezzanine board 
bus is fast becoming a major architectural feature in system design. On one technology has 
hand, mezzanine buses provide a good way to personalize VO on standard- made giant strides, 
bus boards. There's also a growing trend toward a local or mezzanine bus including gaining 
replacing the system bus. This has resulted in a rash of single-board acceptance from 
computers (sBcs) with no main system bus, with VO residing on a number one of the world's 
of mezzanine tiles. toughest customers 

Early mezzanine or daughter boards were thought of as kludges, fixes concerning quality 
forced by poor initial design. They were necessary but frowned upon-like and reliability- the 
the soldered-in jumper wires and cut circuit board traces. Such boards were u.s. Department of 
usually ridden with problems related to thermal management and a clean Defense. Radstone 
interface to the motherboard. Technology's 

Mezzanine approaches were also criticized because of questionable reli- MXbus, which re
ability. Early connectors and edge-card fingers were suspect and failure- cently passed mili
prone. So unreliable were some of these connectors that a critical tool in the tary muster, is 
serviceperson's kit was a pencil eraser used to burnish plated edge-card shown here with 
contacts. the company's Mil -

That period's now behind us, however, because a number of factors have STD-48040 proces
combined to add respectability to daughter board approaches. These include sor board. 
dramatic improvements in connector technology, the availability of modular 
computers and the growing adherence to hardware and software standards. 

Among the factors that have contributed to the growing acceptance and 
popularity of mezzanine approaches, the most commonly mentioned by 
users is that mezzanines offer increased circuit density and more efficient 
use of board real estate. This gives board vendors the ability to customize 
standard boards for special applications. 

Pete Yeatman, president ofRadstone Technology (Montvale, NJ ), empha-
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sizes that his company's aim for 
mezzanine board technology is to 
provide enhanced functionality with 
a device that's an integral part of a 
system. "Mezzanine boards aren't 
simply something you add on at 
some future date to increase basic 
system function," he says. "Mez
zanine board functions are a signif
icant part of the system architec
ture, both in hardware and 
software." 

Radstone's marketing director, 
Joel Silverman, concurs, com

ing as coprocessor modules. While 
the most obvious such modules are 
the SPARC and Motorola 88000 M bus 
implementations for multipro
cessing, others have been used to 
compress hundreds of MFlops of 
performance onto a single VME-sized 
board. 

To increase processor density in 
very-high-performance multipro
cessing systems, for example, Cy
clone Microsystems (New Haven, 
CT) puts an i960 processor on one of 
its Squall mezzanine boards, which 

Mezzanine buses 
Company Bus( es) 

Compcontrol Expansion Module 

Cyclone Squall 

DataCube MAXbus 

Dynatem XSCSI, XLAN, XIO 

gives way to other approaches pro
mising more robust vo. 

Intel's (Hillsboro, OR) iLBX, com
ing after iSBX, had emerged as the 
next-generation local bus, aimed at 
providing high-speed memory to CPU 
boards without the problems associ
ated with system bus latency. Al
though widely used, iLBX suffered 
from being applied to problems that 
were too highly focused and special
ized for Multibus II. Intel also intro
duced the MIX bus a few years ago. 
This clever attachment scheme for 

Multibus II lets mount-on 
modules essentially share 
the processor bus of a host 
CPU board. Intel and others 
have developed a number of 
MIX modules, yet the cost per 
module has tended to keep 
them out of high-volume vo 
applications. 

menting that not only do 
mezzanine buses offer added 
functionality in terms of ad
ditional vo, they can also off
load the system bus through 
a separate channel-a local 
or mezzanine bus. "In many 
configurations," says Silver
man, "a single board's pro
cessing power is so great it 
can call for a number of VO 

options beyond the basic sys
tem bus. This has resulted in 
what Radstone calls its Free
Flow system architecture, 
where VME cards take advan
tage of the VME system bus, 
the VSB [VME subsystem bus], 
one or more SCSI channels, 
communications channels 
such as Ethernet, and a local 
or mezzanine bus channel." 

Eltec Electronik LEB (logical Extension Bus) I Off the bus 
Force Computers Flexi-bus 

General Microsystems SAMbus 

GreenSpring Computers lndust ryPack 

Heurikon COREbus 

lnterphase lo DB 

Iron ies IV3220, IV3272. IV9001 

Matrix Dbus-68 

Omni byte OMNlmodules 

Performance Technologies E PAK, 1/0 PAK 

I Gaining respectability 

While mezzanine boards 
may have acquired a bad 
reputation early on, they 
seem to have come around to 
respectability-even with 
one of the industry's 
toughest customers, the u .s. 
military. Radstone modified its PEX 
and APEX buses to meet military 
muster, resulting in the company's 
MXbus. "The philosophy behind 
Mxbus is the same as for the PEX and 
APEX buses," says Silverman, "only 
the mechanicals had to be changed. 
These changes include allowing for 
conduction cooling and permitting 
connections to the P2 connector 
rather than to the front of the 
board." As is the case with other 
standard boards adapted to military 
service, the Radstone concept is to 
provide standard hardware fitting 
COTS (commercial off-the-shelD and 
NDI (nondevelopmental item) mili
tary specifications, and so lower
cost. 

In addition to being used for basic 
vo, specialized mezzanine buses per
form other functions, including serv-
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Radisys EXMbus 

Radstone Technology PEX, APEX, MXbus 

Sun Microsystems SB us 

Mizar MX-side connector 

PEP Modular Computers CXM, CXC, PiggyBack 

Xycom PC/104 

in turn plugs into an i960-based VME 
board. In maximum configurations 
for applications such as high-speed 
data-acquisition systems, a single 
VME rack can include as many as 19 
dual-processor boards, delivering 
the performance of 38 i960 proces
sors. Multiple racks can then be tied 
together for even greater processing 
power. 

Such approaches have been on the 
rise for many years, with the VMEbus 
community alone counting more 
than 20 different mezzanine-bus ap
proaches released to the public do
main. In the Multibus arena, iSBX, 
one of the first standard mezzanine 
approaches, has enjoyed a long reign 
over relatively simple, character
based vo. It's supported by more 
than 25 vendors, although its use is 
starting to tail off as Multibus I 

While mezzanine buses have 
largely been viewed as a 
board maker's standard bus 
fix to provide wide-ranging 
vo capabilities without 
changing the basic board, an 
entirely new architectural 
approach to embedded com
puters using them has re
cently emerged. This ap
proach looks at the system 
from the viewpoint of the 
CPU, and uses a local bus 
rather than a system bus for 
vo. This approach differs 
somewhat from more tradi
tional standard-bus ap
proaches, in that it's more 
likely to result in general
purpose computer engines 

steered to particular applications 
through the vo. 

"More traditional approaches, 
such as those used by Radstone," 
says Silverman, "use a board opti
mized for a specific application, such 
as high-performance multipro
cessing. But while boards may be 
optimized for an application, it's still 
only possible to include perhaps 80 
percent of what any given customer 
wants. The remainder can be accom
modated with either manufacturer
or customer-built mezzanines." 

Over the past several months, 
several examples of the general-pur
pose, single-board approach have 
surfaced. While many system 
makers have in the past used an SBC 
with a mezzanine board as IIO or as 
a personality module, these boards 
have usually been proprietary, de-
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veloped for a single application. One 
of the first manufacturers to offer 
such a board as a standard indus
trial product was Sun Microsystems 
Computer Corporation (Mountain 
View, CA), with single-board versions 
of its SPARCstation 1, 2 and now 10, 
called SPARCengines. Each of these 
SBCs includes at least two slots for 
SBus I/O modules. You can select from 
among more than 100 Sun and 
third-party SBus cards. 

Others have also jumped on the 
mezzanine-bus bandwagon. PEP 
Modular Computers (Pittsburgh, 
PA), for example, has developed a 
bus/busless strategy designed for in
dustrial applications. At the heart of 
PEP's approach is the company's con-

troller extension module (CXM). CXM 
was developed to provide a flexible 
technology that could carry PEP 
piggyback boards, as well as provide 
a relatively large mezzanine plat
form-about 4"3 the size of 3U VME. 

CXMs use a straightforward con
nection scheme with a 96-pin DIN 

header connector and a simple ad
dressing scheme that lets you stack 
up to seven CXM modules on a single 
base module. In its simplest config
uration, a system can be built up 
without a backplane bus and can 
interconnect via similar systems us
ing simple field-bus connections. 
(PEP uses Profibus for this purpose. ) 

In more complex configurations, 
however, multiple 3U VME modular 
and controller boards can be used in 
a standard 3U VMEbus rack to in
crease processor power for demand-
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ing applications. The approach lets 
any combination of VME and CXM 
boards be used. 

PEP presently offers a pair of host 
carrier boards, and already includes 
about 20 CXM modules covering a 
wide range of industrial applica
tions . PEP president Josef Kreidl 
says, moreover, that there are cur
rently at least 20 customer designs 
either in use or under development. 
PEP also makes 22 piggyback boards 
providing digital, analog and miscel
laneous functions. 

I Toward a mezzanine standard 
Most recently, Force Computers 
(Campbell, CA) and Motorola 
(Tempe, AZ) have joined the flock of 

WinSystems vice
president Bob 
Burckle is shown 
w i th the com
pany's latest mez
zanine approach, a 
PC/104 riding on 
an STD Bus carrier. 
WinSystems now 
offers i ts latest 
80486-based CPU 
w i th four options: 
stand-alone, w ith 
STD interface, with 
STD interface and 
PC/104 mezzanine, 
and with an umbili
cal cable to a pas
sive /SA backplane. 

mezzanine believers . Force has 
sided with Sun and provides a VME
bus-based version of Sun's SPARCen
gines 1 and 2. In addition, the com
pany provides a connectorless 
6U-form-factor version of the 2E 
board without the VMEbus interface. 
Both boards sport a pair of SBus 
slots. Force is expected to announce 
a SPARCengine 10 version shortly. 

For its part, Motorola saw a need 
for broad I/O functionality on a single 
board and came up with its 162 SBC, 
which is available with and without 
a VMEbus interface. For IJO, Motorola 
has adopted GreenSpring Comput
ers' (Menlo Park, CA) IndustryPack 
technology. "The IndustryPack," 
says GreenSpring vice-president X. 
Kim Rubin, "was designed to be the 
ideal module for the VME form factor. 
It's been designed such that two 

modules fit comfortably on a 3U 
board, and four on a 6U card. This 
provides users with a broad variety 
of options from a single platform." 
GreenSpring also offers a single
board product with four Industry
Pack sites that's based on the Mo
torola 68332 communications 
processor. 

In the interest of fostering the 
IndustryPack technology, Green
Spring has submitted it to VITA (VME 
International Trade Association) for 
possible adoption as a formal indus
try standard. But the idea hasn't 
met with much success. First, be
cause just about every VMEbus man
ufacturer offers its own mezzanine 
standard, with many offering two or 
more; and second, because mez
zanine bus technology is often tai
lored to specific requirements and 
isn't likely to produce a single stan
dard to satisfy diverse applications. 

"Mezzanine technology," says 
PEP's Kreidl, "must offer rapid prod
uct development and differentiation 
for added product functionality. It 
makes sense to avoid mezzanine 
standardization, becau se many use
ful existing functions would be made 
obsolete. PEP's CXM technology, for 
example, specifically preserves the 
company's existing bank of smaller 
I/O piggyback functions while offer
ing a simple, cost-effective bus/bus
less expansion capability." 

Proponents of SBus experienced 
similar resistance when they tried 
to introduce that technology as a 
standard mezzanine for F uture
bus+. For the same reason that 
Kreidl mentioned, companies such 
as Heurikon (Madison, WI) wanted 
to leverage their current mezzanine 
technology for the next-generation 
standard board. Heurikon's Core
Bus approach is designed to provide 
transfer rates in the 200-Mbyte/s 
range; the company expects to use 
its mezzanine on Futurebus+ as well 
as VMEbus products. 

I MCMs as mezzanine "boards" 
While most mezzanine bus ap
proaches are meant to provide flex
ible I/O solutions, a family of mez
zanine buses is emerging that's 
aimed at higher performance and 
higher-density packaging. Although 
these mezzanine boards are usually 
referred to as multichip modules 
(MCMs), the approach and technology 
are basically the same as those used 
for conventional I/O modules. While 
there's discussion of even higher
density approaches, such as silicon-
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on-silicon modules, most of the cur
rently implemented and discussed 
approaches use standard PC-board 
or older hybrid circuit technology. 

Leading the parade in the com
mercial implementation of such ap
proaches are the SPARC-based proc
essor modules offered by both 
Cypress Semiconductor (San Jose, 
CA) and Texas Instruments (Dallas, 
TX). These modules include a com
mon cache-coherent interface so 
that other modules can be added to 
the system without additional 
changes. 

Both the TI and Cypress modules 
use the SPARC M bus as a standard 
interface, with an alternate packet 
version, XBus, also available. 
The modules comprise the CPU, 
cache memory, cache memory 
controller, and interface cir
cuitry. The first commercial use 
of the approach was in Sun's 
SPARCstation 10, which is avail
able with up to four TI Super
SPARC modules. 

Similarly, Motorola offers its 
hypermodule, based on its own 
88000 M bus technology. Sys
tems are available that accept 
up to four such modules. Out
side of some server implemen
tations, however, the 88000 ap
proach has met with only 
limited commercial success. 

MCMs are currently in their 
infancy, though, and a variety 
of modules will probably 
emerge in coming months. One 
initiative, offered by the Modu
lar Open System Architecture 
Standard (MOSAS) council, com
prising some 20 major defense 
contractors, proposes a stan
dard module and board inter
face to cut across both military 
and commercial applications. 

group is exclusionary; others that 
military applications aren't broad 
enough to drive the commercial mar
ket; and others still that there's no 
need to introduce yet another format 
(SEM-E), since there are others al
ready in wide use in the commercial 
sector; and a single standard such as 
Futurebus+ on SEM-E with MOSAS 
modules won't satisfy all applica
tions-not even all land-based, ship
board and avionic military applica
tions, not to mention the myriad 
commercial and industrial uses . 

I An option from the PC world 
Despite controversy at the high end 
of the market, the embedded per-

the past few months. From a humble 
beginning only one year ago, the 
PC/104 consortium, a trade group 
formed around the emerging stan
dard, has grown to almost 50 mem
bers, with more joining almost daily. 

PC/104 backers are working to 
make their specification an IEEE 
standard-or, more accurately, a 
subchapter of the IEEE 996 ISA 
standard. Thus far the consortium 
has been accepted as a working 
group and has its own PAR, P996.l. 
"The project is going ahead with the 
standard for compact embedded PC 
modules designation at this time," 
says Ampro 's vice-president of 
strategic development, Rick Lehr

baum, 'just in case there are 
any changes between the com
pleted IEEE specification and 
the current PC/104 specifica
tion. But I don't anticipate any 
problems along the way." With 
or without IEEE approval , 
PC/104 is well on its way to the 
critical mass required to be
come a market standard. 

I Package, power, price 
The small form-factor PC/104 
approach has found wide util
ity: in SBCs using it as a mez
zanine bus, in PC/104-form
factor CPUs and in other 
standard buses such as VME 
and STD that use PC/104 as a 
mezzanine. The advantages of 
PC/104 are that it provides 
small, inexpensive , reliable , 
low-power I/O for PC-based de
signs. 

MOSAS is calling for systems 
based on Futurebus+ protocols, 
with a standard module form 
factor, pin-out and module/local 
interface specification. Ini
tially, four modules are in
tended to fit on a single SEM-E 
form-factor board (slightly 
smaller than 6U in size), with 

Motorola's board group broke tradition when it of
fered its first 6U SBC without a VME interface. The 

One of the first vendors to 
see PC/104 as a mezzanine bus 
for VME was industrial board 
and system maker Xycom (Sa
line, MI). The company includes 
a PC/104 site on its 386-based 
VME board, permitting fast, 
easy and low-cost addition of 
PC-type functions to a VME sys
tem. Others in the VMEbus com
munity are reportedly looking 
at the approach and will prob-

board, also offered with a full VME interface, is 
aimed at cost -sensitive OEM applications. VO is han
dled with four si tes for GreenSpring lndustryPack 
mezzanine boards. A marketing agreement be
tween GreenSpring and Motorola lets the latter 
company resell lndustryPacks. 

ably be making announce
ments within months. 

While VME makers are taking 
one of them being a Futurebus+ 
bus-interface module. Others tenta
tively defined include RISC-based 
processor, DSP and communications 
modules. 

While the MOSAS concept has 
merit in attempting to define a uni
versal set of standards, it's come un
der attack by a number of compa
nies. Some complain that the MOSAS 
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sonal computer business is booming. 
One development that has carried 
the PC architecture into the indus
trial marketplace has been PC/104. 
The small form-factor, stackable PC 
architecture developed by Ampro 
Computers (Sunnyvale, CA) and sub
sequently released to the public do
main has skyrocketed in use over 

advantage of small, low-cost, 
low-power PC/104 technology, STD 
makers are just waking up to the 
idea. STD Bus has long been re
garded as the foremost IIO bus be
cause of the broad range ofIJO boards 
available for it. The idea, then, of 
using a mezzanine for anything but 
the simplest function was slow in 
coming to this community. 
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Taurus™ Dual Bus Architecture 

The Taurus is a dual-processor, dual-bus, single 
slot VME board. Its dual-bus architecture allows 
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Advanced Omnimodule™ Socket 

Software VxWorks1, OS-92, UNIX3 
CrossCodeC, FreeForm4, 
OMNI bug 

t Denotes optional features. 

The Taurus extensively uses intelligent, on-chip 
OMA devices for Ethernet, SCSI and serial VO. 
This helps reduce processor intervention. Up to 
2 stackable modules contain the DRAM. This 
allows upgradable options from 4-128MB. 

Advanced Omnimodules provide additional 
custom VO. You can stack Advanced 
Omnimodules up to 3 high. The Taurus can 
accept 1 memory module and 1 Advanced 
Omnimodule and still fit into a single slot. 

To learn more contact Larry Snow: 
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'030 l/O Bus__/ .___. 

The Aries fea res 2 68030's. Yo an use the 
2nd '030 as an 1/0 processor or OMA controller. 
Using the 2nd '030 as r:i 0 proce or 
simplifies ~ng your coite. You only need to 
write high level code to the main '030. The 2nd 
'030 andles the device level code. 

lntelli-
gent 1/0 

Standard 
1/0 

Memory 

Other 

Software 

Ethernet: i82596CN, 
SCSI: NCR53C710t, 
4 RS232D: CD2401 

2 RS232D: 68C681 DUART, 
32 Lines Parallel 1/0, or 16 w/ 
Centronics Printer Port 

4MB to 128MBt DRAM, 
512KB SRAMt, BKB NVRAM, 
1 MB FPROMt, 4MB EPROM 

VSBt, VME64t, Watchdog, 
Calendar Clock, Mailbox, 68882t, 
(6) 16-bit Timers, Snooping, 
Advanced Omnimodule Socket 

VxWorksl, UNIX2, OS-93, 
CrossCodeC, FreeForm4 

A gate and 1/0 bus allow the main '030 to 
execute code while the 2nd '030 processes 
its extensive 1/0. This optimuzes the Aries' 
overall performance (20 MIPS total). 

For less 1/0 intensive applications, you can 
get the Aries in a single processor version. 

Up to 2 stackable modules contain the 
DRAM. Up to 3 stackable Advanced 
Omnimodules™ provide additional high 
performance 1/0. The Aries with 1 module 
each will fit into a single slot 

To learn more contact Larry Snow: 

800-638- 022 
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as well as the u .s., pro
v ides high-density 
fla sh memory at 
prices well below 
those of discrete parts. 

Users of Industry
Pack and PC/104 tech
nologies can already 
take advantage of this 
approach through 
adapters available 
from Ampro and 
GreenSpring. 
Whether or not PCMCIA 
can become a major 
general-purpose vo 
t echnology-as op
posed to simply a 
memory technology-
remains to be seen. It 
isn't likely to become a 
mainstream vo tech-

PEP Modular Computers' industrial computer strategy calls for a flexible combination of stand-alone, 
busless modules; stackable mezzanine boards; piggyback 110; and standard 3U boards. Using mix-and
match, OEMS can quickly assemble the proper combination of processing power, communications and 
110 . Individual modules or combinations of modules can be connected via a field bus. 

nology for industrial 
a pplications in the 
near future , however, 
because the need for 
functions such as data 

The fir st to see the need for some
thing such as PC/104 was STD board 
maker WinSystems (Arlington, TX). 
"We've done iSBX modules before, but 
they were only for simple, character
b a se d vo," says vice-president 
Robert Burckle. ''What we discov
ered was that, with the power of 
PC-based chip sets, it was possible to 
squeeze all the functions of a power
ful PC onto the standard STD form 
factor. Many of our customers have 
been using our STD board as a stand
alone SBC with the system bus con
nectors waving in the wind." 

Burckle relates, however, that it 
became clear that there was almost 
always some function that a cus
tomer wanted that's not included on 
a card, regardless of how compre
hensive it may be. And yet users are 
increasingly intolerant of the cost of 
a separate card cage and second STD 
board-both in terms of dollars and 
real estate. "PC/104," says Burckle, 
"because of its widespread following, 
relatively low cost, straightforward 
ISA-based interface, and variety ofvo 
functions available, is the natural 
choice. There are already 20 or 30 
different peripheral functions avail
able and a handful of CPUs. In addi
tion, the form factor makes a nice fit 
with that of STD." 

The latest WinSystems product 
family has a full-featured 80486 
board with four options. The first is 
a low-cost, stand-alone SBC; the se-

cond is the same board with an STD 
connector and interface; the third 
option includes a PC/104 interface 
as well as the STD interface; and the 
last option has a cable connector for 
a standard passive ISA backplane. 
"All options, including the STD-based 
boards, include mounting holes for 
stand-alone mounting of the board," 
says Burckle. 

WinSystems apparently isn't the 
only STD board maker to realize the 
value of PC/104 technology. Ken 
Finster, vice-president of MicroSys 
(Glendale, CA), reports that his com
pany is looking closely at the ap
proach and will probably go in that 
direct i o n . L i k e W i n S y s -
terns, MicroSys provi d es 
i s Bx connectors and has realized 
that many users don't want or need 
the baggage of a full card cage and 
system bus. But they do need the 
flexibility to provide different func
tions without modifying the main 
SBC. 

I More alternatives 
While PC/104 offers an inexpensive 
interconnect for a mezzanine, alter
natives are fast becoming available, 
and may supply price advantages, 
leveraged by the high-volume PC 
market. One such approach that's 
largely targeted at memory is 
PCMCIA. This compact form-factor 
approach, backed by the leading 
consumer manufacturers in Japan 

acquisition isn't high 
enough to attract ven

dors who'll design specialized parts 
to fit the exacting form factor. 

As PCMCIA is making its commer
cia l debu t, Inte l 's latest 
80386/486/P5 local bus, PCI (for pe
ripheral component inter connect), is 
a lso coming on the scene. Some
times billed as a local bus, some
times as a mezzanine bus, PCI has a 
defined specification and Intel has 
rep or tedly developed interface 
chips. As initially previewed, how
ever, th e bus is intended as a sol
der-in connection for standard pe
r iphe r a l chips handling such 
functions as graphics , high-speed 
communicat ions and other periph
eral components. 

The advantage of PCI-indeed, its 
reason for being-is that it handles 
transfer rates far beyond the capac
ity of conventional ISA and even EISA 
configurations. Billed as handling 
rates of up to 160 Mbytes/s , PCI 
should be well-suited for the more 
taxing requirements of multimedia 
applications . 

Only a small leap in technology is 
required to replace the solder-in ap
proach of PCI with a standard signal 
pin-out and connector, making it a 
tru e mezzanine bus . Should this 
come to pass, PCI will probably dis
place ISA for most of the common vo 
functions. It might not be a shoo-in 
in the industrial market, however, 
because once again, relatively low 
volumes may make implementation 
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far more costly than, say, that of 
PC/104. 

I Trends for the future 
Such mezzanine-bus approaches are 
fast becoming an integral part of 
system architectures. And it's ap
parent that the trend will continue 
well into the future. VITA technical 
director Ray Alderman predicts that 
"It's possible that standard-bus 
products of the future will comprise 

nothing more than a mezzanine car
rier board with standard bus inter
face circuitry. A board function will 
be built up by selecting from a vari
ety of processor, communications 
and I/O mezzanine boards." 

The Futurebus+ Desktop Com
mittee (Profile D) already has taken 
the lead in that direction. It's elimi
nating the carrier board by using a 
stack technology, not unlike PC/104 
in concept, but with different phys-
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ical and electrical parameters. While 
the profile is still far from becoming 
part of the Futurebus+ specification, 
visionaries on the committee have 
identified a tile approach that would 
provide a stackable array of credit
card-sized tiles. The individual tiles 
could also be used as standard mez
zanine cards on other standard and 
proprietary boards. 

Although nothing has been final
ized yet, the Futurebus+ specifiers 
are looking at a low-power, high
speed interface technology (such as 
CMOS transistor logic or Gunning 
transistor logic) and a high-density 
connector (such as elastomeric con
nectors currently used in products 
such as watch displays). Bus traffic 
is expected to be fast enough to han
dle real-time video as well as other 
high-speed applications. 

From the work done so far, it looks 
as if the framers of Profile D are 
looking to create the ultimate stan
dard mezzanine bus. But as is the 
case with Futurebus+ itself, it's as 
yet unclear whether or not one stan
dard bus will be able to solve all 
problems-that is, to address both 
low-cost and high-performance re
quirements in the commercial, in
dustrial and military markets. • 

For more information about the technol
ogies, products or companies mentioned 
in this article, call or d rc/e the appro
priate number. 
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Motorola 
(602) 438-3000 .. Circle 222 
PEP Modular Computers 
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Radstone Technology 
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Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation 
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Texas Instruments 
(2 14) 995-2011 .. Circle 226 
VITA 
(602) 951-8866 ...... Circle 227 
WinSystems 
(817) 274-7553 ... Circle 228 
Xycom 
(31 3) 429-4971 ..... Circle 229 
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Design and test engineers 
alter roles to facilitate test 
Time is running out for silicon, circuit board and system houses 
who haven't taken design-for-test seriously. Old test methods 
are fast becoming inadequate, while the next generation of 
systems is waiting in the wings. 

E lectronics corporations have been singing the praises of designing for 
testability (DFT) for years. Unfortunately, their arias h ave been falling on 
deaf ears and few companies have really embraced true DFT; that is, few are 
bringing test requirements forward into the design cycle. As components and 
the systems they drive become more complex and as time-to-market windows 
close, many companies are, in fact, finding their DFT strategies woefully 
inadequate. There are myriad reasons for this, but the biggest is simple
unless there is absolutely no way out, people don't like to change the way 
that they do things. 
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simply put a Band-Aid on the prob
lem. But reluctance to change is un
derstandable. Designers still have 
to worry about everything they al
ways have, and now they're being 
told that their designs have to be 
testable as well." 

Until recently, design issues were 
the concern of design engineers , and 
test issues were the concern of test 
engineers. Each group was man
aged differently, and although the 
gap between the two camps was 
bridged by the system under devel
opment, the two didn't have to deal 
with each other a lot. If a designer 
produced a PCB prototype 
that worked, the board went 
on to the test engineer, who 
would more or less start 
from scratch. 

This approach no longer 
works for many PCB designs, 
because the smaller traces 
and surface-mount compo
nents of today's PCBs make 
accessibility by traditional 
bed-of-nails testers difficult. 
This means that test points 
must be placed intelligently 
on a complex board to make 
the most of the limited ac
cess it provides. Test, then, 
must be part of the design of 
a board right from the out
set, and there lies the rub. 

are much finer, so you really can't 
inject current or you'll cause prob
lems in the substrate. So people are 
looking for more passive methods. 
That means that EDA vendors have 
to expand their databases to approx
imate what a capacitance value 
might be and evaluate problems 
along a net. The time is ripe for a 
melding of the two technologies , EDA 
and test." 

As technical advances and market 
pressures force these two camps to 
cooperate, both design and test en
gineers are concerned that they'll 
have to become experts in the other's 

"We're designing 6 x 9-in. VME 

boards with up to 200 components 
on them," says Paul Wittenburg, 
test engineering manager for the 
Motorola Computer Group (Tempe, 
AZ). "To make sure that we get the 
high yield that our six-sigma quality 
program demands, we use a combi
nation of in-circuit, cluster, func
tional , and scan testing. We use this 
test data to weed out manufacturing 
faults and unreliable component 
vendors. We are also bridging the 
gap between EDA and test and are 
working with companies such a s 
TSSI to make bi-

directional links between 
our testers and simula
tors . The program is 
working. Three yea rs 
ago, it took 12 weeks to 
develop PCB tests with 65-
to 70-percent fault cover
age. Today we can de
velop 95-percent fault 
coverage in a four-week 
time frame , and we can 
envision even better re
sults in the future. " 

I Getting support 

I Maturing differently 
The EDA and test industries 
grew up separately, so the 
concerns of EDA vendors 
were different from those of 
automatic test equipment 
(ATE) vendors. As a result, 
the tools that each provided 

Testability must be implemented from the conceptual phase 
for complex PCB designs such as this logic emulation board in 
Quickturn 's Enterprise Emulation System. The 24-layer board 
hosts over 2,400 connector pins and includes 100 quad fla t 
pack /Cs. The components are connected by 1.5 miles of w ire, 
and extended over 8,000 nets to 20,000 holes. Use of JTAG 
made the design testable from prototype to production. 

Stories such as Mo
torola's are sure to get the 
attention of design man
agement and will speed 
up the development of the 
necessary links between 
design and test, but the 
transition is far from 
painless. It will undoubt
edly take the authority of 
upper management to 
drive the effort. 

"In many companies, 

to their prospective users weren't 
able to communicate very well. This 
was unfortunate because much of 
the information the designer needed 
to complete a PCB could be useful to 
the test department, but the neces
sary links between the two data
bases simply weren't there. 

To complicate matters, as EDA and 
test evolved, the technologies that 
they were helping to create were 
getting more complex. A prime ex
ample is the emergence ofmultichip 
modules (MCMs), complex silicon-on
substrate devices that are a test en
gineer 's nightmare . "With tradi
tional PCBs you could take 
measurements by putting down two 
probes and analyzing the path be
tween them," says Stephen Taft, CAE 
product manager at Harris EDA 
(Fishers, NY). "With MCMs, the traces 
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discipline. "But it's not really so 
much becoming an expert in some
one else's field as it is getting the 
appropriate information from one 
group to the next," says Pete Lwin, 
marketing manager at Schlum
berger (San Jose, CA). "It's really an 
information management problem. 
But not many design engineers are 
willing to implement test strategies 
simply because another department 
requests it. So the ATE and EDA ven
dors have to work to make this tran
sition as painless as possible." 

There's tremendous pressure to 
make these interdepartmental link
ages. Corporations embracing DFT 
strategies have impressive results 
to crow about, and these results in
volve the driving forces behind any 
product's success-cost, quality and 
time-to-market. 

senior management 
doesn't believe that test, reliability 
and manufacturability should be the 
concerns of the design engineer," 
says Vin Ratford, marketing man
ager for test products at Mentor 
Graphics (Wilsonville , OR). "So even 
if a designer wanted to take the time 
to incorporate DFT strategies, 
chances are that he or she would 
still be evaluated on how fast a pro
totype was developed. Only when 
senior management changes the 
way that it evaluates design engi
neers' performance-to actually pro
ducing a testable, manufacturable 
product- will DFT take hold." 

Undoubtedly, as senior manage
ment realizes the benefits of adopt
ing DFT and the consequences of fail
ing to do so, the links between 
design and test will be mandated. 
But even when they are, what spe-
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cific products are available to help 
bridge the gap? One company that's 
been developing these links is TSSI, 
whose Wavemaker software accepts 
data from a variety of EDA sources 
and generates an intermediate 
wavefo r m database. The TSSI 
Waveform Database (WDB) contains 
behavioral data, independent of 
simulation and test environments. 
The database stores unstructured 
data in a Standard Events Format 
(SEF) file and structured data in WDB 
data sets. It permits unrestricted 

terns to verify a board's functions,'' 
explains TSSI's Binnendyk. "Then, if 
you're doing functional testing, you 
create a fault dictionary and set up 
guided probe diagnostics, which 
means setting up the right data
bases to accomplish your testing 
goals. You take that information and 
migrate it to the tester and debug 
the test programs so that they pass 
a known good board. But when you 
do this, you change the base level of 
patterns that were verified by the 
simulator, so you don't have proof 

"If you don't incorporate DFT strategies in your MCM design, you'll end up with an 
untestable product," says Stephen Taft (standing), CAE product manager at Harris 
EDA (Fishers, NY). "One of the key ways of producing a testable MCM is to take ad
vantage of the information in your design database, so that valuable testability data 
can be used later on. In our Finesse MCM design tool, for example, we're using an ob
ject-oriented database as a decoupling zone to provide a neutral link to test. " 

movement th roughout the TSSI soft
ware system and can be displayed, 
analyzed, modified , and used in a 
variety of outputs, including the 
generation of ATE-specific test pro
grams. The database can also per
form both simulation and tester 
rules checks. 

I Forging a link 
Bridging the gap between simula
tion and test is an important consid
eration in a successful DFT strategy; 
otherwise, incorrect and costly as
sumptions can be made by both the 
design and test departments. "In a 
typical test environment, you first 
run a fault simulation to make sure 
you have a complete set of test pat-
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that you have the same coverage. Tu 
close the loop, you need to go out of 
the tester environment and resimu
late." 

Although products such as TSSI's 
take advantage of the natural syn
ergy that should exist between de
sign and test data, true DFT needs to 
migrate up the design cycle, not sim
ply get tacked on at the end. And 
even though many PCB designs are 
partially tested through software 
simulation, the board that comes out 
of manufacturing can have serious 
problems if DFT hasn't been imple
mented. "Not many people are doing 
full board simulation," says Schlum
berger's Lwin. "Even if you simulate 
functional blocks, it's hard to see 

how they interact when you get ev
erything put together. There are al
ways a lot of unknowns when you 
get into asynchronous processes, 
bus mastering and interrupts. In the 
past, when you had a lot of test 
points for observability and many 
boards were synchronous, testing 
was easy. But today's asynchronous 
designs, where you have a micro
processor handling interrupts from 
peripherals such as keyboards, are 
much harder to simulate and test. 
For many companies, it's easier just 
to make a prototype and debug it." 

I Boundary scan to the rescue? 
If designers are going to be per
suaded to change their "proto
type and debug" habits, an easy-to
use, low-penalty technology must 
emerge. Fortunately, boundary scan 
seems poised to assume that role. 
Also known as the Joint Test Action 
Group (JTAG) standard, boundary 
scan was officially adopted as an IEEE 
standard-1149.1-in 1990. It's a 
technique that gives you access to 
the I/O pins of digital circuits on a PCB 
by means of a test bus consisting of 
four wires. (A fifth wire is optional.) 
In a typical boundary-scan IC, a shift 
register is placed between the core 
logic and the buffers adjacent to each 
IIO pin. Each shift register stage lets 
you control and observe what hap
pens at each I/O pin of the IC. 

On a PCB assembled with boundary
scan ICs, the registers for each compo
nent can be connected in series to 
form a path through the design to test 
each component and diagnose 
failures. Unfortunately, because few 
commercially available ICs use bound
ary scan, it's nearly impossible to pop
ulate a board solely with boundary
scan devices. Still, designers see it as 
one of the few avenues open to them 
to implement DFT. 

"Boundary scan is a powerful 
remedy for today's test problems, 
but it's not a panacea," says Chi Yau, 
supervisor of the boundary-scan 
technology group at the AT&T Bell 
Laboratories Engineering Research 
Center (Princeton, NJ). "PCBs will al
ways have analog parts and jelly
bean components that don't have 
boundary scan, but at least bound
ary scan eases the pinch we're feel
ing in trying to test PCBs. With 
boundary scan we can use less test 
pads and reduce node count. The 
high node counts in circuit test fix
tures are hard to maintain. The 
small pins are delicate and easily 
bent, which decreases yield. Bound-



The ultimate design-for-testability technique: 1149. 1 boundary scan 

O ver the years, 
desig n-for-testabil
ity (OFT) techniques 
for board test have 
evolved to respond 
to changes in de
vice, assembly and 
test technologies. 
In the early days of 

in-circuit test, for example, the basic OFT 
techniques were published design guide
lines specifying the use of test pads on 
nets without throughhole components, 
the size and placement of test pads and 
the like. Later developments include in
ternal scan patterns for the board-test li
brary, tools for in-circuit testability re
view prior to artwork and simulation of 
design vectors to be used in test. 

Today, however, new technologies are 
driving electronic manufacturers to em
brace the ultimate OFT technique: the 
IEEE 1149.1 1990 boundary-scan stan
dard. Here the tester hardware is a scan 
cell designed into the silicon. In the two 
years since the standard received the 
IEEE's blessing, dozens of systems houses 
have started down the boundary-scan 
path. Teradyne alone has more than 40 
customers who are using our software 
to implement boundary scan. 

I Three trends 
Three major trends are behind the rapid 
adoption of 1149.1 boundary scan. 
First, OFT is emerging from the shadows 
to stand in the spotlight on the concur
rent engineering stage. Test and manu
facturing engineers have always strug
gled with testability issues, but other 
people in the organization, including de
sign engineers, are now thinking about 
it too. 

A second trend is the explosion in de
vice complexity. Typical VLSI device de
signs today have tens of thousands to 
hundreds of thousands of gates, result
ing in dramatically longer development 
ti mes for in-circuit test patterns. For a 
device such as the Intel 80386, for ex
ample, it might take seven weeks to de
velop pin-level fault coverage patterns 
for in-circuit testing. Custom ASIC de
vices have similar development times. 

The third force behind boundary 
scan's rise is the lack of physical test ac
cess. Nodal access is disappearing be
cause of high-density boards, fine-lead 
components, surface-mount assembly, 

TAB, and MCMs. Without physical access, 
conventional tools simply can't be used. 
The designer can't access the assembly 
for prototype debug and verification, 
nor can manufacturing gain access for 
bed-of-nails in-circuit testing. These im
pediments can be so great as to render 
a product strategically unfit. 

Boundary scan solves the problems of 
pattern generation and test access. Se
rial test vectors can be generated auto
matically using ATPG software from ATE 
vendors, cutting test programming 
times from months to minutes. And 
boundary scan provides virtual access 
through the boundary-scan path, which 
a board tester or debug accesses from 
the board's edge-connector. 

Despite these advantages for manu
facturing and test, device design engi
neers are quick to point out the draw
backs of boundary scan. Typical 
objections include the performance de
creases from adding the boundary-scan 
cell's multiplexer in the datapath, the 
sacrifice of precious silicon to test cir
cuitry and the extra design time that 
could delay getting the product to 
market. 

These problems are not insurmount
able. The typical 1-ns propagation delay 
can be reduced through intelligent im
plementation. Designing the boundary
scan cells into the output buffer, for ex
ample, can reduce the propagation 
delay to hundreds of picoseconds or 
less. The percentage of silicon devoted 
to the test circuitry declines as device 
size increases, and large parts are the 
ones most likely to be designed with 
boundary scan. On a medium-sized 
part, for example, 1149.1 circuitry 
might take up only 2 to 3 percent of the 
silicon. On a large part such as the 
80486, it might be 1 percent. Further
more, designers can often find ways to 
employ unused parts of the die, such as 
the output buffer circuits, as locations 
for the boundary-scan cells. Finally, to 
ease the design burden, design tools 
are becoming available that insert 
1149.1 circuitry into As1cs automatical ly, 
verify 1149.1 circuitry prior to first sili
con and verify BSOL models automati
cally. Board designers can also benefit 
from automatic testability analysis soft
ware and prototype debug/verification 
tools already on the market. 

Although adoption of the 1149.1 

Mark Myers, product manager, Assembly Test Division, Teradyne, Boston, MA 

standard may contribute to some in
creases in design time and costs, the 
manufacturing group will typically gain 
far more benefit in terms of reduced 
time and costs. Compare, for example, 
the time it takes to develop test pro
grams for Intel's 386 chip without 
boundary scan to the time it takes for 
the 486 chip designed with boundary
scan test circuitry. We estimate it takes 
seven weeks to develop conventional in
circuit test programs for the 386 that de
liver 1 DO-percent pin fau lt coverage. 
The cost, assuming $50/hour for labor, 
is $14,000. By comparison, producing 
boundary-scan test programs with 100-
percent fau lt coverage using ATPG soft
ware takes 10 hours and costs $500 . If 
the BSOL is provided by the semiconduc
tor vendor, as is the case with most com
mercial parts, the time and cost shrink 
to two hours and $1 00. 

I Other benefits 
In addition to the savings during manu
facturing, 1149.1 offers the potential 
for faster service response and shorter 
time-to-market. Strategically, boundary 
scan opens up an entirely new ap
proach to troubleshooting down sys
tems. Shorter time-to-market comes 
from time savings in two areas that typi
cally act as gates to new product intro
duction: prototype debug time and test 
program development time. Since 
boundary-scan software and the 1149.1 
standard can help shorten both of these 
activities, they can speed time-to-mar
ket. Faster test programming results 
from the automated programming that 
can be achieved with boundary-scan de
signs. Depending on the board design, 
a lower-cost tester may be able to de
liver the same test quality as a much 
higher-performance, more expensive 
tester. 

Ultimately, electronics manufacturers 
will adopt 1149.1 design and test be
cause of the overwhelming economic 
and competitive benefits. These advan
tages make boundary scan much more 
than just a testability technique. It prom
ises to be the most significant factor 
driving board test economics in the 
1990s. And it may well be the third ma
jor wave in the history of board test, fol
lowing functional board testing in the 
1970s and the rise of in-circuit testing in 
the 1980s. 
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ary scan can alleviate at least part 
of the problem." 

In addition to relieving the design 
engineer of the burden of cramming 
test points on an already-crowded 
PCB, boundary scan can also reduce 
the time it takes to develop test vec
tors for complex boards. Assuming 
that the complex components on a 
board, such as the microprocessor, 
have already been functionally 
tested to make sure they work by 
themselves, boundary scan can en
sure that the part is properly 
soldered on the board. According to 
some ATE vendors, these boundary-

us the boundary-scan description 
language (BSDL) files, it would take 
less than two hours. If someday you 
could have a board with 100-percent 
boundary-scan components on it, it's 
not unreasonable to think about an 
order of magnitude of difference in the 
test-development cycle." 

I Automated pattern generation 
If such time-to-market rewards are 
to be realized, boundary scan must 
be embraced by board design and 
test engineers, who in turn will pres
sure silicon vendors to implement it. 
To entice designers to use boundary-

Boundary-scan PCB architecture 

BOUNDARY-SCAN CELL 

Within a PCB assembled from several /Cs, the boundary-scan registers for the individual 
components can be connected in series to form a single path through the complete de
sign. The path, which surrounds the core logic, provides test data input (TDI) and test 
data output (TDO) connections, and appropriate clock (TCK) and control signals (TMS). In 
such an arrangement, test data can be shifted through the boundary-scan path from 
TD/ to TOO to achieve node testability. Each boundary-scan cell can capture data on its 
parallel input, update data onto its parallel output, and serially shift data to its neigh
bor. 

scan strategies can potentially 
shave valuable time off design and 
test cycles, making the technology 
worth the investment. 

"Let's say you want to write test 
vectors for a 386 to see if you have 
opens, shorts or stuck-at faults," 
says Brian Miller, product manager 
at Teradyne (Boston, MA). "The aver
age time that our test services peo
ple would quote to do that is about 
eight weeks, at a cost of$15,000. But 
if you took a more complex chip, 
such as the 486, and it had boundary 
scan, you could use our test pattern 
generation software and get the 
same level of fault coverage in about 
eight hours. If the silicon vendor gave 
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scan components, companies such 
as Teradyne are automating the test 
pattern generation portion of the de
sign cycle for boundary-scan parts. 
The company's Victory software, for 
example, automatically generates 
in-circuit test patterns for bound
ary-scan devices. For networks of 
boundary-scan parts, Victory gener
ates interconnect test patterns that 
deliver 100-percent pin-level fault 
coverage. The tool also lets you use 
the scan path to test the internal 
logic of boundary-scan devices, and 
to test non-boundary-scan devices 
by using the scan cells connected to 
the boundary-scan inputs and out
puts as virtual channels. 

Tools such as Victory get their 
knowledge of a device's boundary
scan circuitry from a model written 
in BSDL, a subset of VHDL that's tai
lored to the 1149.1 standard. It of
fers a standard syntax for defining 
the topology of th e test access port 
(TAP) and boundary-scan register, in
cluding which boundary-scan cell 
corresponds to which physical de
vice pin. 

In a complex device such as a mi
croprocessor, the correlation of the 
BSDL description to the actual imple
mentation in silicon must be docu
mented correctly, or the resulting 
BSDL file can do more harm than 
good. Intel (Santa Clara, CA) re
cently enlisted support from 
Hewlett-Packard (Loveland, co) to 
help debug BSDL files for the com
pany's 486 microprocessor. Intel 
plans to publish these files on public 
bulletin boards such as Compu
serve, but first needed assurance 
that they would be as accurate as 
possible. HP was chosen for the task 
because the company was responsi
ble for developing the BSDL standard. 

"When you create a boundary
scan test, you create thousands of 
test vectors," says Stig Oresjo, appli
cations engineer at HP. "It's of prime 
importance that your BSDL file de
scribes how the boundary-scan 
chain has been implemented in the 
component. Because it's a map be
tween the cells and the 110 pins, and 
there are large vector sets in a com
plex component, it's important to 
verify the correct description." 

Although the BSDL files for com
plex devices must be written and 
debugged with care, one thing is cer
tain. When silicon giants such as 
Intel start making their BSDL files 
public and begin implementing 
boundary scan in their devices, 
widespread acceptance of the 
boundary-scan standard is immi
nent. 

I Limited use, but useful 
For the present, most designers and 
test engineers are content to use 
boundary scan to check for open sol
der connections, shorted solder 
bridges and devices whose pins are 
stuck at one or zero due to grounding 
or shorting to power pins. This 
rather limited use of the technique 
might seem like a lot of work for 
little return, but board manufactur
ers are convinced that it's worth the 
effort. "When you're designing 
boards for military and aerospace 
applications like we are, fault cover-



DFT is crucial for complex PCB designs 

The main strate
gies for printed cir
cuit board (PCB) test 
and fault diagnosis 
are functional test, 
in-circuit test and 
boundary scan. Any 
design-for-test (DFT) 
considerations 

must be based on the test strategy 
that's to be used. 

Functional testers make use of the 
board's edge connectors to drive the cir
cuit's inputs and monitor its outputs. 
With this method one is obliged to cre
ate a unique set of test vectors for each 
board . Creating these vectors may be
come excessively expensive as the com
plexity of the board increases. 

In-circuit testers verify the functions 
of components in situ, on an individual 
or cluster basis. Creating in-circu it test 
fixtures for boards with lead-through
hole components mounted on a single 
side is relatively easy. Circuit boards us
ing surface-mount technology (SMT), 
however, may create problems for in-cir
cuit test, especially when the compo
nents are mounted on both sides of the 
board. In-circuit DFT considerations in
clude providing sufficient and accessible 
test points and ensuring that each com
ponent can be isolated and tested inde
pendently. A component can be isolated 
by forcing any devices driving it into a 
tri-state condition . 

I Boundary scan to the fore 
The increasing complexity of compo
nents and the introduction of SMT, with 
its limitations in testability access, have 
proved to be major driving forces be
hind the use of boundary scan. All types 
of scan technology have benefited from 
being incorporated into logic synthesis, 
but typically this has only found applica
tion in ASICS. 

Until recently, the support tools 
needed to successfully use boundary 
scan in the PCB realm haven't been avail
able. There's a world of difference be
tween a prepackaged demonstration 
and the real-world application of a tool. 

Although there are some powerful in
house tools, it's only recently that com
mercial boundary-scan tools have be
come sufficiently mature for use in the 
PCB arena. In addition, there's a scarcity 
of off-the-shelf devices that contain sup-

port for boundary scan. 
Intergraph, a manufacturer of work

stations and associated software, and In
tergraph Electronics work together to 
produce Intergraph systems. These 
workstations are based on the latest 
technology, which mandates DFT strate
gies. As an example of this technology 
level , consider an 11 x 14 in., multilayer, 
ultra-high-density, double-sided SMT as
sembly with over 1,000 devices (102 of 
which are GaAs), more than 10,000 
soldered joints and over 16,000 vias. 
The via and pad dimensions are 0.016 
and 0.030 in., respectively, for through
vias, and 0.010 and 0.020 in., respec
tively, for blind and buried vias. The 
board runs at 75 MHz on fiberglass. 

I Beginning with the concept 
At Intergraph, DFT begins at the con
ceptual stage of the design. The appro
priate test strategy is determined by the 
test engineering team in conjunction 
with the design team. The test strategy 
selected then determines the DFT re
quirements. 

Although individual components may 
be supplied with extensive specifica
tions, there are few published industry 
specifications that cover the fitness and 
suitability of materials and components 
for specific SMT assembly processes. The 
component engineering team selects 
component packages for manufacturing 
process compatibility, including such fac
tors as lead form, package type, lead 
plating thickness and materials, and op
erating temperature tolerances. This 
level of up-front specification provides 
the receiving department with the data 
needed to make decisions as to 
whether or not to accept or reject com
ponents and materials. 

The component engineering team 
also specifies the preferred presentation 
format-that is, the packaging in which 
the components are to be delivered to 
the manufacturing group. This ensures 
that all parts are in a format compatible 
with the automated manufacturing pro
cess, as well as the automated compo
nent test process. 

It isn't sufficient to develop test proce
dures that work only with boards that 
have just been populated . The test pro
cedures must also be appropriate for 
field returns which have, for example, 
heat sinks attached to the components . 

Multilayer, double-sided, ultra-high
density SMT boards typically have major 
problems providing access points for in
circuit tester pins. While boundary scan 
certainly offers some attractions, the 
scarcity of off-the-shelf boundary-scan 
devices, and the accompanying over
heads of increased gate count and prop
agation delays, often prove to be decid
ing factors. Also, in-circuit test is a 
known and mature technology, and pro
vides the advantages of instant and ac
curate diagnostics, 100-percent short 
fault detection and the ability to test 
analog components. 

Since in-circuit is currently Inter
graph's test strategy of choice, Inter
graph Electronics provides Intergraph 
with an in-house tool. The PCB-Engineer 
post-layout database contains all neces
sary information pertaining to the loca
tions of components on both sides of 
the board . The database also has infor
mation about those components with 
heat sinks, and about required test
point clearances for components both 
with and without heat sinks. By examin
ing the PCB-Engineer database, the in
house tool automatically extracts test
point locations for in-circuit test. The 
tool takes into account component loca
tions, test pads, throughho\e vias, and 
blind vias on both sides of the board . 
Also, in conjunction with PCB-Engineer, 
the tool is used to ensure that the posi
tioning of any hand-wires won't affect 
test-point access. 

The test engineering team provides 
the design team with DFT guidelines; it's 
also involved in all aspects of the design 
process to ensure that nothing slips 
through the net. An example of in-cir
cuit DFT guidelines is the ability to take 
control of the clock distribution net
work . With respect to the clock, design 
guidelines ensure that multiple pipeline 
stages aren't driven from the same 
clock branch . AStcs are designed with 
one pin tied to a soft pull-up . By control
ling this single pin, the in-circuit tester 
can cause all of the Astc 's outputs to go 
tri-state . Similarly, in the case of PLDs, ei
ther an extra pin or an unused state is 
utilized to cause all the PLD outputs to 
go tristate . 

With the growing use of MCMS, both 
Intergraph companies are actively pursu
ing hybrid solutions combining in-circuit 
test and boundary scan . 

Clive Maxfield, a member of the technical staff, Intergraph Electronics, Huntsville, AL 
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age has to be very high," says Mike 
Howard , staff engineer at the 
Hughes Radar Systems Group (El 
Segundo, CA). "By using boundary 
scan whenever possible, we can test 
for manufacturing defects which ac
cou nt for a significant portion of 
board failures. Boundary scan lets 
us know whether the problem is in 
the design or in the manufacturing 
process of the PCB." 

This ability to separate manufac
turing defects from design faults 
is curren tly boun dary scan's chief 

scan doesn't have to be used only for 
sophisticated diagnostics. "We envi
sion using boundary-scan analyzers 
in field repair," says Bob Roth, prod
uct marketing manager at Fluke. 
"This will let field engineers quickly 
test and swap out defective boards 
or make simple field repairs. It can 
also help the people in the repair lab 
isolate and correct faults on boards 
returned from the field." 

As attractive as boundary scan 
appears when it's presented in such 
a flattering light, some engineers 

"In the past, PCBs were testable because you had access to eveiy node on the 
board, " says Pete L win, product line marketing manager at Schlumberger Technolo
gies (San Jose, CA). "But today's complex PCBs make it difficult for even the newest 
board testers to successfully test eveiy critical path. It's not hard to determine 
whether a PCB is good or bad, but no one wants to simply discard an expensive 
board because it didn't pass an in -circuit test. That means extensive diagnosis to de
termine the cause of a failure, and that means essential links to vital design data." 

selling point. Some companies, such 
as J oh n Fluke Manu facturing 
(Everett, WA), are banking on bound
ary scan's acceptance at the bench 
or field service level. Fluke has been 
bundling boundary-scan diagnosis 
capabilities with the PM 3580 logic 
analyzer from Phillips (Eindhoven, 
the Netherlands). By connecting the 
logic analyzer to the boundary-scan 
ports on a PCB, you can check for 
shorts, opens or missing compo
nents on a prototype. The latest re
lease ofboundary-scan software, the 
PM 3705 BST Explorer, works in 
conjunction with either a notebook 
PC or the Phillips logic analyzer to 
debug boundary-scan boards. 

By emphasizing the use of bound
ary scan to find manufacturing 
faults, Fluke and Phillips are hoping 
to convince designers that boundary 
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are concerned about the trade-offs, 
either in device and board real es
tate or in performance. Although 
boundary scan isn't exactly free, 
many EDA and silicon vendors are 
assuring the design community that 
the penalties are slight when com
pared to the gains in testability and 
overall design quality. "On a typical 
device, you're only talking about a 
300- to 500-gate penalty in the logic 
and about eight to ten gates per IJO 
pin," says Kelly Gomes, product 
marketing manager at Synopsys 
(Mountain View, CA). "Some ASIC 
vendors have come up with ways to 
reduce this even further, but in 
terms of overall percentage of silicon 
sacrificed, it's not much. By using 
boundary-scan devices, you can con
centrate on debugging the func
tional side of your design because 

you've eliminated manufacturing 
faults as a cause of failu re ." 

For its part, Synopsys has re
l eased the Test Compiler Plus, 
which includes boundary-scan syn
thesis in its automatic test-pattern 
generation (ATPG) ca p abilities . 
Using this feature, you can synthe
size the TAP controller, control cir
cuitry and I/O pads, and can auto
matically connect JTAG to your 
design. 

Synopsys has also developed syn
thesis for partial scan into IC de
signs. Partial scan is an approach to 
IC testability that turns some of the 
sequential elements in an IC design 
into scan registers or elements that 
are controllable and observable. 
This is a variation offull scan, where 
all of the sequential elements are 
scannable. According to Gomes, 
"Partial scan is attractive for design 
applications that are tightly con
strained by performance and area 
requirements-for example, a CPU 
that can't afford any performance 
impact on a critical path." 

I Stumbling blocks may crumble 
Through the efforts of EDA vendors 
such as Synopsys, the stumbling 
blocks to DFT may eventually crum
ble, but not without concerted effort 
on the part of silicon vendors and 
ATE manufacturers as well. Cadence 
Design Systems, for example, has 
joined the ranks of EDA vendors pro
viding test synthesis tools. At last 
month's International Test Confer
ence (Baltimore, MD), Cadence un
veiled three tools, the Test Synthe
sizer, Test Simulator and Test 
Generator. Although these tools tar
get ASIC designs, the increased avail
ability of ATPG software will ulti
mately make circuit boards more 
testable, since both custom and off
the-shelf ICs routinely sport scan
chain testability features. 

Until the day comes when most 
components offer boundary-scan ca
pabilities (which is, at best, a way 
oft), designers will have to get cre
ative about using what test access 
they have. Analog components, for 
example, aren't generally amenable 
to boundary-scan techniques , so 
their networks will require physical 
access if analog in-circuit testing is 
necessary. These complications re
quire that designers and test engi
neers alike communicate their test 
needs to layout engineers, so that all 
or most of the PCB can be tested. By 
designing for access, the needs of 
test can be met without dramati-



New test strategy needed for complex PCBs 

How does an en
gineering depart
ment design a PCB 
for testability when 
it contains 24 lay
ers, 1 00 208-pin 
quad flat pack 1cs, 
8,000 nets, 1.5 
miles of wire, 

20,000 holes, and a 6-mil trace pitch? 
That was the challenge facing Quick

turn Systems in designing the new En
terprise Emu lat ion System, a very com
plex hardware emulation system in 
which testability and reliability are para
mount. The Enterpri se Emulation Sys
tem contains up to eleven PCBS (emula
tion modules), each with more than 100 
1cs interconnected through a pro
grammable backplane. A fully popu
lated system contains more than 1,200 
complex 1cs, which must all be tested 
and proven to function correctly to pro
vide the reliability demanded by users. 
One criterion of the board design, then, 
was to come as close as possible to 100-
percent testability. 

I Team approach 
Quickturn determined that the testabil
ity problem could only be solved by 
developing a new set of test strategies. 
The first thing the company did was 
form an interdisciplinary team consisting 
of company engineering and manufac
turing groups and key vendors, the lat
ter being : the layout specialist (Shared 
Resources, San Jose, CA), the board fab
ricators (Acsist Associates, St. Louis 
Park, MN; Ambitech, Chatsworth, CA; 
and Multek, Irvine, CA); and the as
sembly contractor (Ceridian, formerly 
part of Control Data, Bloomington, MN). 
This group was charged with making 
the emulation modules manufacturable 
at a very high quality level; it also facili
tated a team approach in solving any 
problems that might crop up . 

The team determined very early in the 
design cycle that testability would be a 
key success factor. Since faults are more 
complex and difficult to clear if they're 
found late in the test sequence, it made 
sense to concentrate on early error de
tection. The first goal, then, was to find 
errors and problems as early in the test 
process as possible, resulting in easier 
fixes that would save valuable time and 
effort. 

Since most fau lts are manufacturing 
defects-interconnect problems, shorts 
and opens, and the occasional bad com
ponent-the first portion of the test 
strategy concentrated on developing a 
strong bare-board test. Testing to the ac
tual netlist instead of using the more 
common golden board method verified 
that the design's netlist was correctly im
plemented and that systematic errors 
were found. Much care was taken with 
layout to assure that in-circuit test pins 
could contact all 8,000 nets on the 
board . And obviously, it was necessary 
that large enough commercial test sys
tems were available to handle the design. 

Special considerations were also incor
porated into the design. For example, 
except for power 
and ground, no 
pins (such as 
enable pins) are 
tied directly to the 
Vee and GND planes 
in the board . Vias 
are used on all 
traces to make sure 
the tester can reach 
all signals from the 
bottom of the 
board. And surface
mount pads are 
routed to via holes 

System test 
diagnostics 

take Jess time 
to run, even 
though the 

new product 
is an order of 

magnitude 
more 

complex. 
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arranged on a regular 50-mil grid to 
allow contact with the bed-of-nails 
tester and provide access to al l pins. 

I In-circuit test 
The next step was to develop an in-cir
cuit test for the assembled board. A 
major problem was encountered, how
ever. There was no commercial in-circuit 
test system with enough pins to test the 
fully wired board using standard tech
niques. The solution to this problem 
was in the design of the board itself. 

The Enterprise board design consists 
of large numbers of full-custom 1cs de
signed by Quickturn and of Xi linx FPGAs. 
The custom chips were designed with a 
ful ly functional JTAG implementation, 
and the FPGAS were also loaded with 
JTAG circuitry. Special care was taken 
with the circuitry to allow parallel 
functional testing of the custom chips 
and FPGAS. Since a complete system may 
have thousands of chips, it's impractical 
to test them all individually. By injecting 
test vectors to all 1cs in parallel and 

monitoring the Too pins while running 
an internal test, the chips could be 
verified very quickly. The Too pins 
should behave in the same way for all 
chips on a clock-for-clock basis. 

If any chip is different, an internal 
error is indicated. Many of these test 
vectors are the same as those 
developed by chip vendors for testing 
fabricated chips on their 1c testers. 

The pin limitation problem was also 
solved thanks to JTAG. Ceridian test en
gineers exploited the JTAG boundary 
scan features of the design and in
vented a clever signature analysis-based 
in-circuit test strategy that reduced by 
two-thirds the number of test pins re
quired to test the board and isolate its 
faults . 

As part of this strategy (and prior to 
chip availability), Quickturn did a dry 
run with dummy boards to give all ven
dors process experience. This let many 
process problems and mechanical fixtur
ing issues be solved before the proto
type boards were even built. 

Verification of the emulation modules 
in the finished system was the next con
cern. The Enterprise Emulation System is 
designed to take any circuit netlist and 
implement it in reprogrammable hard
ware. The system includes an internal 
pattern generator and logic analyzer to 
assist in debugging the user's design . 
Using these features, the test engineers 
had the emulator test itself. Test circuits 
were loaded into the system, exercised 
with the pattern generator, and, using 
the logic analyzer, the actual resu lts were 
compared with the expected results. 

Reliability issues were addressed 
simultaneously with test issues. The ex
change of ideas and information be
tween Quickturn and Ceridian test and 
diagnostic engineers allowed exploita
tion of a number of strategies, and the 
team test effort produced excellent re
sults. JTAG simplified the diagnostic 
routines, and Quickturn added a suite 
of built-in diagnostic tests that can be 
run to test the system before starting 
the emulation process. The system test 
diagnostics take less time to run than 
on an earlier version of the product, 
even though the new product is an 
order of magnitude more complex. 

Dug Stewart, vice-president of manufacturing, Quickturn Systems, Mountain View, CA 
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cally impacting a PCB's design. With 
clever manipulation of layout and 
routing, mixed-technology boards 
can make use of scan chains pro
vided by the vo pins of a JTAG device , 
and traditional ATE methods can b<> 
incorporated whenever physical a .
cess is possible. 

I Other uses 
So far, most design and test engi
neers are using boundary scan co 
find and correct manufacturing 
faults, but there are some propo
nents of the standard 
who believe it can do far 

Synopsys' JTAG 

synthesis tool 
automates 
1149.1-compat
ible synthesis 
and insertion 
into ASIC de
signs (left). It 
synthesizes 
the test access 
port (TAP) con
troller; control 
circuitry and 
boundary-scan 
register (right) 
based on pa
rameters de
fined in a 
menu-driven 
user interface. 

Aladdin, is a 100-MHz, high-den
sity parallel processing computer. 
It employs silicon-on-silicon pack
aging and three-dimensional mem
ory packaging to achieve 500-Mips 
of scalar processing performance 
and two GFlops of floating-point 
processing performance, all pack
aged in a 4.5-in. (diameter) cylin
der less than 6-in. high. TI used its 
Asset tool to generate scan tests to 
verify test bus operation, scan path 
integrity, internal register access, 
core logic operation, and IC-to-IC 

interconnects. 
''We were able to find some prob

lems in the design that never showed 
up during simulation," says Wayne 
Daniel, an applications engineer at TI. 
"We also had some catastrophic 
failures on ASICs that were caused by 
hardware scan errors. Occasionally, 
one or more bits caused bad instruc
tions or data to be scanned into the 
unit under test. A scan error had 
placed the ASIC in test mode and en
abled a boundary-scan vo direction 
control cell. This condition caused the 
device to back-drive a memory port, 
which quickly led to overheating and 
caused a power-to-ground short. One 
painful lesson we learned was about 
the lack of fault tolerance and fail-safe 
procedures in 1149.1. While absolute 
control is required for boundary-scan 
tests, the standard test bus could be 
enhanced to reduce the probability of 
scan errors that could cause physical 
damage." 

While TI's experience certainly 
shows the limits beyond which the 
IEEE standard can't be pushed, it will 
undoubtedly be a while before the 
average design team uses JTAG so 
exhaustively. Most designers are 
taking a wait-and-see approach 
while innovations such as TI's are 
published and more devices host 

JTAG ports. Until bound
ary scan comes of age, 
these design and test 
engineers will rely on 
standard methods of 
software simulation for 
portions of their de
signs, as well as debug
ging of the prototype 
and in-circuit testing. 

more. The engineers at 
Texas Instruments 
(Plano, TX) are using 
1149 .1 for design verifica
tion of complex embedded 
systems. "Tl's position 
has always been to push 
JTAG beyond being a low
level exercise for finding 
interconnect problems," 
says Pete Fleming, man
ager of the test technol
ogy center at the com
pany. "Our Asset software 
has always been aimed at 
providing an interactive 
debugger where you 
group bits of your designs 
into virtual registers, 
memory buses, address 
buses, and data buses 
and manipulate them in a 
functional manner. This 
approach lets you manip
ulate the logic one scan at 
a time, see what the state 
is, map it back into the 
register, and use it for de
sign verification." 

The embedded system 
that TI designed, dubbed 

Engineers at Tl (Plano, TX) used boundary scan for design verifica
tion as well as in-circuit test on the Aladdin 32-bit parallel proces
sor. Shown here is an Aladdin Basic Processing Module (BPM), 
which hosts four multichip modules. Each BPM provides a peak 
throughput of 100 Mips, simultaneously with 400 MF/ops of vec
tor processing. The Al~ddin system, which includes five BPMs, 
will fit within a 45-in. cylinder that's approximately 3-in. high 
and 4-in. in diameter. It will be used primarily for automatic tar
get recognition systems for intelligent weapons and avionics. 

"Right now there are 
two camps," says Dan 
Caldwell, manager of 
test technology at 
Plexus (Neenah, WI), a 
contract electronics 
manufacturer. "There 
are people who embrace 
boundary scan as much 
as they can, and there 
are people such as us 
who feel we can get our 
product to market faster 
using other DFT 
methodologies, along 
with exhaustive simula
tion and debug. About 
90 percent of the VLSI 
devices out there don't 
have boundary scan, 
and we don't think it 
makes sense to design 
ASICs with it if nothing 
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Because There's a Soft Side To Every Hard Sell 

Today's system solutions call for an integrated 
approach to hardware and software. That's why 
we've put BUSCON and SOFTCON together. 

If you' re looking for system solutions you can use 
now, then plan to attend BUSCON ' 93 West and 
SOFTCON '93 West, February 9-11, 1992 at the 

BUSCO , the leading trade show and conference for 
bus boards and other elements of systems architec

San Jose Convention Center, San Jose, CA. For more 
information, just return the coupon or call (800) 243-
3238 or fax (203) 857-4075. 

ture, now runs concurrently with 
SOFTCON , the national software 
conference for system engineers. 
The combined focus of BUSCON 
and SOFTCO bridges the gap for 
system integrators, engineers, and 
their managers seeking total 
solutions. 

Coordinated by Electronic Design, 
BUSCON and SOFTCON offer the 
hardware and software solutions 
you need now. Our flexible format 
allows you to mix and match 
sessions from either program. And 
both conferences offer entry to the 
combined BUSCON/SOFTCON 
exhibit hall. 
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I S P E C I A L R E P 0 R T : DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY 

else on the board has JTAG. We're 
positioned to use boundary scan 
when it's more accessible, but right 
now our methods work fine." 

I Finding other ways 
In addition to traditional design 
methods of ensuring PCB quality, 
some design and test engineers are 
pursuing alternative techniques to 
test their boards. One such method 
uses FPGAs to get to inaccessible ar
eas on complex PCBs. Lattice Semi-

conductor (Hillsboro, OR) has intro
duced a family of non-volatile, in
system, programmable, LSI (ispLSI) 
devices that it uses to improve PCB 
testability. The devices use TTL-level 
signals for programming, and a sim
ple five-wire interface for program
ming control. The programming cir
cuitry is embedded in the ispLSI 
device, which reduces the amount of 
dedicated circuitry required for test
ability. 

"One of our customers used our 

For more information about the technologies, products or companies mentioned 
in this article, call or circle the appropriate number on the Reader Inquiry Card. 
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devices on a 15-layer, 23 x 28-in. 
board with surface-mount devices 
on both sides," says Jock Tomlinson, 
field applications engineering man
ager at Lattice. "They used seven of 
our devices on the board, but instead 
of programming them for their in
tended logic functions, they pro
grammed a digital pattern into the 
FPGA to test sections of the board. 
One of these is a DRAM controller, 
which they use to force test vectors 
into the DRAM bank. They can pro
gram it for its normal function after 
the test." 

Tomlinson also says that custom
ers use the parts to isolate devices 
on the board. By setting the ispLSI 
enable pin low, all pins on the device 
are tri-stated, effectively shutting it 
off for diagnostic purposes. 

Even with such innovative ways 
of implementing DFT strategies, the 
core problem is still getting design 
engineers to accept new responsibil
ities. Certainly, the success stories 
of companies that have implemen
ted such strategies are bound to get 
management's attention. But some 

Get down 
without getting into 

Cl 1992 AT&T 

Look at the 3V experience of AT&T 
Bell Laboratories. Look at the success 
of our sub-3V cordless phone. 
You can see why no one can match 
AT&T'.s problem -free , worry-free 3V 
system design development. 

The chart tells you why we're a 
3-volt leader. But, beyond that, you 
get the design -in power of our flex-
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vendors caution against making 
grandiose claims for DIT methods, or 
technologies such as boundary scan 
will end up on the garbage heap of 
buzzwords and broken promises. 

"My big worry is that upper man
agement will invest in boundary
scan parts and methodologies and 
expect miracles," says Mark Myers, 
product manager at Teradyne. 
"They might start looking for test 
times to immediately be reduced by 
one-third or one-half. But in mixed 
technology boards, the testing prob
lems can get difficult in a hurry, 
particularly if everyone is just learn
ing how to use the new methods. If 
there's too much pressure on design 
and test departments to shorten de
sign cycles because someone up
stairs thinks boundary scan or some 
other DIT strategy is a panacea, then 
there will be a backlash from engi
neers, who are admittedly reluctant 
converts to begin with." • 

~ 
U:ntil recently, bringing up the 

topic of DFT was a sure-fire way 
to make a design engineer 's eyes glaze 
over. Nowadays, however, the subject 
often starts intense debates about 
overworked designers, untestable sys
tems and shifting management roles. 
The fact is, testability has been play
ing catch-up with technology innova
tions for years, but most companies 
were willing to let the test department 
scramble for solutions at the back end 
of the design cycle. But recent devel
opments in IC packaging and MCM 

technology, as well as increased de
mands for wringing more perfor
mance from smaller systems, are 
sounding the death knell for the old 
way of doing things. 

At September's International Test 
Conference in Baltimore, the commit
ment to DFT was evident. EDA vendors 
were touting the latest in ATPG soft
ware, ATE vendors were displaying 

links to design tools, and papers were 
presented that were aimed at the new 
breed of design engineer who incor
porates testability into a design. 

These developments are all wel
com e, but a key ingredient is miss
ing-th e co mmitment of upper 
managem ent to implementing DFT 
strategies as part of a corporate phi
losophy. Until design engineers are 
convinced that they're part of a team 
whose goal is to get a relwble, manu
fa cturable product out the door, then 
the "over the wall" ways of the past 
will stay with us. 

~~ 

to a cml 3 volts 
hot water. That's XI&r "Customerizing:' 

ible, fully integrated ASIC libraries. 
You can, for example, mix and 

match cells in our 3V library with 
cells in our 5V library. Or even 
choose CMOS or BiCMOS. 

Clearly, AT&T is redefining ASIC 
by giving you the tools for success. 
Instead of the traditional "Gates by 
the Pound" ASICs supplier, we offer 

you a silicon partner who under
stands your system. Who provides 
the leading technology and integra
tion functionality needed for an 
optimum ASIC solution. 

We provide a powerful boost to 
system design productivity with the 
absolute most in ASIC Macrocells, 
targeted at notebook PC, worksta-

AT&T 

tion, mass storage, cellular and mul 
timedia applications. All characteri zed 
to run at 2.7V or 5.SV. All compati -
ble with our three standard eel I 
libraries in CMOS and BiCMOS. 

For more about the support we 
offer in 3-volt development, just give 
AT&T Microelectronics a call at 
1 800 372-2447, ext. 907. 

Microelectronics -
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MARCH 16-18, 1993 
HYATT REGENCY SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT 
BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA 

WHAT IS RISC 1 93: RISC ·93 is the premier annual gathering of hardware designers and software devel
opers involved with RISC system architectures; RISC processors. ASIC cores and peripheral /Cs; RISC programming and 
debugging; and the design of RISC-based systems for general-purpose computing, embedded and realtime applications. 

THE ATTENDEES: RISC ·93 is a down-to-earth conference aimed at both hardware and software engi
neers and engineering managers responsible for the design and development of products based on RISC processors. 
Specifically, RISC ·93 is targeted at individuals with a solid background in electronic/computer system design and develop
ment (both hardware and software), as well as applications programming, who are looking for the most up-to-date infor
mation on the design of RISC-based computers. the design of embedded and realtime RISC systems. programming RISC
based systems. designing AS/Cs with RISC cores. and specifying and integrating RISC development tools into the overall 
product development environment. 

THE FORMAT: TOTAL IMMERSION 
RISC ·93 has been designed as an intensive 3-day program that will place all 
participants in a total immersion environment where they'll have the oppor
tunity to attend: 

• Half-day tutorials that will help clarify the intricacies of the major RISC 
processor architectures. 

• A variety of one-hour lectures that focus on specific aspects of RISC 
architectures. RISC-based hardware design, programming techniques. 
compilers. and development tools. 

• Multipaper. application-focused sessions consisting of 20-minute presen
tations by system designers and software developers who've already 
implemented RISC designs in applications ranging from workstations. 
graphics. image processing, communications. signal processing and 
embedded control. 

• A luncheon on each day of the conference that will be highlighted by 
an address from a recognized authority on RISC architecture or RISC
based designs. 

• Demonstration workshops where attendees will be able to get hands
on exposure and detailed information about the latest RISC processors. 
compilers and development tools offered by leading hardware and soft
ware vendors. 

• Free-wheeling "rap" sessions. led by RISC experts. on the first two 
evenings of the conference. Conference participants will have the 
chance to explore and exchange ideas about any aspect of RISC and 
RISC-based system design in an informal atmosphere of shirt sleeves. 
beer and pizza. 
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RISC '9 3 Conference is sponsored by COMPUTER DESIGN • One Technology Park Drive. Westford, MA 0 I 886 
TEL: 508-392-2124 • 800-223-4259 • FAX: 508-692-7780 • Contact Patti Kenney. RISC ·93 Conference Coordinator 



PARTICIPATION: Suppliers of RISC proces
sors, ASICs, peripheral ICs and memory, compilers, and 
development tools, as well as system designers and pro
grammers working on RISC-based designs and applications, 
are invited to participate in RISC '93 by presenting tutorials, 
lectures, 20-minute application-focused papers or leading 
one of several evening "rap" sessions. A variety of topics 
that would be of interest to attendees is suggested in the 
Call for Papers for RISC '93 . All presenters receive free admis
sion of all tutorials, lectures, applications sessions, lun
cheons, rap sessions and a copy of the proceedings. 

Suppliers of RISC hardware/software or development tools 
may also participate in RISC '93 by sponsoring a demonstra
tion workshop. These workshops will be two hours in 
length and will be the last formal sessions of the day. 
They're intended to provide attendees with an intimate, 
hands-on exposure to a supplier's product or service. The 
cost of sponsoring these sessions is $ I 500 for one two-hour 
workshop, $2700 for two workshops on successive days 
and $3500 for a workshop on each of the three days of the 
conference. One complimentary admission to RISC '93 for 
each workshop sponsored is included in the fee . 

RISC '93 is open to all system designers and software devel
opers and the tuition fee covers admission to any tutorial, 
lecture, application session, demonstration workshop, 
evening rap session, and the three conference luncheons. 

TUITION: 

$495. Early Bird- Register by Dec.3, I 992 

$595. If registered between Dec 4, I 992 - Jan 21, 1993 
$695. After Jan 22, I 993 

(Tuition includes lunch on all three days 
as well as snacks and refreshments during 
the rap sessions.) 

Company group discounts available. 

HOTEL ROOMS: 
The single room rate at the Hyatt Regency is $ I 08. 
Call the hotel directly at 4 I 5- 34 7-I 234 
Be sure to tell them that you are attending RISC '93. 

YES, l'M INTERESTED ! PLEASE SEND MORE IN FORMATION 

MAIL OR FAX TO: 
Patti Kenney 
RISC '93 Conference Coordinator 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
One Technology Park Drive 
P.O. Box 990 
Westford , MA 01886 

FAX: 508-692· 7780 
TEL: 508-392-2124 

800-223-4259 

0 I AM A VENDOR I'd like to present a: 

0 Tutorial D One-hour lecture 0 Application session 

0 I would like to lead a rap session 

0 My company would like to discuss sponsoring a workshop -

Please contact ---------------------

0 I AM A POTENTIAL ATTENDEE: 

0 I'm interested in attending, send me more details 

0 I'd also like to lead a rap session 

0 I am particularly interested in sessions on 

NAME ___________________ TITLE _________________ _ 

COMPANY ______________________ _______________ _ 

ADDRESS ___________________________ ~M/S ______ _ 

CITY STATE ZIP ______ _ 

PHONE ___________________ FAX _________________ _ 
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DESIGN STRATEGIES: ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Event-driven strategy wins 
for robot test handler 

The Ta/tee design team from left to right: Dan Eliason, software engineer; Jeffrey Schaffer, consul
tant to Ta/tee; Tom A. La Rovere, president; and Marc Van Dyke, member of the technical staff at 
Vitesse Semiconductor. In the center is Ta/tee's THS-120 robotic test handler. The machine was 
built to support special Vitesse requirements. Because of its flexible software architecture, the 
THS-120 can handle a wide variety of semiconductor package types without any special mechani
cal changes. 

I n 1988, engineers at Taltec (Goleta, CA) worked with a customer to develop a robotic 
pick-and-place machine, one that could place surface-mount devices-from very small 
chips to large devices with hundreds of 25-mil pitch leads-on a very large PCB. 
Originally a consulting firm, Taltec saw this project as an opportunity to craft its own 
system platform, one it could migrate to other projects in ihe future. Taltec's designers 
created a general system architecture for robotics based on a distributed control scheme. 
To this core technology, custom features could be added as required. After building 
several machines for different customers, Taltec found an opportunity to use its 
technology in the tester/handler business. 

At the heart of this architecture is what Taltec calls a WorkCell Controller (wee), a 
PC/AT-based computer from which Taltec's software controls the various h ardware 
subsystems of the robotic system. These subsystems include a robot controller to control 
the robot in real time and a vision processor to control the vision functions in real time. 
Taltec's strategy was to use standard off-the-shelf I/O hardware while investing its 
development efforts in the software architecture needed to glue it all together. 

I No simple task 
"We enhanced the software to make it more flexible for tester/handler needs," recalls 
Tom La Rovere, president of Taltec. "The job of the test handler robot is simple: pick 
up an untested part from the tray, put it into a test socket, communicate with the 

Jeffrey Child, Senior Editor 
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I DESIGN STRATEGIES: ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Ta/tee's THS-120 test handler: how it works 

The major functional blocks of the THS-120 are a robot 
cont roller, the WorkCell Controller (wee) and various 110 
modules . The wee is a 33-MHz 386 PC/AT that Taltec 
builds from off-the-shelf parts which fit into a 19-in. 
rack. A parallel multiplexed interface (PAMUX) connects 
the wee to the 110 modules. Those modules provide 
opto-isolated analog and digital 110 over which the wee 
communicates with the robot and the touch screen opera
tor console. Because as many as eight RS-232 lines are 
connected to the wee controller in a typical system, an in
telligent 110 card resides in the wee to handle interrupts. 

I THS-120 in action 
A typical sequence begins when the wee sends a start 
signal to the customer's test equipment. The test equip
ment runs its test and returns with a "bin" signal and a 
test signal. The THS-120 latches up to the signals, mak
ing them available to the robot, which determines where 
it should put the part. As soon as the end-of-test signal 
returns from the customer's tester, the test press is re
traced, permitting the robot to unload the part from the 
test socket and load the next part. 

Once that sequence starts, the robot handles these 
functions locally, and the wee, for the most part, sits 
back as a monitor, waiting for some event such as a bin 
going empty or an output bin becoming full. When such 
events occur, the robot informs the workstation control
ler and the wee is programed to take effective recourses. 

I Three-part software 
The THS-120's software consists of three major ele
ments: the wee software, robot control software and vi
sion processor software. On the wee resides the QNX 
real-time operating system and Taltec's Event Action Soft
ware (EASe). 

A table-driven approach is used. When a customer se
lects a particular test protocol and part to be tested, for 
example, that data is held on file by the wee. The robot 
receives this data and uses it to set up the appropriate 
conditions for robot control. 

While the EASe software is written in C, code for 
robot control is in a BASIC-like language providing typical 
robot commands such as "Move to Point." Such com-

mands control the tra

Taltec•s THS-120 pick-and-place machine: 
how it works 

jectory and type of 
motions performed 
by the robot. Logic ex
pressions such as 

CONSOLE 
VGA 

TOUCH SCREEN 
KEYBOARD 

r BASIC APPLICATION PROGRAM 

f 
QNX OPERATING SYSTEM 

TALTEC EASE EMERGENCY STOP 

~---~ LIGHT CURTAIN PAUSE 

ROBOT DIGITAL 1/0 PICKUP HEAD CONTROL 

CONTROLLER TEST PRESS CONTROL 
RS-2 2 ____ ,... TRAY FIXTURE CONTROL 

WAIT and IF are also 
used in this software . 

The vision system is 
programmed in a Pas
cal-like language. 
Again, a table-driven 
approach is used. Tab
ular data is sent to 

MODEM 

RS-232 

wee 
PCAT 

S-232 

V+ APPLICATION 
TESTER INTERFACE r PROGRAMS 

RS-170 
CAMERA 1 

VISION CAMERA2 
PROCESSOR DIGITAL 1/0 

LIGHTS 

PAMUX 

the wee, which for
wards it on to the vi
sion processor. The 
vision processor then 
runs its own pro
gram. It sends back 
predefined messages 
to the wee, such as 
error codes or infor
mation about where 
the center of the part 
is. 

TESTER 
HOST 

COMPUTER 

customer's test equipment, receive 
from that equipment a sorting sig
nal, and then place the part into an 
appropriate sorting tray. 

''Very straightforward and simple, 
or so we thought,'' La Rovere laughs. 
"Unfortunately-or, I guess, for
tunately for us-it's not that simple. 
With this type ofrobotic system, and 
in this type of application, it's not 
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the task that's difficult. It's the re
courses that must be dealt with. By 
recourses I mean the unexpected 
events coming from the environ
ment that you have to decide how to 
respond to. The operator, for exam
ple, does something you can't pre
dict. That's where the simple struc
ture decomposes into something 
much more difficult. That has driven 

us to orient our software to deal with 
those kinds ofissues and we developed 
a flexible software architecture ." 

I Customer input crucial 
Taltec's most recent version of its 
test-handler machine was greatly 
influenced by input from its latest 
customer, Vitesse Semiconductor 
(Camarillo, CA). Specializing in 



high-performance GaAs ASICs, 
Vitesse wanted to boost its manufac
turing efficiency by automating the 
process of testing its res. The Taltec 
machine also had to handle Vitesse's 
wide variety of custom packages, as 
well as the special power require
ments of its GaAs chips. 

After rating the available test 
handlers on the market, Vitesse had 
difficulty finding a machine that fit 
all its requirements. "We wanted a 
machine that could deal with vari
ous packages, a lot of which weren't 
defined at the time," says Marc Van 
Dyke of the technical staff at 
Vitesse. ''We test very high-speed 
parts with high pin counts, so the 
test equipment we buy is some of the 
most expensive on the market. As a 
result, our test floor operations are 
very costly. So we wanted to keep the 
setup cost and the ch angeover time 
between package types as small as 
possible." 

According to La Rovere, "As an 
ASIC vendor, Vitesse builds a variety 
of different products. They needed to 
be able to handle different packages 
in the system with a lot of different 
mechanical fixtures. We were also 
incorporating a vision system pro
grammed to look at the different 
devices, and place them accurately 
into the test socket." 

One of the initial design decisions 
Taltec made was in the choice of QNX 

from Quantum Software Systems 
(Kanata, Ontario) as its operating 
system. J effrey Schaffer, a consul
tant to Taltec, played a major role in 
OS-related software design. He con
siders QNX to be an excellent choice. 
"Message passing is the key," he 
says. "Using a multitasking operat
ing system lets us write individual 
tasks to model the sections of the 
machine, so the natural modular 
structure of the software falls out 
from designing th e machine that 
way. 

"Earlier, Tom [La Rovere] men
tioned error recourse as motivating 
the event-driven philosophy for de
sign of the system. It turns out that 
we handled almost every interaction 
based on this event-driven philoso
phy. Even in the software we de
signed ourselves , the Event Action 
Software (EASe), events that occur 
are modeled as messages," adds 
Schaffer. The advantage of this ap
proach was brought home when the 
team started to draw block dia
grams describing hardware and 
software. ''We saw that the hard
ware and software really mirror one 

another very closely," he says. 
While other choices for an os 

might have sufficed, and Ready Sys
tems' VRTX and Integrated Systems' 
psos+ were considered, those oper
ating systems weren't as high-level 
as QNX. "QNX is a full, high-level sys
tem, much like an early UNIX, yet 
much more refined," says Schaffer. 
"Our event-driven control scheme 
fits very well with the message
passing capabilities of QNX." 

For the THS -120's 
touch screen, Ta/tee de
signers chose to imple
ment the graphical 
user interface software 
in their own script lan
guage. This makes i t 
easy to adjust to the 
user interface; it can be 
done by simply chang
ing a few lines of script 
language, rather than 
rewriting C code. 

Just as Taltec bought an off-the
shelf os, it also could have bought an 
off-the-shelf control software. But 
commercially available software 
packages were between $25,000 and 
$50,000, too much for this project, 
And it wasn't clear that a third
party software package would suit 
the project's needs anyway. That led 
to the decision by the Taltec team to 
develop its own director scheme to 
run the wee. The result was a soft-
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I DESIGN STRATEGIES: ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

ware package Taltec calls Event Ac
tion Software, or EASe. 

The challenge was to create a 
scheme that was simple for the 
user, and yet that was still complex 
enough to let the you work at a 
high level. For Taltec's earlier 
pick-and-place machines, that 
meant finding a way to sequence 
the os, and to respond to events and 
generate recourses. 

I Director controls system 

At the heart of the entire software 
system-and, therefore, of the en
tire system-is the Director. The 
Director controls systemwide be
havior. This control is critical in 
cases where an error occurs that 
involves more than one subprocess. 
If the part doesn't get placed right, 
that error involves the robot, for ex
ample, but it also involves the vision 
system, which has to reinspect the 
part. 

Each hardware subsystem of the 
machine has its own software pro
gram. There's a program that deals 
with the PAMUX, the digital I/O control 
points. Similarly, the robot has its 
own program, which passes event 
messages over the serial port. "We 
think of all these messages as 
events," says Dan Eliason, software 
engineer at Taltec. "These programs 
are all capable of generating mes
sages. The PAMUX, for example, 
watches its input ports; if a certain 
state change happens, it generates 
an event." 

Besides responding to events from 
the subprograms, the Director is 
also responsible for reading a special 
script language. If you need to make 
changes in system configuration, 
you don't have to write any C code. 
Instead, you rewrite the script. The 
Director reads the script language, 
compiles it on the fly, then executes 
the reaction accordingly. "If a user 
wanted a light to turn on, for exam
ple, when the light curtain was bro
ken, he could just change one line in 
the script language and it's done ," 
says Eliason. "The customer has the 
flexibility to make changes, or we 
can make the change for him." 

One change made for the Vitesse 
product was to replace the ASCII ter
minal touch screen with a color 
touch screen. "We had a decision at 
that point about whether to use the 
QNX window function calls to do the 
graphics for the touch screen in a C 
program ," says Eliason. "Instead, 
we thought we'd try something more 
flexible , so that if we needed to use 

a different machine, we could easily 
do that just by rewriting the actions 
instead of sections of C code." This 
led the Taltec team to craft a script 
language for its user interface as well. 

QNX already provides an interface 
editor that lets you create windows 
using a mouse, but you still have to 
write a program to use those win
dows. "We decided to write a user 
handler or server that would use a 
similar script language to the one we 
use with our Director," says Eliason. 
"So when the user does something 
with a window, like pushing a but
ton, that becomes an event just for 
this user interface. And it has a 
script language to tie that event to 
the opening of further windows or 
generating events from the Direc
tor." With this approach, Taltec could 
keep to its event-driven philosophy. 

I Lessons learned 

As the design progressed, Eliason 
had some insights about control 
software structure, and the prospect 
of using new technologies in future 
projects. "During this project, we 
talked a lot about the issue of expert 

systems," he says. "We surmised 
that we could use an expert system 
as a Director. It could determine sys
tem wide things that need to happen 
based on events that occurred. An 
expert system operates by scanning 
lists of conditions; when the condi
tions are met, it fires the rule or does 
the list of activities. Our system is 
structured so that each server is re
sponsible for recognizing things that 
need systemwide attention. 

"One of the things I'd like to ex
plore for the future," contemplates 
Eliason, "is a sort of event-posting 
architecture." If an event's impor
tant, it gets posted to the Director. 
But the Director, rather than taking 
immediate action on the event, can 
scan its rule list. It could combine 
the event with other events from 
other servers to recognize impor
tant systemwide conditions. 

Would the use of an expert system 
make any difference in perfor
mance? "It's really a philosophical 
point, because I haven't yet run into 
an event that we couldn't address 
with our current architecture," con
cludes Eliason. • 
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IPR 0 DUCT F 0 CU S: 32-BIT EMULATORS 

SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Trace issues 
drive 32-bit 
emulator choice 
Jeffrey Child, Senior Editor 

F or integrating hardware with 
software, as well as hunting 
down the nastiest bugs in your 

real-time microprocessor-based de-
sign, there's no more effective tool 
than an emulator. But emulators for 
32-bit microprocessors aren't cheap. 
To keep pace with today's fast RISC 
and complex CISC chips, emulator 
vendors are forced to outfit their 
products with advanced and expen
sive technologies. 

Fortunately, designers who can 
make do without full-fledged emula
tion can choose from a variety of 
lower-cost debugging alternatives, 
such as ROM monitors and instruc
tion-set simulators. But for complex 
embedded designs, especially those 
that run in real time, there's no sub
stitute for an emulator. 

I Trace system most important 
Emulators are available for a wide 
variety of the latest 32-bit crsc and 
RISC microprocessors. While specifi
cations such as size of overlay mem
ory, breakpoint capability and trace 
buffer configuration are all signifi
cant, you also need to look beyond 
these numbers to get a true sense of 
what you're paying for. Perhaps the 
most important feature to examine 
is an emulator's trace system. Trace 
is important for two reasons: first, 
there are as many different schemes 
of trace as there are emulator ven
dors, and trace is one of the key ways 
emulator vendors differentiate their 
products. Second, an emulator's 

trace system and associated trigger
ing usually contributes the most to 
the total cost of the system. 

Richard Jensen, vice-president of 
new business development at Ap
plied Microsystems (Redmond, WA), 
agrees that trace is key. "The pur
pose of trace is to provide visibility 
into what actually happened in your 
system against what you planned to 
have happen," he says. "It's the fea
ture that lets you do deductive rea
soning rather than inductive 
reasoning." Emulator vendors agree 
on the importance of trace but em
phasize different aspects, including 
the number of trace channels, the 
intelligence of trace disassembly, 
trace display, and trace triggering. 

One nagging trace issue faced by 
designers using in-circuit emulators 
for real -time debugging is that you 
can't directly examine the contents 
of a processor's registers. Instead, 
you have to single-step through the 
instruction trace, manually calculat
ing the changes in register values. 

To address this problem, Applied 
Microsystems has made some 
changes to trace disassembly, pro
viding a view of register contents. 
When the company set out to make 
disassemblers for Motorola's series 
of CPU32-based microcontrollers, it 
wanted to avoid inventing a new dis
assembler for each member of the 
family. Drawing on artificial intelli
gence techniques, Applied incorpo
rated an inference engine in the XICE 
debugger that controls its emula-

Applied Microsys
tems has added to 
its EL 3200 emula
tor support for Mo
torola's CPU32 
family of microcon
trollers. The emula
tor features a new 
disassembler tech
nology that corre
lates instructions 
with hardware reg
ister values and bus 
cycles. The emula
tor handles special 
features of the 
CPU32 chips, such 
as dynamic bus siz
ing and real-time 
pin reprogramming. 

tors. This added intelligence lets the 
disassembler distinguish among the 
different chips. As an outgrowth of 
this new technology, the company 
has also been able to infer the con
tent of a chip's registers. 

The intelligent trace disassembler 
works by building a model of the 
processor state, which it modifies as 
instructions are executed. This pro
vides a history of the hardware reg
ister's values and corresponding 
instructions at any point in the trace. 
The XICE debugger with intelligent 
trace disassembly is now offered as 
part of Applied's development sys
tems for Motorola's 68330, 68340 
and 68F333 microcontrollers. 

I RISC needs more channels 
RISC processors, with their pipelined 
architectures and high pin counts, 
make life challenging for emulator 
vendors. The Am29000 RISC proces
sor from Advanced Micro Devices 
(Austin, TX), for example, has a 
three-bus architecture that requires 
from 200 to 250 channels of trace to 
provide a view of what's happening. 
More channels are needed than the 
processor has pins, so an emulator 
can view not only what's going on 
inside the chip but everything that's 
going on around it. "Some emulators 
force you to switch back and forth 
between looking at control signals 
and two buses and looking at three 
buses and no control signals," re
marks Norbert Laengrich, president 
of Embedded Performance (Santa 
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Applied Microsystems 5020 148th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98073-9702 (206) 882-2000 Circle 301 

Code TAP CPU32 16, 25 68330, 68340, 68F333 - 4 2 - no -
CodeTAP i960 33 i960CA, CF - 4 2 8k no $7,500 Plugs directly into target device. 

Code TAP 386 33, 44 Am3860X/DXL. i3860X - 4 2 - no $4,995 Plugs directly into target device. 

EL3200 CPU32 16, 25 68330, 68340, 68F333 4M 16 4 8/32k x yes $16,000 Supports dynamic bus sizing, real-
144 time pin reprogramming. Correlates 

instructions with registers and 
bus cycles. 

EL3200 i960 33 i960CA, CF 4M 16 4 16k x 139 no $28,575 Supports pipelining, data and instruc-
tion cache, burst mode, multiple bus 
widths. 

EL3200 33 68020/030 2M 6 4 16k x 144 yes $24,050 Runs on Sun, PC, VAX; can be 
68020/030 accessed via Ethernet. 

Embedded Performance 3385 Scott Blvd, Santa Clara, CA 95054 (408) 980-8833 Circle 302 

SYS29K 25 Am29000, Am29005, 256k - 2M 50 16 2096 yes $14 ,995 - $25,000 Hosted to PC. Sun-3, Sun-4, VAX-
Am29050 VMS, HP9000, Ethernet option. 

SYS29K-LYNX 25 Am29000/05, Am 256k-4M 50 16 2048 yes $20,000 - $30,000 Hosted on PC, Sun-3 , Sun-4, HP9000, 
29050, Am29030/35 VAX-VMS via Ethernet and high-speed 

serial interface. 

SYS29K-PUMA 25 Am29000, Am29005, 256k -4M 50 16 2096 yes $20,000 - $35,000 Same as above. 
Am29050 

SYS29K-TURBD 33, 40 Am29000, Am29005, 256k -4M 50 16 8k - 32k yes $25,000 - $40,000 Same as above. 
Am29050 

SYS33K 25 LR33000, LR33050 256k -4M 50 16 8k - 32k optional $27,000 - $40,000 Same as above. 

SYS-R3000 25 R3000, R3000A, 256k - 4M 50 16 8k - 32k optional $25,000 - $40,000 Same as above. 
R3001 

SYS-R3051 25 R3051 , R3052, R3081 256k -4M 50 16 8k - 32k optional $25,000 - $40,000 Hosted to PC, Sun-4, MIPS via Ether-
net or high-speed serial interface. 

SYS-SPARC 25 CY7C611 - 50 16 8k - 32k optional $25,000 - $45,000 Same as above. 

Hewlett-Packard PO Box 2197, Colorado Springs, CO 80901-2197 (719) 590-1900 Circle 303 

HP64747B 40 68030, 68EC030 0-2M 8 8 1k yes $9,000 - $24,700 X11 /motif-based graphical interface, 
available high-level debug, real-time 
software performance analysis. 

HP64748A 33 68020, 68EC020 0-2M 8 8 1k yes $6, 000 - $21,700 Same as above. 

HP64750A 25 68040, 68EC040 512k 8 8 1k no $33 ,900 - $44,600 

HP64751A 16 68340 0-2M 8 8 1k yes $6,000 - $21 ,700 X11 /motif-based graphical interface, 
available high-level debug, real-time 
software performance analysis. 

HP64760A/701 25, 33 i960KA/KB, 2M-4M 16 32 1024 yes $24 ,000 - $26,000 Available on HP9000s, 
i960SA/SB Sun workstations, PCs. 

HP64772A 50 AT&TOSP32C 64k 8 8 1k no $42,000 -
HP64774J 25 Am29000/05 0-4M 8 8 1k no $38,000 -

HP64774K 25 Am29050 0-4M 8 8 1k no $38,000 -

Huntsville Microsystems 3322 South Memorial Pkwy, Huntsville, AL 35801 (201) 881-6005 Circle 304 

HMl-200-68020 16- 33 68020, 68EC020 256k- 2M 4 4 8k x 104 yes $12,000 - $20,000 Includes SourceGate emulator 
control and debugger software. 

HMl-200-68030 16 - 33 68030, 68EC030 256k- 2M 4 4 8k x 104 yes $12,000 - $20,000 Same as above. 

HMl-200-68040 25 68040, 68EC040, 256k -4M 4 4 8k x 104 yes $25,000 Same as above. 
68LC040 
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Microtek International 3300 NW 211th Ter, Hillsboro, OR 97124 (503) 645-7333 Circle 305 

MICE-Ill 25 68020/30, 1M 5 Up 2k x 96 or optional $14,000 - $16,000 High-level language debug 
68EC020/30 to 8 32k x 96 support optional. 

MICE-V 33 256, 386, 386SX, 128k-1M 8 4 8kx 141 no $15,000- $32,000 Same as above. 
486, 486SX 

PowerPack 40 68330, 68331 , 256k-1M 8 4 128k x 96or optional $9,995 - $15,000 Trace collected at MPU clock level. 
68332, 256k x 96 
68333, 68340 

Nohau Corporation 51 E Campbell Ave , Campbell , CA 95008 (408) 866-1820 Circle 306 

EMUL 16/300-PC 16 68331 , 68332, 68340 4M 1 3 512k yes $4,000 - $8,000 High-level debugger. 

Orion Instruments 180 Independence Dr, Menlo Park, CA 94025 (415) 327-8800 Circle 307 

8800 40 68330, 68331 , 12k-2M 65K 4 128k- 512k - $8,800 DOS extender on 386 PC host. high-
68332, 68340 speed parallel interface to host. 

Sophia Systems and Technology 777 California Ave , Palo Alto , CA 94304 (415) 493-6700 Circle 308 

MultiSTAC 25 386/386SX 16M 22 8 8k x 154 yes $15,000 - $17,000 Source-level debugger, fast download. 
or 32k x 154 

MultiSTAC 25 487SX/DX Up to 16M 22 8 154 bits x 8k yes $17,000- $30,000 Microsoft windows-based source level 
or 32k bus debugger, 9 x 6 x 1-in. module, 
cycle download speed of 1 Mbyte/s, 

eight-level trigger. 

MultiSTAC 25, 50 68EC020/30, 487SX 16M 22 8 Bk x 154 or yes $15,000 - $19,000 Same as above. 
32k x 154 

MultiSTAC 33 486DX/DX2 16M 22 8 Bk x 154 or yes $19,000 Same as above. 
32k x 154 

MultiSTAC 33 68020/30 16M 22 8 Bkx 154 or yes $15,000 -$17,000 Same as above. 
32k x 154 

MultiSTAC 40 68EC030 16M 22 8 Bk x 154 or yes $28,000 Same as above. 
32k x 154 

MultiSTAC 50 68030 16M 22 8 8kx 154 or yes $28,000 Same as above. 
32k x 154 

Step Engineering 661 E Arques Ave, PO Box 3166, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 (800) 538-1750 Circle 309 

Eclipse JIAG 16 Am29200, Am29205 515k-6M - - 1k x 256 no $7,995 Integrated SDBUG/XDBUG debugger 
environment. 

Eclipse/LE up to Am29000, Am29030, 512k • 6M 3 16 32k x 256 yes $14,950 Universal support for all 29K family 
25 MHz Am29035, Am29050, bits integrated SDBUG/XDBUG debugger 

Am29200, Am29205 environment. 

Eclipse 29K up to Am29000, Am29030/35, 512k-6M 63 16 32k x 256 yes $16,675 Universal support for all 29K family, 
40 MHz Am29050, Am29200, bits integrated SDBUG/XDBUG debugger 

Am29205 environment. 

Excell up to MB86730/31 /32 512k-6M 5 1 32k x 256 no $15,875 Integrated to XDBUG, X-RAY debugger. 
930/931/932 50 MHz 

Express I 25 i960CA/CF 512k-6M 9 1 Bk x 256 no $17,950 Integrated SDBUG/XDBUG debugger 
environment, cache-on support, 
executes reconstruction breakpoints. 

Express II 33 i960CA/CF 512k-6M 9 1 Bk x 256 no $23,450 Same as above. 

Express Ill 40 i960CA/CF 512k - 6M 68 16 32k x 256 yes $36,950 Integrated SDBUG/XDBUG debugger 
environment, range breakpoint (match-
words) with qualifiers, cache-on 
support. 
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Hewlett-Packard has added real- time operating system measurement capability to its 
64700 series of emulators. This new tool lets you trace the flow of os activity through 
your system. The software displays this trace activity in the actual native service call 
mnemonics of your os (middle window). Users can trace all OS service calls, including 
input parameters and return values. 

Looking for 
the best in a real-time 
multitasking kernel? 
~~ 

Since 1978, KA DAK has provided 
products, documentation and tech n ical 
support to those who absolu te ly in <; i<;t nn 
the best . It's one reason why more than 
1,000 developers h ave come to crnmr on 
KA D AK fo r o ur AMX "' reri l-i im e 
multitasking kernel and more. 

You'll marvel at the comprehemi ve, 
simple- to-follow AMX manual rh at will 
assist you in the development of virnm ll v 
any application . You'll a lso appreciate rhe 

prompt , courteous service you'll receive 
from KA OAK product support people if 
ynu -;h nuld ever need assistance. 

A ll thi s, plus you will be given source 
cnde and automatic software updates for a 
fu ll vear C1frer purchase. And, with AMX, 
th Pre 1re no roya lties to pay. 

Fm furcher informa tion on the KADAK 
A M'X Real-rime Multitasking Kernel conwct 
11' ar 0 11r offices. Phone: (604) 734-2796 

Fax: (604) 734-8114 

Count on KADAK. 
KADAK KADAK Products Ltd. Swine; real-rime standards since 1978. 

lll: 206-1 847 W e'r fl rrndw<iy , Vancouver, BC. Canada, V6J I YS 
AMX is <1 trndcmark of KA OAK Prndun ... l 1d 1\.11 •r1llem.irkt·. ! n:mwo; 1re rhe propl'rt y nf rhc ir rc:,pcc1ivc owni.: r'>. 
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Clara, CA). "That can be frustrating 
to designers when they're trying to 
debug because they really want to 
look at everything." 

In general, RISC chips, especially 
those based on MIPS, SPARC, 29000, 
and 88000 architectures, need more 
channels of trace then there are pins 
on the chip. "That's something that's 
often overlooked," says Laengrich. 
"Each of the RISC microprocessors 
needs extra channels for its own rea
sons." SPARC chips, for example, have 
two buses-a data/instruction bus 
and an address bus-and these 
buses are multiplexed. According to 
Laengrich, "[In the SPARC chip,] on 
every cycle you get two values on the 
bus. To really see what's going on in 
that case, the emulator needs to 
demultiplex those addresses-or 
data values as data instructions
and present them in parallel to the 
trace control." By demultiplexing 
the buses, you take a 32-bit bus and 
turn it into two 32-bit buses. Again, 
that demands more channels of 
trace. 

Embedded Performance supports 
several families of RISC chips with its 
Turbo emulator architecture. Each 
emulator provides from 200 to 256 
channels of trace. The Turbo emula
tor architecture supports 33- and 
40-MHz clock rates and offers 8-
kbyte trace buffers as standard, 
with 32 kbytes as an option. 

Emulators from Sophia Systems 
(Palo Alto, CA) offer a feature called 
fetch triggering that addresses one 
of the subtleties of trace. Of the em
ulator's 16 triggers, up to four may 
be set up as fetch triggers. You may, 
for example, want to trigger a trace 
if there's a read from a particular 
address, but only if you're executing 
in a certain area of the program. 
Sophia's emulator lets you specify 
the address and value of the instruc
tion that was fetched to cause a cer
tain data value. As a result, you can 
trigger if a particular variable is set 
by one subroutine but not by others. 

"There isn't anybody who's yet fig
ured out how, in real time, to trigger 
on a variable that's on the sub
routine stack," claims Robert E. 
Hoffman, executive vice-president 
at Sophia Systems. "If you're willing 
to stop when you get to the entry 
point of the function, and quickly 
record the address of the stack, then 
you can set up a trigger on the vari
able at that point. But nobody's do-



ing it in full real time yet. With the 
fetch trigger you can do that." 

I Tracing OS activity 
The way that trace is displayed by 
user interface software can also be a 
critical issue. Designers are accus
tomed to looking at software at the 
same level of abstraction at which 
they're working. People designing in 
source code, for example, want to see 
trace information displayed in 
source-level code. 

Hewlett-Packard (Colorado 
Springs, co) has taken this concept 
a step further by outfitting its 64 700 
series of emulators to perform mea
surements for embedded designs 
that use real-time operating systems 
(RTOSs). Don Logelin, an HP systems 
design engineer involved in the 
64 700 project, explains the useful
ness of this capability. "When design
ers have a multitasking operating 
system," he says, "they want to be 
able to view that information the 
same way they are used to dealing 
with it. Designers using RTOSs are 
used to dealing with the task names. 
They know what messages get 
passed between their tasks, and 
what semaphores they use. Unless 
you can display it at that level, they 
have to go through a very tough 
translation process." 

To perform the required os mea
surements, HP uses a sophisticated 
sequencing and windowing mecha
nism. "If you have a shared os task 
or a shared os utility that's called by 
a number of different tasks, for ex
ample," says Logelin, "but you're 
only interested in dealing with it 
when it gets called by a particular 
task, you can set up our emulator to 
trigger and set the storage qualifica
tions to only pick up the data when 
that particular task is active and 
when that operating system routine 

Why Settle For 
Second Best 
When You Can 
Have the 
Realtime, 
Real UNIX®? 

VenturCom provides VENIX™ 

operating systems for realtime 

and embedded realtime solutions 
on popular low-cost Intel® 386 

and 486 processors. VENIX 
software is the enhanced, USL 
l icensed, UNIX operat ing 
system- not a look-alike or 
a clone. 

VENIX System Software 
• Ful l Kernel Preemption 
• Determ inist ic 
• Priority Scheduling 

• ROMable/Embeddable 
• Contiguous File System 
• 27 µs Interrupt Response 

Ca ll fo r our Rea ltime Technica l 
Overview. 

"'~ VenturCom 
Y-- Industrial Strength UNIX 

215 Fi rst Street. Cambridge, MA 02 I 42 
TEL6 17-661-1230 FAX617-577- 1607 
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tication in the emulator, a lotofmea- 1------------------------------
surements wouldn't be possible." 

At present, HP provides measure
ments in the 65700 emulator for 
RTOSs such as Integrated Systems' 
psos+ and Ready Systems' VRTX32. 
This measurement capability, cou
pled with the emulator's graphical 
user interface, helps you under
stand the flow of os activity, track 
dynamic memory usage, isolate de
fects based on os level-task qualifi
ers, and perform time profiling of 
task durations. 

THANK YOU! 
More and more of you have 

been rating Computer Design 
Number One in our readership 

studies. Thanks for the vote of 
confidence, and we'll continue 
to live up to your expectations. 
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INEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS 

SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Programming tool integrates 
functions of UNIX utilities 

R ecognizing that the majority 
ofC programmers aren't cur
rently using software engi

neering environments or, for that 
matter, CASE tools, P roCase has in
troduced a low-cost tool designed to 
make life easier for them. 

Most programmers still handcraft 
code in a h ighly iterative "edit-com-

If O'oUlt?rendtn ( •> 
J.'f'1kr hl¥tmt~ 1 >1 

string of characters and show file 
name and line reference for each oc
currence. Lint is a C-program veri
fier that searches files for likely 
bugs. cscope is a cross-reference tool 
used to navigate within specified C
source files . C/Spot/Run combines 
semantic analysis , syntax checking, 
dependency analysis , and source 

1r <~~~t!.~ie: :~~:''h':v1n . ...,,,.,,. ___________ ...;.,;....;;...=:;;=~ 
tf ((Jilt. 0) 

r t.urn1 

tr CtHI" • lrfTJ ( 
dir Attotn 1 
d& t d1ot1 

OSpot/Run integrates the functionality of some common programming activities in a 
single window. Here, a graph of part of the calling sequence can easily be related to 
the underlying code. If a programmer edits a piece of code, it's immediately reanalyzed 
by the system. 

pile-debug" cycle, and the tools they 
u se are mostly u tilities su pplied 
with UNIX. 

I Single-window functionality 
C/Spot/Run is a tool that integrates 
the functionality of such UNIX utili
t ies as Grep, Lint and cscope within 
a single window so you can interac
tively select utility functions with
out shutting on e utility down or 
ch anging windows. Grep is used to 
search a file or files for a pattern or 
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code filtering, along with the ability 
to navigate through graphical repre
sentations of function calls. 

While the UNIX utilities are file
oriented, C/Spot/Run looks at the 
code from a program/module per
spective. Before code is linked and 
compiled, C/Spot/Run can parse all 
included code modules and establish 
a picture of the ones that will make 
up the compiled program. In pars
ing, C/Spot/Run also logs all seman
tic errors, which are listed in an 

exception report in a separate win
dow. You can click on a listed error 
and be taken to the line of code in 
which the error occurs, and then 
expand your view to see lines of code 
preceding and following the line of 
interest. 

I Maneuvering techniques 
To navigate quickly through a call
ing sequence, you click on a function 
and see the calling and called func
tions in a small window. You can 
then follow that path in a graphical 
representation and view the code of 
any function with a mouse click. 
C/Spot/Run supports dependency 
analysis so you can specify the lan
guage-dependent context in search
ing for a string. In this way, the 
system doesn't return every refer
ence to each "i" or "j" in the program. 

C/Spot/Run 's program-wide 
cross-referencing lets you follow the 
impact of changes. The tool filters 
code to show only the source lines 
relevant to the task at hand, and 
can also filter the references to an 
identifier to give a quick view of 
dependencies. 

The tool runs on SPARCsta tion 
workstations under Sunos 4.0 with 
Open Windows or on Hewlett-Pack
ard 9000/700 systems under HPUX 
8.0 with HPVUE. Priced at $995, it 
will be distributed through UNIX 
Central. - Tom Williams 

OSpot/Run at a glance 

• Single tool integrates functions 
of several UNIX utilities 

• Automatically parses code 
before compilation 

• Logs semantic errors and al lows 
instant access to relevant code 

• Shows calling sequences in 
graphical form with mouse-click 
navigation 

• Fi lters code to show only refer
ences relevant to user's task 

• Supports commonly used " edit
compile-debug" programming 
cycle 

ProCase 
3130 De La Cruz Blvd, Ste 100 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 727-0714 
Circle 352 
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The solution. 
Introducing our newest 

development systems for the 
68330, 68340 and 68F333 micro
controllers: emulators, CodeTAPs~ 
debuggers, simulators, language 
tools, and support services. ow 
you have a range of tools to match 
your needs throughout the devel
opment cycle. Only from Applied. 

Smarter than your average tools. 
Because these new 32-bit 

controllers are far more complex 
than their predecessors, you need 
a smarter solution. One that saves 
you weeks of development time. 

For example, since you can 
reconfigure CPU pins, you have to 
be able to track the changes. Ours 
is the only system that can deter
mine the correct function of each 
pin, transparently, and in 
real-time. 

And our new intelli
~ *-'; 

~ 
68330 

~ 

6&340 

~ 

\ 
\ 

data for performance analysis. 
Applied's system solves one 

of your most critical productivity 
issues. Instead of mismatched 
tools that don't speak the same 
language, you can now work 
with integrated tools that share a 
common user interface. 

A real solution costs less 
than you think. 

gent trace disas
sembler provides 
the only accurate 
picture of register 
values correlated 
with instructions. It also 
gives you detailed timing 

6Sf333 

Just because our CPU32 
development tools are the 
best in their class doesn't 
mean you have to pay more 

for top performance. You·u be 
pleasantly surprised at how afford
able these tools are. 

Want to learn more? 
We'll send you free product 

information and our latest 
Application Note on working 
with the complexities of the 
CPU32 controllers. 

Just call Applied at 1-800-
343-3659 (in WA, 206-882-2000) 
or return the card below. 

And ask for your solution. 

0 1992 Appl ied Microsystems Corporation. All rights resen•ed. Other names indicated by r" and ®are registered trademarks of tbi.:ir respective holders. In the U.S. and Canada, call 1·800·34.}-36S9 (in WA, ca ll 206-882-
2000). Or comac1 App lied Microsystems Corporation, P.O. Box 97002. Redmond, WA 98073~9702 L!SA. For the name of the nearest European distributor, call 44-296-625462. Fa:< 44-296-623460. Or contact 
Applied Microsystems Corporation, Ltd .. AMC House. South Street, Wendover, Aylesbuty, Bucks, HP22 6EF, England. In Gem1any, call 49-6182-92030. Fax 49-6182-9203 15. Or contact Applied Microsystern • ., 
GmbH , Dammstrasse 6, W-6453 Seligenstadt. Germany. In Japan, call 03-3493-0770. Fax 03-3493-7270. Or contact Applied J\·l icrosystems Japan, Lid., Nihon Seimei Nishi-Go!anda Bldg .. 7-24-5 Nishi-Gotanda , 
Shinagawa-Ku, Tokyo Tl 41, Japan. 

Send for FREE technical information. 
Or call us at 1-800-343-3659 (In WA, 206-882-2000) 

D Please send me product information about Applied's new development solutions 
for the following microcontrollers: D 68330 D 68340 D 68F333 

D Please send me your latest Application Note about the Motorola CPU32 
microcontroller family. 

D Please call me to arrange a demonstration. 

Phone number ____________ Title _____________ _ 

Name ____________________________ _ 

Company ___________________________ _ 

Address. ________________________ ~ la il Stop __ _ 

City ________________ State ___ Zip _______ _ 

(1)1192 

11 11mm 

FREE 
68330 
68340 

68FJ33 
APP NOTE 

Applied 
Microsystems 
Corporation 
Where it all comes together. 



INEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS 

SOFTWARE & DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Lite emulator does heavy duty 

Huntsville Microsystems (HMI) 
has released its Lite series of 
emulators for the Motorola 

68300 series of microcontrollers. 
The unit is the company's answer to 
the problem of emulation cost. While 
other emulator vendors have ad
dressed the cost issue by offering 
emulation substitutes that lack 
trace capability, the Lite can do ev
erything that makes an emulator an 

they can be accessed. 
The problem of pipeline queues 

provides another example of the 
Lite 's sophisticated tracing. On 
68300 chips, instructions are pre
fetched and queued in a pipeline. 
The problem is that look-ahead logic 
on the chip may bypass instructions 
when a JUMP is encountered. So that 
these instructions aren't lost to the 
trace, the Lite emulator uses the 

HMI lite emulator 

HOST 

· CONTROLLER CONTROL 
: PROCESSOR UNIT LOGIC 

SERIAL 

PARALLEL: 

8 
0 
1 
8 
8 

EMULATOR 
PROCESSOR UNIT : 

FREEZE 

BREAKPOINT 

SERIAL PT 

TARGET 
SYSTEM 

CPU · 

PORT-E 

TARGET 
RAM 

EMULATOR RAM 

DUAL-PORTED RAM 1---~ 

TRACE BUFFER 

Huntsville Microsystem's Lite emulator has a two-processor design. The 80188 (left) 
talks to the host and controls the emulator. On the right is the chip under emulation 
(the 68332, in this case). The emulator uses the background mode available on the 68300 
processor. The control logic monitors the state of the bus. If it sees something it needs 
to break on, it sets a breakpoint there. This triggers an acknowledge signal which is 
sent back to the 68332. From that point, the chip is in background mode, which lets 
you exchange data via the serial port and read the 68332 's registers. 

emulator. This includes 4k cycle 
trace, hardware breakpoints and 
complete emulation of the 68300-se
ries chips. HMI's goal with the Lite is 
to make emulation technology avail
able to users with limited funds. 

I Looking inside 
The Lite offers thorough emulation 
of 68300 chips, including the proper 
tracing of show cycles-internal 
transfers which occur inside rather 
than outside the chip. To trace these 
cycles, the Lite takes advantage of 
special features on the chip that put 
the show cycles onto the bus where 

same look-ahead logic. It dequeues 
the trace so that what actually gets 
executed is what's seen in the trace 
buffer. 

I Pesky Port E 
A key issue in emulation is the abil
ity to emulate a processor exactly 
without limiting its use. The 68300 
chips have a port called Port E which 
is frequently used by emulator 
makers for this purpose. Port E has 
data-strobe and address-strobe ac
knowledge signals that normally 
can be used for emulation, but the 
port is also reconfigurable by the 

user for something else, such as vo. 
If that's done, the data strobes and 
other signals are tied up and can't be 
used for emulation. The Lite emula
tor gets around the problem by using 
the chip select signals to access 
memory and exercise control, while 
bypassing Port E. 

Integrated on the Lite is HMI's 
SourceGate debugger. It provides 
full emulator control integrated 
with source-level debugging and 
support for all major C and Ada com
pilers . You can host SourceGate on 
IBM PC-compatible or UNIX-based 
platforms . Communications are 
supported through a high-speed se
rial port (115.2-kbaud) and a paral
lel port for downloading code. 

The emulator is configured with 
256 kbytes of overlay RAM. It sup
ports mapping of all chip select sig
nals with dynamic bus sizing for 8-
and 16-bit operations. In addition, 
two kbytes of dual-port RAM are pro
vided to monitor critical variables in 
real time. 

The unit supports up to four hard
ware events for triggering break
points or traces. There are, in addi
tion, multiple software breakpoints. 
A 4k x 63-bit trace buffer permits 
direct viewing of source code. This 
trace buffer can also record full ad
dress, data bus, chip select, and con
trol signal information. 

The initial release of the Lite em
ulator supports Motorola 's 
68330/1/2/3 microcontrollers. Sup
port for the 68040 and the HC16 
family are planned. Offered with 
HMI's SourceGate debugger, the unit 
is priced at $4,995. -Jeff Child 

Lite emulator at a glance 

• Supports 68330/1/2/3; support 
for 68040, HC 16 planned 

• Full tracing of show cycles, pipe-
line dequeuing, Port E support 

• 256-kbyte overlay RAM 

• Two kbytes of dual-port RAM 

• 115.2-kbaud seria l interface to 
host 

Huntsville Microsystem s 
PO Box 12415 
Huntsville, AL 35815 
(205) 881-6005 
Circle 354 
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INEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS 

CAEICAD DESIGN TOOLS 

Mixed-signal simulator features high speed, 
capacity and convergence 

GenRad's Design Automation 
Group has just introduced 
Shado, a mixed-signal simula

tor that combines the digital capabil
ities ofHSIM, from the company's Sys
tem HILO 4 suite, with Eldo, an 
analog simulator from AnacAD, a 
German company that recently 
opened an office in Fremont, CA. Ac
cording to GenRad, the Eldo simula-

plings (such as MOS transistors), 
faster third-generation algorithms, 
such as one-step relaxation (OSR) 
methods, are used. 

I Balancing algorithms 
A key feature of Eldo is that it can 
apply both NR and OSR techniques to 
a solution. The simulator uses a 
patented balancing technique to se-

Shown here is the Shado mixed-signal simulation of the IEEE 12-bit successive approx
imation register analog-to-digital converter (upper right). Digital and analog results are 
shown on a uni fied display (bottom w indow). 

tor provides an order of magnitude 
improvement in capacity, up to two 
orders of magnitude improvement in 
speed, and better convergence than 
other simulators. 

The Eldo analog engine uses both 
second- and third-generation equa
tion-solving methods. The second
generation algorithms are Spice
like, and use matrix manipulation 
and Newton-Raphson (NR) iteration 
techniques to solve the circuit's 
differential equations . Although 
these techniques provide solutions 
for all types of technology, they 
sometimes sacrifice performance. 
For circuit sections with loose cou-
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lect the best equation-solving algo
rithm for a particular section of the 
analog circuit. Moreover, the NR 
and OSR algorithms are applied 
simultaneously to the whole circuit. 
This can be automatic, with no user 
intervention. 

The aim of the balancing algo
rithm is to partition the circuit into 
blocks, each identified as appropri
ate to NR or OSR. This technique as
signs the appropriate algorithms to 
targeted blocks. In the case of the NR 
algorithm, the technique manipu
lates several smaller matrices in
stead of one large matrix (as is the 
case with Spice algorithms). 

For circuits with severe conver
gence problems, techniques such as 
simulated annealing are used. The 
circuit can also be repartitioned 
when non-convergence is detected 
until successful DC convergence is 
achieved. NR and OSR algorithms are 
then used for transient analysis, 
block by block. 

The digital side of the simulator, 
HSIM, supports VHDL 1076, RTL logic 
and test synthesis. Libraries are 
common between the simulator and 
the synthesis tool, which makes for 
faster design iterations and more 
accurate synthesis. 

Shado uses a lock-step algorithm 
for synchronization between the 
analog and digital simulation en
gines. This approach is different 
from some other mixed-signal solu
tions, such as the Calaveras algo
rithm from Analogy (Beaverton, OR), 
which lets one simulator run ahead 
of the other. GenRad defends its ap
proach by pointing out that leapfrog 
algorithms such as Analogy's waste 
CPU time because they make a simu
lator backtrack in time. GenRad 
does admit, however, that leapfrog 
algorithms may have an advan
tage in simulations that are mostly 
digital. 

Shado is available now on Sun 
SPARCstations and Hewlett-Packard 
700 systems. Prices start at $30,000. 

- Mike Donlin 

Shado at a glance 

• Mixed-signal simulator combines 
HSIM digital with Eldo analog sim
ulation 

• Uses second-generation Newton
Raphson algorithms and third
generation one-step relaxation 
techniques 

• Has lock-step algorithm for effi
cient use of CPU time 

GenRad 
300 Baker Ave 
Concord, MA 01742-2174 
(508) 369-4400 
Circle 353 



The CI-VME40 is the ultimate high-speed, high-capacity DRAM memory board with a dual-port interface to the VME and 
VSB Busses. The CI-VME40 is optimized for Block Transfer Cycles yielding a bus transfer rate up to forty megabytes per 
second. Chrislin is the only memory supplier to offer such an advanced and versatile dual-ported VMENSB memory! 

THE CI-VME40 FEATURES: 

Q 20ns write/20ns read ACCESS TIMES in BLOCK CYCLE Q Byte Parity Error Detection 
Q 90ns write/140ns read ACCESS TIMES in SINGLE CYCLE Q Memory start and end addresses selectable on 
Q 63ns write/83ns read CYCLE TIMES in BLOCK CYCLE 256KB boundaries 
Q 195ns write/195ns read CYCLE TIMES in SINGLE CYCLE Q VMEbus and VSB memory start and end 
Q 4MB, 8MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB in one VMEbusNSB slot addresses configured independently 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE VMEBUS ARE ••• 

THE CI-VMEmory FEATURES: 

Q Low-cost high-power VME memory with 4, 8, or 16MB 

Q VME Revision C.1 compatibility 
Q Lower and upper memory addressses independently 

selectable in 64K byte increments 
Q Byte Parity Error Detection with selectable trap on 

Parity Error 
On-board Control Status Register 

THE CI-VSB-EDC FEATURES: 

Low-cost high-power dual-ported VMEbusNSB EDC 
(Error Detection and Correction) memory 

4, 8, 16, 32 or 64MB in one VMEbusNSB slot 
VME Revision C.1 compatibility, VSB Revision C 
Lower and upper memory addressses independently 
selectable on 256K byte boundaries 
Single-Bit Error Detect and Correct, Double-Bit Detect 

Chrislin Industries, Inc. 
31312 Via Colinas, Suite #108, Westlake Village, CA 91362 

TEL: (818) 991-2254 FAX: (818) 991-3490 

Providing Top Quality Afemory for Over 16 yenr..f CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 468 0736 (PST) 

CIRCLE NO. 64 



INEW PRODUCT DEVE LOPMEN TS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Disk drive controllers automate 
SCSI and AT interfaces 

Computer users want their disk 
drives big, fast and inexpen
sive. They usually get two out 

of those three characteristics. Two 
new controllers in Adaptec's AIC8000 
family, however, help drive manu
facturers come closer to delivering 
all three. 

Adaptec's approach is to integrate 
data-flow automation into the disk 
controller, increasing I/O perfor-

(ADFM). In the SCSI interface, ADFM 
permits automatic management of 
single or multiple SCSI phases and 
automated handling of the SCSI con
trol and data signals. In the AT in
terface, ADFM supports full AT auto
command execution and automatic 
update of the AT Task File. ADFM 
provides for automated data flow be
tween host and disk and automated 
full-track data access from disk for 

Adaptec's AIC811 O and 8160 controllers 

AT (AIC8160) OR 
SCSl/SCSl·2 (AIC81 10) 

INTERFACE 
AUTOMATIC 

DISK NRZ 
TO 

DISK 

AUTOMATIC BUFFER 
FLOW MANAGER 

AUTO· 
ECG 

POWER 
MANAGER 

48-WORD 
SEQUENCER 

AUTOMATED 
SCSI MANAGER 

TASK FILE 
REGISTERS 

HIGH-LEVEL SCSI ~------i 

CYLINDER 
HEAD 

SECTOR AUTOMATIC 
TASK FILE 
UPDATE COMMAND SET NO. OF SECTORS 

COMMAND/STATUS 
AUTO READ 

CACHE 

Adaptec's AIC8110 and 8160 disk drive controllers are similar chips w ith different host 
interfaces for AT and scsi-2 buses. By automating the control functions for the host, drive 
and buffer interfaces, they unload the disk drive microcontroller and speed the flow of 
data. Their high degree of integration also lowers the cost of drive systems and speeds 
time-to-market. 

mance and freeing the microcon
troller for servo and mechanical op
erations. 

Even with these two new micro
controllers , disk manufacturers 
have run into limits of capacity and 
performance. Adaptec's new chips, 
however, support disk NRZ (non-re
turn-to-zero) rates of 40 Mbits/s for 
the AT bus and 40 to 48 Mbits/s for 
SCSI, plus host data transfers to 10 
Mbytes/s, with bandwidth for error 
correction. 

Adaptec calls its approach Auto
matic Data Flow Management 
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either read or write functions. 
The data flow manager is com

posed of the disk controller, error 
detection and correction, micro
processor interface, buffer control
ler, and I/O bus controller, as well as 
a power manager. 

The two controller chips are dis
tinguished by their host interface 
blocks. In the AT chip, the AIC8160, 
the host interface block automates 
the data transfer protocol, so that a 
17 -sector track can be transferred in 
2.6 ms, rather than a conventional 
controller's estimated 6.0 ms. 

Adaptec's SCSI chip, the AIC8110, 
can handle 10-Mbyte/s synchronous 
SCSI-2 Fast transfers, or 5-Mbyte/s 
synchronous or asynchronous SCSI-
1 transfers , in either single-ended or 
differential modes. 

On the other side of the drive, the 
disk controller essentially takes 
over from the microcontroller after 
power-up initialization. It contains 
a 48-word disk format/read/write 
sequencer RAM. 

Between the host and the disk, 
the buffer controller is the final ele
ment in the automated datapath, 
controlling data flow into and out of 
the buffer RAM while the host and 
disk ports are operating. It inter
faces to the disk controller through 
a 16-byte FIFO and to the host inter
face manager through a 16-byte 
(SCSI) or 24-byte (AT) FIFO. 

Error detection and correction 
(EDC) can use standard 32- and 56-
bit computer-generated codes or an 
88-bit non-interleaved Reed-Solo
mon code. The latter can correct a 
single-burst error of up to 14 bits. 

The local microcontroller interface 
handles most 8-bit microcontrollers 
with either multiplexed or non-multi
plexed address/data buses. 

For portable applications, a power 
manager provides for idle, standby 
and sleep modes. Adaptec estimates a 
30-percent power savings over a con
troller with no power management. 

Both controllers are available in 
100-pin thin and standard quad flat 
packs. In quantities of 10,000, the 
unit price of the AIC8110 is $18.95, 
and the AIC8160 is $15.95. 

-Don Tuite 

AIC8110/8160 at a glance 

• Host interface: 10 Mbits/s, auto-
mated command support 

• scs1: AIC8110 reads/writes 40-48 
Mbits/s (NRZ) 

• AT: AIC8160 reads/writes 36-40 
Mbits/s (NRZ) 

• Supports most 8-bit microcon-
trollers 

Adajtec 
691 Milpitas Blvd 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 945-8600 
Circle 356 
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I N E W PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

12-bit A-D converter outputs RS-232 

A single A-D converter chip with 
two-wire, unbalanced RS-232 
serial output can replace the 

customary chain of five or more 
chips used for remote data gathering 
in monitoring and control systems. 
Micro Linear's ML2223 contains a 
13-bit (12-bit plus sign) analog-to
digital converter, sample-and-hold, 
voltage reference, UART, and baud 
rate generator. You can place the 
16-pin DIP right at your sensor and 
eliminate analog noise problems. 

The range of the differential input 
is -5 to +5 V, and the chip is self-cal-

(including parity). Each byte is 
framed by one start bit and two stop 
bits, so a burst of output data is 24 
bits long. To help the system control
ler identify bytes, the least signifi
cant is sent with even parity, while 
the most significant is sent with odd 
parity. 

Of the two data output modes, the 
current mode outputs data immedi
ately after the analog-to-digital con
version is complete, but at the price 
of longer intervals between conver
sions. The previous data mode over
laps conversion and data output for 

ML2223 conversion scheme 

COMPARATOR 

L--------l SAMPLE/ i.-------' 
HOLD 

LOOPGAIN;2 

The ML2223 uses an uncommon scheme in which, bit by bi t, it converts an input signal 
to a 12-bit digital representation by comparing the output of a 2x amplifier to a voltage 
reference, setting the bit, and storing the difference between the signal and the 
reference in a sample-and-hold. For the most significant bit. the input to the amplifier 
is the sampled voltage; for subsequent bits, the input is the value stored in the 
sample-and-hold in 24-bit frames. An 8-bit idle is needed before the next A-D conversion 
begins. You can choose between seeing data immediately after it's been converted, or 
waiting one conversion cycle. The first (or current) data mode has the disadvantage of 
fewer conversions per second, but is preferred in systems in which the absolute value 
of the measured quantity is of paramount importance. The second (or previous data) 
mode is preferred in systems in which rate of change is being used to regulate a process. 

ibrating. Maximum non-linearity 
over temperature is 0.018 percent. 
Conversion time, including sample
and-hold, is 45.6 µs maximum. 

Although the RS-232C specifica
tion calls for shorter cable lengths, 
Micro Linear claims that it's practi
cal to run signals as far as 200 ft 
from its chip. Long-range remote 
sensing can be accomplished using 
modems or LANs. The data rate isn't 
limited to the RS-232's 19.2-kbits/s 
maximum, but may go as high as 
200 kbits/s. 

Data is output in two 9-bit bytes 
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a higher conversion rate, but intro
duces a longer delay between con
version and output. 

To achieve 12-bit resolution on a 
small die, the chip's A-D circuits use 
an algorithmic approach to succes
sive approximation conversion, 
rather than the more common tech
nique that involves feedback from a 
DAC. For positive inputs, the input 
sample, multiplied by two, is com
pared to the voltage reference. If it's 
greater than the reference, the MSB 
is set to one, and the reference is 
subtracted from the 2x input volt-

age, with the remainder stored in 
the sample-and-hold. If it's less, the 
MSB is set to zero and the 2x input 
voltage itself is stored in the sample
and-hold. The process is repeated for 
successive bits, except that twice the 
value currently in the sample-and
hold is compared to the voltage ref
erence each time. Negative inputs 
are handled similarly. 

In quantities of 1,000, the unit 
price of the ML2223 is $14.50. 

-Don Tuite 

ML2223 at a glance 

• Diffe rential ±5-V input 

• 12-bit (plus sign bit) resolution 

• Serial RS-2 32 output, at up to 
200 kbi ts/s 

• 16-pin 300-mil DIP 

• ±5-V supplies 

Micro Linear 
2092 Concourse Dr 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 433-5200 
Circle 355 

"FUZZY LOGIC " 
REPRINTS 

Last year our March special report on 
Fuzzy Logic generated over 4, 100 
reader inquiries and the April 1992 
Fuzzy Logic report is already poised 
to generate an even hig her number of 
inquiries! Reprints of the April 
article are available now-quanti
ties of 100 or less are $1.00 each, quan
tities over 100 are .75 each. To order, 
call Patti Kenney at (508) 392-2124. 
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IN E W PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS 

AS/Cs & ASIC DESIGN TOOLS 

Prototyping system emulates 
up to six million gates 

F or pre-silicon prototyping, the 
Enterprise Emulation System 
from Quickturn Systems 

(Mountain View, CA) is based on a 
multiplexed architecture that's sep
arated into logic emulation modules 
and a reprogrammable backplane. 
You can plug up to 
eleven modules, each 
with the capacity to 
emulate 30,000 
gates, into the Enter
prise backplane. By 
using an Intercon
nect Module , moreo
ver, you can cluster 
as many as 22 sys
tems, for a total em
ulation capacity of 
six million gates. 

percent less than Quickturn's previ
ous hardware emulator. 

I Automatic partitioning 
In the past, Quickturn users have 
had to manually partition very large 
designs into manageable logic 

The key to the En
terprise architecture 
is a full-custom, 168 x 
168 crossbar switch, 
dubbed the Multi
plexed Interconnect 
Chip (MIC), that 
Quickturn developed 
for both the Enter
prise logic emulation 
modules and its re
programmable back
plane. Each module 
has 42 Xilinx 3090 
FPGAs to accommo
date logic an d 42 
MICs to implement in
terconnects. By alle
viating the need to 
use FPGAs for inter
connect purposes, 
Quickturn has made 

Each Enterprise Emulation System chassis holds up to 
eleven logic emulation modules, with a capacity of 30,000 
emulation gates each. Up to 330,000 gates, then, can be 
emulated on a single system without interconnect cables. 
Multiple Enterprise systems can be clustered to emulate 
designs of up to six million gates. 

it possible to pack the 
FPGAs much more densely with logic. 
Each of the Enterprise's 3090s can 
accommodate up to three times as 
many gates as identical parts in ear
lier Quickturn hardware emulators. 

Separating logic from intercon
nect also shortens routing delays, 
resulting in typical emulation 
speeds of from 4 to 8 MHz, and sim
plifies the process of mapping your 
design into the emulation system. In 
addition, putting interconnects into 
MICs rather than into more costly 
FPGAS lowers overall system cost. On 
a per-gate basis for a fully config
ured system , Enterprise costs 25 

blocks, but Enterprise u sers can now 
assign that difficult task to the Auto
matic Design Partitioner. This soft
ware partitions logic into netlists fit
ting within a single emulation sys
tem and also automates the cluster
ing of multiple Enterprise systems. 

Also new with Enterprise are 
Memory Emulation Modules that 
automatically map memory ele
ments from a netlist to the emula
tion system. These programmable 
plug-in boards eliminate the need to 
rely on emulation board resources. 
You can model multiport RAMs with 
up to 32 ports and single-port RAMs 

of up to 2 Mbytes on a single board. 
Precision Emulation Software, 

embedded in Enterprise, automati
cally maps synchronous and asyn
chronous designs into the emulation 
system. For debug, the software has 
a timing analysis tool that supports 
asynchronous designs. Quickturn 
claims that its Timing Sensitive 
Partitioning and Precision Proto
type Synthesis algorithms guaran
tee a violation-free configuration. 

For future expansion, Quickturn 
has reserved interconnect capacity 
on the Enterprise's backplane to en
sure the opportunity to introduce 
increased-gate-count logic emula
tion modules when higher-capacity 
FPGAs replace the 3090s. 

The Enterprise Emulation Sys
tem, available now, is priced at 
$388,000 for a 120,000-gate system 
and $798,000 for a 330,000-gate 
system. - Barbara Tuck 

Enterprise at a glance 

• Logic separated from 
interconnects 

• Shorter delays, simplified 
mapping 

• Emulation speeds from 
4 to 8 MHz 

• Automated design partitioning 

• Pl ug-in _boards for emulating 
memories 

Quickturn Systems 
325 E Middlefield Rd 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 967-3300 
Circle 351 

Trademark Information 
UNJX is a registered trademark of AT&T 
Bell Laboratories. 

PAL is a reg istered trademark 
of Advanced Micro Devices, lnc. 
SMART-POWER is a registered 
trademark of Nartron Corp. 

CDA and BurstRAM are 
trademarks of Motorola, Inc. 

SCOPE and ASSET are trademarks of 
Texas Instruments, lnc. 

IRIS POWERVISION is a trademark 
of Si licon Graphics , Inc. 

RealTimeX is a trademark of 
Concurrent Computer Corp . 

Zone Bit Recording is a registered trade
mark of Seagate Technology, Inc. 
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Are automobiles 
the proving ground 

for the next 
generation of 
electronics? 

I I I 

rt Fury, the charismatic vice-president of 
Semitech (Newbury Park, CA), tells a story 
about convincing automakers to make bet
ter use of semiconductors. As an applica
tions engineer for General Electric in the 

1960s, he got a design win for power switches by 
equipping an old car with three-step sequential 
directionals and driving it to Detroit. His ideas were 
incorporated into the early versions of the Mercury 
Cougar, but he reports that until Ford engineers could 
see the technology in action, they were extremely 
reluctant to incorporate the electronics into their cars. 

I Changing situation 
Although it tends to shy away from publicity, the 
automotive industry has become one of the most 
powerful drivers of mixed-signal technology-for CAE 
tools as well as smart-power devices. Jean-Philippe 
Dauvin, the keynote speaker at last month's Com
puter Design/Miller Freeman Analog and Mixed-Sig
nal Design Conference, highlighted the importance of 
the automotive sector. Dauvin, the market research 
manager for SGS-Thomson Microelectronics (Paris) 
and president of WSTS Europe (the independent re
porting agency for semiconductor industry statistics), 
said that over the next five years, automotive elec
tronics will grow faster than any industry segment, 
including computers, consumer electronics and tele
communications. Auto industry electronic devices ac
count for the smallest percentage of the $710 billion 
in electronic systems manufactured in 1991-4.3 per
cent compared to 14.2 percent each for military and 
consumer electronics and 37.5 percent for computer 
systems. By 1997, automotive electronics will be 6.1 
percent of a $1.065 trillion market, while the propor
tions of consumer and military electronic systems will 
decrease. Automotive electronics, said Dauvin, will 
grow at an 11-percent compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) between 1991and1997, while computers, with 
the next largest growth rate, will only grow at an 
8-percent CAGR. 
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Automotive customers now consume only 6 percent 
of the $54.6 billion in semiconductors sold worldwide, 
but, once again, this area will give the industry its 
highest growth rate (14 percent) between 1992 and 
1997. By then, automotive semiconductors will be 7 
percent of a $92. 7 billion market. Of particular IC 
types, semicustom devices will show the highest CAGR 
(15 percent) during that period. 

I Use of electronics expanding 
Part of the reason for this growth is that the auto 
industry is beginning to see the potential of electron
ics. Whereas the industry once considered electronic 
controls suitable only for passenger compartment 
climate control or audio consoles, it now sees semi
conductors as vital for automobile braking systems, 
air bag deployment and engine controls. Some of this 
has been in response to regulatory pressures. Delco 
Electronics (Kokomo, IN), the automotive systems 
arm of General Motors, freely admits that it adopted 
the Motorola 68332 for engine controls in response to 
the severe emission standards set by the California 
Air Resources Board (CARE). But if one looks closely, 
it's clear that the responses of Delco and General 
Motors have been significantly above and beyond the 
need established by CARE. Automotive engineers, for 
instance, are among the best consumers and en
hancers of mixed-signal modeling tools. 

There's also a vision of the future driving auto
makers such as Germany's Daimler-Benz A.G., man
ufacturer of the Mercedes Benz. In the future, for 
example, satellite warning and navigation systems 
will guide drivers and regulate traffic patterns, ac
cording to Daimler's chairman, Edzard Reuter, in 
comments he made about his company's acquisition 
of AEG Electronics (Frankfurt, Germany) in 1989. 
Electronic components, currently representing about 
5 percent of the value of a Mercedes-Benz, will rise to 
25 percent by the year 2000. (The electronics content 
of automobiles will be much higher, in fact, if auto
makers are successful in perfecting a low-cost quick-
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10FUNCTION 
P SUPERVISOR 

HA &ns CHIP ENABLE 
Automatic Backup-Battery Switching With Low-Battery Monitor 

Supervising memory and power supplies in complex µP-based systems requires both time 
and real estate. Avoid complicated multi-chip solutions , use Maxim's new MAX791 - the 
Ultimate µP SupeNisor. The new MAX791 features the fastest CE gate delay available , 
allowing you to protect the data integrity of the fastest SRAMs without degrading memory 
access times. 

+ 1 O Functions in One IC: 
Power OK - 200ms Delay 
Backup-Battery Switching 
Precision Voltage Monitor 
No External Timing Capacitor 
6ns Chip-Enable Gate Delay 
2-Stage Power-Fail Warning 
Backup-Battery Monitor 
Memory Write Cycle Completion 
Separate Watchdog and Reset 
Outputs 
Manual-Reset Input 

+ 60µA Operating Supply Current 

+ 1 µA Backup Supply Current 

+ Space-Saving 16-Pin Narrow SOIC 

µP 

FASTEST CHIP-ENABLE 
GATE DELAY 

6ns 
CE1N CEOUT 

CE 
""""AXUM RAM 

or RST RESET MAX791 VOUT Vee 
µC ·1 +3V . . 

Vee 
+5V 

-= 

The MAX791 's 6ns CE gate delay is the fas test available in 
any µP supervisor. In addition to reset and backup-battery 
switching, the MAX79 1 contains nearly every supervisory 
function you could possibly need. 

FREE µP Supervisory Design Guide - Sent Within 24 Hrs! 
Includes: Data Sheets and Cards for Free Samples 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-998-8800 
For a Design Guide or Free Sample 

MasterCard® and Visa® are accepted for Evaluation Kits or small quantity orders. 

Maxim Integrated Products , 120 San Gabriel, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 737-7600, FAX (408) 737-7194. 
Distributed by Arrow, Bell/Graham, Elmo, Hall-Mark, Nu Horizons, and Pioneer. Authorized Maxim Representa tives: AL , M2i Montgomery Marketing, Inc .. AZ, Techni Source 
Inc.; CA, Mesa. Pro Associates . Inc ., Centaur Corporation; CO, Component Sales; CT, NRG Limited; DE, TAI Corporation; FL, Sales Engineering Concepts ; GA, M2i Montgomery 
Marketing , Inc .; ID, ES /Chase; IL, Heartland Technical Marketing Inc., IN, Technology Marketing Group; IA, JR Sales Engineering, Inc., KS, Delltron; LA, BP Sales; MD. 
Micro-Comp , Inc. ; MA, Comp Rep Associates; MN, Mel Foster Technical Sales. Inc .. MS , M2i Montgomery Marketing, Inc. ; MO , Del Itron; MT, E.S./Chase; NE, Del Itron; NV (Reno, 
Tahoe area only) Pro Associates . Inc. ; NH, Comp Rep Associates; NJ , Emtec Sales, Inc ., TAI Corporation; NM, Techni Source Inc.; NY, Paral lax , Reagan/Compar ; NC, M2i 
Montgomery Marketing, Inc , OH, Lyons Corporation, OK, BP Sales; OR , E.S Chase; PA (Pittsburgh area) Lyons Corporation, (Philadelphia area) TAI Corporation; SC, M2i 
Montgomery Marketing, Inc., TN, M21 Montgomery Marketing, Inc., TX, BP Sales; UT, Utah Component Sales, Inc.; VA, Micro-Comp, Inc. ; WA, E.S. Chase. 
Distributed in Canada by Arrow and Future. Authorized Maxim Representative in Canada : Tech Trek. 

Maxim 1s a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products © 1992 Maxim Integrated Products . 
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MIXED-SIGNAL DESIGN 

charge system for battery-powered cars.) 
While driven by automotive concerns, Daimler's 

push into electronics has repercussions for other con
sumers of mixed-signal technology. Under the Daim
ler umbrella, AEG and Deutsche Aerospace (Munich, 
Germany) have formed four microelectronics 
groups-semiconductors, microsystems, automotive 
systems, and special technologies. Companies in the 
semiconductor group include not only Telefunken 
(Heilbronn, Germany) and Eurosil (Munich, Ger
many), but also Britain's Dialog Semiconductor 
(Swindon, England), Matra MHS (Nantes, France), 
and American-based Siliconix (Santa Clara, CA). 
Mixed-signal products of the group include smart
power res, power transistors and discretes, ASICs and 
application-specific standard products, as well as mi
croprocessors and microcontrollers. 

Matra, in fact, was one of the first companies to 
introduce a 3-V microcontroller chip, according to 
Irving Gold, the U.S. marketing manager for the com
pany, which now shares facilities with Siliconix. 
Based on the popular 80C51 architecture, a favorite 
for automobile consoles, the new controllers were 
announced in August and will function from a positive 
rail that can vary from 2. 7 to 5.5 V. Siliconix, which 
made Art Fury famous in the early 1980s as an 
evangelist for smart-power technology, was among 
the first companies to successfully package DMOS 
power-driver transistors in reduced footprint so pack
ages-a technology the company calls "little foot." 
Matra's sister company, Siliconix, is now 80-percent 
owned by AEG. The semiconductor group expects to 
benefit from Daimler expertise in engine control anti
skid braking systems and display technologies, as 
well as developments in microwave technology and 
high-energy batteries. 

I Sensors and actuators 
Current-generation auto system controllers rely on 
two mixed-signal systems-front-end signal condi
tioners and back-end amplifiers-which correspond 
roughly to sensors and actuators. On the front end, a 
sensor converts engine temperature or brake pres
sure into a voltage, amplifies it and converts it into a 
digital number. A microprocessor typically compares 
this measurement with a reference voltage in ROM
based look-up and issues a corrective response. In 
some cases, a D-A converter transforms the digital 
number into a voltage; in others, the digital output of 
the microcontroller can be used directly to open or 
close a big mechanical switch-power door locks, for 
example. In either case, a power transistor must be 
harnessed to raise the current level high enough to 
magnetize the coil that turns the motor, activates the 
relay or squeezes the brake pads. While sensor signal 
conditioning, with typically low-frequency require
ments, is relatively mature, much development work 
needs to be done in reducing the size and packaging 
weight of power transistors, and in obtaining tighter 
integration with control logic, the essence of smart
power technology. 

One example of smart-power technology developed 
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for automotive electronics users is Prism, recently 
introduced by Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX). The 
Prism technology is composed of a standard-cell ASIC 
that permits the integration of VLSI logic elements 
such as microprocessors and memories with linear 
and power devices. The two keys to Prism are reusable 
engineering-based on a multipurpose standard-cell 
library-and a process technology that combines 1-
µm CMOS, analog and high-voltage CMOS, and bipolar 
and power DMOS transistors all on one chip. The 
technology is said to produce smart-power chips 
smaller than those coming from the updrain DMOS 
process of Motorola Semiconductor (Phoenix, AZ) or 
the BCD-2 process of SGS-Thomson Microelectronics 
(Phoenix, AZ and Agrate Brianza, Italy). It was devel
oped to impress the automotive system designers at 
Delco. 

More than 100 engineers were involved in the 
Prism project, according to Delbert Whitaker, TI's 
vice-president in charge of product development. 
Prism includes six or more mixed-signal and linear 
cell libraries. The key to its success, however, is a 
lateral DMOS transistor structure that drastically re
duces the real estate required by DMOS power transis
tors. One advantage of smaller chip real estate is the 
ability to replace cumbersome SIP and T0-220 power 
packages with smaller, less expensive and more man
ufacturable DIP and so packaging. Apart from actua
tors developed for Delco, the first standard TI products 
to use the technology will be power transistor arrays, 
data bus latches and transceivers. 

I Driving CAE tool development 
In addition to device technology, automotive equip
ment makers will be instrumental in the development 
of analog and mixed-signal CAE tools. They are already 
among the best customers for Analogy's behavioral 
modeling tools. A consortium of European auto equip
ment manufacturers, in fact, is attempting to develop 
a framework for hardware development and simula
tion tools. Fueled by engineers at Daimler-Benz and 
the Bavarian Motor Works (BMW), the consortium's 
focus is simulating the operation of new systems, even 
while they're in the conceptual phase. The goal is to 
test out control system concepts and compare alter
natives before the detailed design work is begun. 

Key to the success of this initiative is the availabil
ity of abstract system-level models, especially those 
that depict mechanical and electromechanical de
vices, such as relays, motors, actuators, and switches. 
These are also among the key concerns of the groups 
actively tracking the development of an analog hard
ware description language (AHDL). Gauging by attend
ance at the Analog and Mixed-Signal Design 
Conference last month, automotive system builders 
will be among the first users of an AHDL. 

Stephan Ohr is president of Indian Forest Research and 
editor of the monthly newsletter, Mixed Signals. 
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8051 
IN-CIRCUIT 
EMULATOR 

$99500 
• 8031/32/5 1/52 support 
• 64K Memory/64K breakpoints 
• Source Level C and Assy debugging 
• Trace Buffer • Programmers 
• Money Bock Guarantee 

VAIL SILICON TOOLS 
305 570 5580 
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QUICK-TURN 
PC BOARDS 
INSTANT QUOTES 

1-800-234-1556 
(After Hours (602) 377-7319) • 
Single/Double Sided/Multi-Layer 

Gerber Input I Floppy or Modem 

[iii!jiii1 Ap~~~ed • . .. 

~ U.L. Listed 

AVANTI CIRCUITS, INC. 
(Ml 17650 North 25th Avenue 
~ Phoenix, Arizona 85023 

(602) 863-7729 & 234-1556 
Fax (602) 375-1909 

BBS I Modem (602) 234-1737 
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8051/68HC11/Z80 
Integrated Debugging System 

Software & Hardware 
$2495 Includes: 

• Borland Turbo C like interlace 
• Multi·windowed editOI 
• Symbolic source or assembly 

debugging with 161< breakpts. 
• CPU register. PSW, SFR 

memory. watch, output displays 
• Target Interlace Unit (TIU) 

connects PC lo target PROM 
socket 

100 NOl1ll V...00 #oe., P._,,., CA 91107 
Tel: 800-847-1998 Fax: 818-~11 

• Control program execution 
with Run, Stop, Run lo 
Cursor, Reset, Step. Trace 

• 128K ROM emulalor built-in 
• 8051 . 68HC11 orZ801arget 

board included 
• Supports many compilers 
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6BHC11 
PC-based emulator for 68HC11 

• PC plug-in or AS-232 box. ~· D f.300-1303 

• Pull-down menus with full window support, combined with 
command-driven User Interface. 

• Up lo 16 MHz real time emulation. 
• No intrusions lo the 68HC11's resources. 
• 48 bit wide 16K deep trace. All functiorls usable without 

disturbing emulation. Time stamping. Two level trigger. 
• Symbolic and C Source Level Debugging, including in-line 

assembler and disassembler. 
• Supports, up to 512K bank.TNitching. 
• Supports A, D, E, F, G, J, K, l , N and P parts. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK! 

a Call Nohau's 24-N>ur nDH U 51 E. Campbell Avenue informal.IOl'I cemer k> 
Campbell, CA 95008 receive into on 
FAX (408) 37&7869 your FAX 

CORPO R ATIO N_ (4_08) 866-1820 , .._,,..,.,, 
t w con Booth #2728 

LIPd41t• 
F'.1.•ld 

Cont .. r•t-S 
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er.at• 
Hi.r~ic:al l'-~tl.i.st 

a..,;. 
At-lnot•t• 

IT CAN BE THIS EASY! 
OrCAD's innovative ESP Frame

work can make creating a netlist from 
your schematic as easy as pressing 
an on-screen "button." 

Call (503) 690-9881 for a FREE 
demonstration disk and information 
about the entire OrCAD product line: 
schematic design, simulation, pc 
board layout, programmable logic IC 
design and more. 
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Blazingly Fast 320C31 DSP-Based 
IBM PC Floating Point Supercontroller 

Programmable In "C" or FORTH 

~\"" . :. :·-·:;_, '.', 
--~·1 --. ' ..... ">"!I .. I • . 1• = ~ 

!1!!!!!!!!!!1 :;~ 1 - 'i . I .- RH 
I'~~ ~t~ : :_ I .: . - , 

17 MIPS, JJ MFLOPS Sustained! Perfecl tor reaHime control, 
dole acquisition. and high speed signal processing . 

PC31 : 33 Mhz TMSJ20C31 32-bit. tloat1ng point OSP. 4Mbcode 
EPROM. 128k-16Mb RAM. 0 ·2 wait states. three 2 Mbaud senal 
pons. SIK 8·b1t parallel ports, OPT022 opto-1sola1or 1ntertace. l1ve 
counler timers. 12 interrupts, lour 12-bit 11 O kHz DIA, eight 12-bit 
333 kHz A..D. programmable gain amp. - From $850, Oty 1 !!! 

Complete Development Systems: ANSI C Compiler or FORTH 
Cornpreh8fls1ve DSP, Floating Poml and I 0 L1brar1es. integrated. 
enwonmenl with PCB. manuals. 2 Mb soltware - From $29951 

A Innovative Integration 1aos1 "'·"" 
~4086 l re l 4ol 1'1 Moorp."lr.._ CA93021 Fa• :(805)529·7932 
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68HC16 
68332 

PC-based In-Circuit Emulator 

• Supports 68HC16Z1, 68331, 68332, 68340 with more members of 
the HC16 and 300 families to lollow. 

• Trace board, 128K deep, 104 bits wide, supports BOTH families I 
• Triggering and finering, using full pipeline decoding. 
• User intertace under Microsoft Windows. 
• Memory contents available in real-lime (shadow RAM). 
8 Up to 17 MHz real time emulation. 
• High-fevel C support. In-line assembler and dlsassembler. 

noHau ~~.: 
FAX (408) 378-7869 

CORPO RATIO N (408) 866-1820 
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REMOVE HARDWARE 
C>----iir LOCKS ~ 

Protect your investment! 
Don 't wait for your lock to get lost, 
stolen or fail and render your pro
gram useless. 
Our SAFEKEY'S are guaranteed to 
unlock the following : 

PADS 2000 
P-SPICE 
CAD KEY 

MICROCADAM 
MICROSTATION 
JD STUDIO 

TO PAS 
PCAD 
& MORE 

-..... 
From $399 plus S&H 

(609) 390-2799 
24 HR. FAX HOTLINE -

(609) 390-3750 - J 

IMAGINE THAT 
1 Evergreen Dr., Seaville, NJ 08230 

TM-Trademarks property of respective owners. 
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Program It In C 
Our new Little PLC™ measures only 4.33 x 2.85 inches 
and can mount on standard DIN rail. This miniature 
controller costs only $195, including e optically isolated 
inputs and 8 relay driver outputs. Low cost expansion 
cards allow you to add more inputs and outputs: digital 
and analog. It has dual RS·485 serial 1/0 , battery 
backed memory and time/date clock, programmable 
timers and a watchdog . Our easy to use and affordable 
Dynamic CT'1 integrated development system also costs 
$195. You can write simple programs in an hour, or you 
can develop major applications with 20 ,000 lines of C 
language. 

Z-World Engineering 
1724 Picasso Ave .. Davis. CA 95616 

(916) 757-3737 Fax : (916) 753-5141 
24 hr. Automatic Fax : (916) 753·0618 

(Call from your fax, request catalog #1 B) 
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New Tools ...... to Support Your New Designs ! 
For over 17 years, Elan Systems has been designing device programmers that enhance the applica tion or tbe latest in IC techno logy. The task today is even grea te r, - but Elan continues 
to meet th e cha llenge by provid ing you with 3 new models to matcb your speci fi c design requirements: 

Elan Systems, Inc, 
365-700 Woodview Ave, 
Morgan Hill , CA 95037 

Stand-alo ne, universa l programmer wi th today's fastest 
approved programming times - 27010 < 30 secs 

Model 5-JOB 
PCMCIA card Programmers for development or 
production. Reader/Writers also ava ilable. 

Tel (408) 778-7267 FAX (408) 778-2597 

» CALL (800) 541-ELAN for a FREE Cross-Reference Wall Chart. 

» See us at WESCON - Booth #2749 

Half size ECL Clock Oscillator 

Connor-Winfield Corp. introduces its new 8-pin 
DIP ECL clock oscill ators. The E500 Series is avail ab le 
in frequencies from 24 MH z - 180 MH z. Options avai la
ble incl ude industrial temp range of -40C to +85C, com
pli mentary output, enable/disable funct ion, and surface 
mo unt heade r. Frequ ency stabi lilites are ava il abl e to 
+/-25 ppm over temperature. 

These models are avai lable with supply voltage of 
either -5.2 V de ( I OK equ ivalent) -4.5 Vdc ( I OOk equi v
alent) or +5 Ydc. Prototype quantity pricing at 120 MH z 
is $43.90 each. Delivery is stock to 7 weeks A. R.O. 
Contact Barney Ill at: Connor-Winfield Corporation 
1865 Selm anen Road, Aurora, IL 60505 
PH : (708) 85 1-4722 FA X: (708) 85 1-5040 
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Available on both DOS, Windows and 
UNIX (SPARC, DEC, HP, IBM) 

CapFast is an advanced hierarchical 
schematic des ign and interface tool fo r 
PCB, PLDIFPGA , as we ll as ASIC 
designs. 

The optional EDI F 200 tools allow the 
designer to translate CapFast schematics 
to and from other EDA systems, such as 
Mentor Graphics and Cadence. For further 
informati on, please call (503) 645-0313. 

~ Phase Three Logic 
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•Quick pulse pgms. eight 1 Mbit EPROMs in 40 sec. 
•Stand-alone or PC-driven •1 Megabit of DRAM 
•RS-232, parallel in & out ports •Made in U.S.A. 
•Binary, Intel hex, & Motorola S formats •A9 Identifier 
•100 user-definable macros •2 year warranty 
•Information, call (9161924-8037 •Single pgmr. $550 

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS 
4539 Orange Grove Ave. • Sacramento, CA 95841 

-

(M-F, 8-5 PST) mp 
_ j -
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WHY?? 
BURN EPROMS? 

when 
Quali ty, FAST-LOADING* 

EPROM EMULATORS 
start al ONLY 

$129 
(27256 • LARGER MODELS AVAll..ABLE) 

BEAT YOUR NEXT DEADLINE -
C.tll or FAX !or Engmcenng Spc1.. ... 

Voice or FAX: (214) 272-9392 

Technical Solutions 
PO BOX 46::!101 G.trlaml, TX 750-l6-::!IO I 

* DOWNLOAD 27512 ln UNDER 3 SECONDS I 
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State Machine 
Design 

For Complex & High Density PLDs 

The most powerful PLD/FPGA CAE 
design software from $495.00 

1-800-331-7766 LOGICAL 
305-428-6868 D•v•c••. INC. 

See us at Wescon Booth 3526 Hall A 
CIRCLE NO. 180 

SYSTEM 
SHOWCASE--

Reach over 100,000 
qualified engineers and 
engineering managers 
with 
SYSTEM SHOWCASE 
advertising. 

Rates start at $940 
For more Information 
call Sue Shorrock at 
800-225-0556 or 
508-392-2185 

CIRCLE NO. 183 

I 



SYSTEM SHOWCASE I 
OEM AIR PUMPS/ 
COMPRESSORS 

• Only one moving part • Oilless 
• Low power • Low v1brat1on 

• AC & oc models 

Call us to discuss your application 
TEL: 708-860-0500 
FAX: 708-860-9473 

MEOICAUSURGICAL • LEAK TESTING 
BUSINESS MACHINES 

~ l AERATION SOURCES 
VENDING MACHINES 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
GRAPHIC ARTS 

CIRCLE NO. 184 

FINAL 
One tool to satisfy all your 
firmware development needs 

PROM~~ll:: is a universal system. 
•Develops code for any microprocessor 
•Complete, real time, source level debugging 
•Host software for DOS, Unix, Mac , VMS 
•Non intrusive on your target system 
•Simply plugs into any ROM socket 

PAOM~ll:: also supports Turbo Debugger. 
C_thru_ROM , FreeForm, GOB, and more. 

PROMIJ«;ll:: 
... the affordable solution. 

EJS)Grammar 
Engine 
Inc. 

TEL: (614) 899-7878 
West: (415)750-0219 
FAX: (614) 899-7888 

CIRCLE NO. 187 

SBX ANALOG 1/0 
GET A COMPETITIVE EDGE! 

Density · up to 16 ND inputs & 8 D/ Aoutpuls on one 
single widih card. Speed · throughput rates up to 59 kHz. 
Intelligence - many preprogrammed modes. Input filters. 
prog. gain amps, sample-holds. FIFO 1/0 buffers & many 
other features too numerous to mention here. 

ROBOTROLCORP 
925 W. San Martin Ave, PO Box 990 

San Martin, CA 95046 
(408) 683-2000 

CIRCLE NO. 190 

Emcor Introduces 
Product Guide 
for Electronic 
Enclosures 
"A Guide to Emcor En· 
closures" describes 
design, construction, 
and component fea· 
tures of all the Emcor 
enclosure systems

ESQ, 10 Series, Emcor I , EMI -RFI shielded 
cabinets-plus CompuDesk, enclosure cool
ing accessories, Instant Emcor ship-from· 
stock program, and Emcor's modification and 
custom design capabilities. Free catalog avai l· 
able. 

Emcor Products 
1600 4th Avenue NW 
Rochester, M 55901 

507-289-337 1; FAX 507-287-3405 

CIRCLE NO. 185 

Multibus II 
Parallel System 

Bus Analyzer 

PSBA-100 A productivity 
enhancement tool for the system 
integrator, field service engineer, 
so~ware, and hardware engineer. 

Stand-alone, single boa rd computer 
6U fo rm factor . installs in a single s lot 
Built-in, termina l-based user interface 
Supports a ll four address spaces 
Data capture based on Multibus II protocol 
Fully programmable fil te r logic uses 
templates based on Multibus II protocol 
Filter logic supports 16 trigger levels 

PRC For more 
PRC Inc. information 
1410 Wall Street and free Demo 
Bellevue. NE 68005 Di sk . Call . (402) 293-3900 

CIRCLE NO. 188 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
GRAPHICS CARDS 

32 /40 MHz TMS34020 GSP 
•Optional FPP w/512K local SRAM 

For ISA Bus & STD 32 ® systems 
• 1 MB DRAM, 1 MB VRAM standard 

On board memory expandable to: 
• 4 MB DRAM 
• 4 MB VRAM 
• 512K EPROM 

640x480 thru 1600x1200 pixels 
24-bit True Color mode 

• 256 colors from 16 .7 million 
Free TIGA® & Windows ® drivers 

$1,495 ,. 
ZWICK SYSTEMS INC. 

Tel 613 -7 26 - 1377 , Fax 613 - 726 - 1902 

CIRCLE NO. 191 

For all 
SCSI 
Devices 

Low-cost, 
PC-Based 

Testers 
with solutions 
for every testing 
situation ... 
design, manufacturing, 
field service 

--·it 
£: 
· / 
" 

Transfer data at 10 MBytes/second. They feature : 
• SCSl-2 Command Queuing 
• SCSl-2 Message System Support 
• High-level Multi-threading Support 
• Initiator and Target Emulation 

We offer complete development systems, low-cost 
manufacturing plattorms and portable turn-key 
systems, all available with integrated bus analysis. 

For information or prompt quotation, call, write or FAX us: 

~J~ TE!C.hl 
c 0 

6975 Washington Ave. So.,Suite 220 • Edina, MN 55439 
6121941 -5905 •FAX 6121941-2386 

CIRCLE NO. 186 

357 MHz 14-Pin 
Clock Oscillator 

Connor-Winfield Corp. 
announces literalure on a 
new line of high frequency 
ECL Logic clock oscilla 
tors. The ECLB Series 

oscillator covers the high frequency range of 8 MHz-360 
MHz. AVAILABLE NOW IN A 14-Pl DIP. Literature 
for a double DIP version with frequencies to 500 MHz is 
also available. Frequencies to 90 MH z are now available 
with Voltage Control function (model EY53 series). 
Contact Barney Ill for details. 

Additional specifications li sted below: 
Model ECLB 
Package 14-pin DIP 
Frequency: 8 MHz to 360 MHz 

Supply -5.2 or -4.5 Vdc 

Connor-Winfield Corporation 
1865 Selmarten Road 
Aurora, IL 60505 
PH: (708) 851-4722 FAX: (708) 851 -5040 

CIRCLE NO. 189 

386/486 
Bolt-in Computers '" 
for embedded applications 
High performance CPUs for aggressive applications From 
luff blown VGA flat panel. BMB RAM 5t0 MB /DE systems 
To number crunching high throughput ROM-based systems. 

• 16-25 MHz 386SX 486SLC 
• BMB RAM t 8 MB ROM 
• Solid state or /DE disk for 

DOS 5 0. Windows 3 I 
• Multitasking. mult1drop 

comm PIO control 
multi-CPU software 

• Optional STD BUS 
expansion 

' 

From$995 1 
quantity t great OEM discounts 

MICRO/SYS 
3447 Ocean View Blvd Glendale CA 91208 

(818) 244-4600 FAX (818) 244-4246 

CIRCLE NO. 192 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, OUTPLACEMENT AND POSITIONS WANTED 

Recruitment Advertising 
Sue Shorrock, (508) 392-2185 

POSITION WANTED ADS 
Free 1" ad to subscribers seeking full
time employment. Just include 50 
words of copy and your subscription 
label. We'll run your ad in 2 consecutive 
issues. Available to non-subscribers or 
consultants/companies at $125 per 
column inch. Mail your position 
wanted ad to: COMPUTER DESIGN 
Positions Wanted, One Technology 
Park Drive, PO Box 990, Westford, MA 
01 886 

POSITIONS WANTED 

ENGINEERING/APPLICATION/CUSTOMER 
ENGINEERING. BSEE with 20 years of hands
on management of design from concept to 
delivery. Customer/vendor contact, Analog/Digi
taVPackaging/ and use of CAD. Peripherals/small 
system exp. Kayvon Kiamanesh, 21811 Saticoy 
St# 21, Canoga Park, CA91304. 

O.A. Manager seeks position with a company 
desiring to improve its performance, i.e ., quality 
& productivity. I have excellent related expenence 
that includes qualrty program audits, proposals, 
plans, procedures, TOM, SPC, SOA, OE, MRB, 
Config. Mgt. and ISO programs for aircraft & 
aerospace products & services. Please call (818) 
365-2200 if no answer please leave message. 

PRODUCT DESIGN MANAGER/PARTNER. 
Does your company have the need for a custom 
embedded Basic like interpreter? Also do dig1-
taVanalog/custom software development for both 
PCs and real time systems. Southern Calfom1a 
preferred. Larry Dersh (619) 670-3817, 10258 
Fairhill Dr, Spring Valley, CA 91977. 

GREATER BOSTON, MA AREA: Interested in 
adding an experienced COMPONENT/PRO
DUCT ASSURANCE or MANUFACTURING EN
GINEER to your staff? Look no further! Over ten 
years experience: BS Electronic Engineering 
Technology; Supervised staff of 8; Milrtary/com
mercial manufacturing; Call George J. Alexan
dropoulos (508) 692-7301 . I'll FAX resume. 

CAREER 
CONNECTIONS 

SEASONED PR/ADVERTISING/MARCOM 
MANAGER, 26 years experience with many 
awards, seeks sr. level corporate or agency posi
tion. Heavy magazine PR experience, plus adver
tising, collateral , trade shows, videos , newsletter. 

Former radio/TV reporter. Experienced at plan
ning, managing, executing. Exceptionally good at 
developing and managing individual contributors. 
Live Northeast, will relocate. Gall Jeff, (508) 7 46-
7898. 

Seeking Regional Sales Manager position. Self 
motivated individual with extensive and success
ful experience selling technical products and 
services to industrial customers in the southwest 
and Rocky Mountain regions. Products sold in
clude both hardware and software for industrial 
control applications. Additional experience as 
software engineer. Contact: Nick Baker, 2015 
Martingale Dr, Norman, OK 73072. (405) 364-
4628. 

MICROPROCESSOR EXPERT, Hardware/Soft
ware, Optimized Assembly, C, 680x0, Emulators, 
Multiprocessing, Device Driver's, PCs, Graphics, 
VME Realtime, Instrumentation, 16 Bit Analog, 
Sign~I Conditioning, Semiconductor Testing, 
DSP, Industrial Control , Servo Systems, Proto
types, Project Management, Total Life Cycle. 
John Odendahl , 7801 Shoal Creek #112, Austin, 
TX, 78757, (512) 458-8856. 

PROJECT MANAGER: Highly versatile pro
fessional with over 15 years of broad-based ex
perience in Project Management, Economic 
Analysis and Engineering gained wrth blue chip 
firms (GTE, PacBell , FHP, etc .). Technically 
oriented, MBA, BS, and BA degrees with strong 
functional skills embracing all areas of research , 
applications engineering and business analysis. 
Call Bob Mazzola, (714) 841-8978. 

Product Development: Hardware, Firmware, 
Software. Developed and owns complete 
rights to market-ready Data Acquisi
tion/Voice/Phone/Instrumentation products. Ex
perience in Embedded Controllers, Assembly 
language, PC interface and programming. Sche
matics Design, PCB layout, prototype develop
ment, & troubleshooting. Brochure, advert1s1ng 
and manual write-up. Excellent communications 
skills. Contact Nidal at (719) 260-6834. 

Closing Dates for upcoming 
magazine issues 

Issue 

DEC 
JAN 

Closing 

NOV4 
DEC4 

TECHNICAL WRITER. Eight years publications 
experience. Documentation and promotions in
cluding copy and scriptwriting. Knowledge of 
popular PC packages. Clients include CAD, 
robotics, software developers, design. Offer free 
diagnosis of your publications needs. Samples. 
Call Jay at (617) 523-4217. 

Fault tolerant computing, digital, analog , software 
hands-on design and analysis. Reliability, cost 
and performance modeling. Failure Modes and 
Effects, worst-case analyses. Multi-tasking soft
ware and hard real-time systems design. SOA 
system methodologies. Don Uhrich, DEPEND
ABLE SYSTEMS, 7088 Olde Stage Road, 
Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 440-4696. 

SENIOR ENGINEERING MANAGER/ EN
GINEERING DIRECTOR: Over 20 years of 
successful and professional experience in major 
industrial electronic companies . Expertise in plan
ning conceptual electronic design, with emphasis 
on managing, directing and developing people for 
project and product success. BSEE, MSEE and 
MBA. Resume on request. Bruce Carlton, 2045 
E. Knox Rd, Tempe, AZ 85284, (602) 831-9699. 

SENIOR LEVEL MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS 
MARKET ANALYST, STRATEGIC PLAN
NER AND PRODUCT DEVELOPER. Mem
ber of ANSI and ISO Experts Groups on : 
digital Image , Motion Video, Audio com
pression , and ISO Electronic Still Pictures 
Imaging . Experience developing MPEG 
Video chip , DSP-based MPEG-Audio soft
ware solution, Laser Disc-based Mulitme
dia Applications. Call Alfred Riccomi (214) 
644-8875 . 

PROGRAM/ PROJECT MANAGER . Over 
15 years experience in the design and 
development of large scale data acquisition 
and control systems . Managed and per
formed real time software & hardware sys 
tems design . Background in 
instrumentation , control , data acquisition , 
signal conditioning, transducers etc . 
Moorer, 1000 Mira Vista Dr, Huntsville , AL 
35802 (205) 881-8444 . 
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When your product 
advertising demands 
that you reach the 
key decision makers 
in the microprocessor 
based electronics 
OEM, 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
delivers! 

Only COMPUTER DESIGN: 

•serves today's $570 
billion microprocessor 
based electronics OEM 

•provides design 
directions, options and 
choices-with exclusive 
"why-to" editorial 

•delivers over 100,000 
engineering managers 
and engineers-100% 
design and development 
qualified! 

•reaches over 71,000 
design and development 
engineering managers
more than any other 
design publication in 
the market 

•is the fastest growing 
publication in the field 

For more information on how 
to subscribe or advertise , 
please contact : Tim Tobeck, 
Nat ional Sales Manager/ 
Associate Publisher at 
(508)392-2116. 

COMPUTIR . , " 
DESIGN 11

•

1 11 

One Technology Park Drive 
Westford, MA 01886 

(SOB) 692-0700 
CIRCLE NO. 74 
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Small in Size -
Great in Performance 

's 3U boards offer more CPU 
power and functionality on less than 
half of a 6U board. 

Low Power CMOS 
The 100% CMOS design guarantees 
lowest power consumption : 
e.g. our 68030 CPU board requires 
only.+5 V, 0.85 A at 32 MHz! 

• -55° to + 105° C 
The cold CMOS design combined 
with conduction cooling assures 
operation at the extreme of+ 105° C. 

100 G Shock 
's stiffened 3U boards are almost 

completely shock and vibration 
proof. Jumpers and sockets have 
been replaced. 

Highest MTBf 
's ruggedized boards have set 

marks in VME: e .g . our 68030 CPU 
boards has an MTBF of 740,000 
hours! (MIL-HDBK-217, 20° C). 

Broad Product Range 
68040 CPU, 68030 CPU, dual 68302 
communication contr., graphics, 
MIL-STD-15538, ARINC-429, SCSI, 
ethernet, flash-disk, synchro-
resolver, digital 1/0, analog 1/0, .. . 
VRTX-32, PSos•, OS-9, ADA, C, .. . 

4 Styles - Low Cost 
Four software-compatible styles 
from economy to MIL-883/B cover all 
environmental needs at best prices. 

Controlled Quality 
's quality assurance complies with 

AQAP-4 and MIL-1-45208. 

Industrial Computers 
Sieglindenstr. 191h, D-8900 Augsburg 1 
Tel +49 821 5034-0, Fax 5034-119 

In the US contact: DYNATEM 
15795 Rockfield Boulevard, CA 92718, 
Irvine, Tel (714) 855-3235, Fax 770-3481 



CYPRESS MEMORY AND SILICON GRAPHICS WORKSTATIONS 
COMBINE TO CREATE SOME SEXY GRAPHIC EFFECTS. Ifyou'relikemost, you 
loved the stunning special effects in "The Lawnmower Man." They gave you an imaginative preview of what Virtual Reality might look like 
in the near future. To design and create those effects, Angel Studios relied heavily on cutting-edge Silicon Graphics® workstations, spurred 
on by lightning-fast Cypress memory. 

Cypress offers a full range of high-performance products, including SRAM and PROM memories, PLDs, SPARC microprocessors, 
logic products, Bi CMOS ECL memories, and multichip modules. Products that can make your designs highly attractive. If you're ready to 
embrace top line performance, call for the Cypress Data Book. 

FOR A FREE DATA BOOK AND POSTER OF THIS AD 
CALL OUR HOTLINE: 1-800-858-1810* Ask for Dept 016. ., J!i CYPRESS 

--::::::- _F SEMI! 'ONf\l ~roF 
*In Europe, fax your request to the above dept. at (32) 2-652-1504 or call (32) 2-652-0270. In Asia, fax to the above dept. at I (415) 961-4201. 
© 1992 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone I (408) 943-2600, Telex: 82!032 CYPRESS SNJ UD, TWX: 910-997-0753. "The Lawnmower Man" image was created by Angel 
Studios. Carlsbad, California. © 1992 Allied Vision Lane Pringle Productions. All rights reserved. Silicon Graphics is a registered trademark of Silicon Graphics, Inc. 
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